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LETTER FROM MR McCALMONT TO THE SHAREHOLDERS OF 
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA 

GENTLEMEN, 

3 Crown Court, Philpot Lane, 
London, April 30, 1856. 

HAVING for some time past endeavoured to enlist my Co-Directors in an in
quiry as to whether such an expenditure as £1,400,000 for a connecting link in your 
railway system across the Saint Lawrence be unavoidable; and failing to obtain from 
them that cordial and energetic co-operation which I believe the case to deserve, my 
feeling of responsibility compels me to make known to you the steps which I have 
considered it right to take in furtherance of your interests. 

I now, therefore, beg to lay before you a letter dated 29th March, from Charles 
Liddell, Esquire, Civil Engineer, of No. 2-1 Abingdon Street, Westminster, to myself, 
together with Correspondence and Reports, to which it refers, on the subject of the 
Victoria Bridge across the Saint Lawrence at Montreal. 

These communications between Mr. Liddell and me, were preceded by the 
refusal of Mr. Stephenson, to confer with, him on the subject, when invited, at my 
suggestion, on behalf of the Board to do so. It seemed to me intolerable that au 
inquiry should be thus eluded by the exclusion of the Company from professional 
opinions beyond those of Mr. Stephenson's selection, in which he would naturally 
seek support for the conclusions to which he had committed himself. 

It will be in your recollection that at the Public Meeting, held at the City of 
London Tavern in July last, when your sanction was obtained to certain concessiuns 
made to the Contractors, it was announced that they had consented to a modification 
of the contract for the Bridge ;-that the works on it were to be almost suspended for 
some time ;-(partly on financial grounds, but also in conformity with an assurance 
from Mr. Stephenson, that until the plans of the Bridge should be reconsidered, the 
progress of the works was to be strictly confined to those portions, such as the 
approaches, which would be common to whatever structure might be eventually 
adopted-an assurance, by the way, strangely irreconcileable with paragraph 70 in 
his Report, and paragraph 20 in the Report of his assistant, Mr. Clark; )-and you were 
assured of the existence of "an opportunity for consideration whether some plan of 
" construction may not be devised whereby all the advantages to be derived from 
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" completing this important link in the great ehain of c{)mmuni~ation may be 
" obtained at a less charge upon the undertaking." 

I am constrained to express my opinion that any expectation of such a result, 
although obtainable, will prove a delusion, unless an unreserved and candid in
quiry into the subject be insisted en. As regards the plans, an overwhelming 
preponderance of authority, as well as demonstration, will be found in favour of 
a more cconomical construction than that prescribed by Mr. Stcphenson; and, as 
regards thc contract, which, according to the Prospcctus, is founded upon estimatcs 
framed by Messrs. Stcphcnson and A. M. Ross, I affirm that, fraud being out of the 
question, theso estimates arc based on error. 

The documents now laid beforo you may help to suggest a future course. They 
deserve your attentive perusal and consideration. 

Surely amongst the Shareholders there must be many gentlemen competent to 
form a corrcct judgment on the matter; and I trust that some of you will corne 
forward and organise a Committee to grapple with the subject. What is to be 
insisted on is INQUIRY--uncompromising, straightforward inquiry-with a deter
mination to arrive at a knowledge of the true merits of the case, and so to be in a 
position to deal with whatever circumstances may arise. 

The Board is in the dark, and is consequently unqualified to negotiate intel
ligently with the Contractors either under existing circumstances or probable con
tingencies. Pcnding such consideration of the subject as I trust you will institute 
and insist upon, all expenditure upon the Bridge ought to be arrested. 

In the hope that a suitable inquiry may be instituted by you, I will abstain from 
comment upon the reckless manner in which the Company are being hcretofore 
led on blindfold in regard to this Bridge. 

Before concluding, I beg to acquaint you that as the exercise of that reserve 
which may become a Director is incompatible with my sense of my duty to you, I 
have, in order to qualify myself for addressing you as I now do, judged it expedient 
to withdraw from the Board, and I have accordingly tendered my resignation as a 
Director. 

I am, Gentlemen, 

Your obedient Servant, 

ROBERT MCCALMONT. 
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SIR, 

24, AMllgdol! Street, lIe8illlillsrer, 
March 29th, 1856. 

"IU'l'OHIA BRILJUJ.!], ,vIONTHEAL. 

To R. :'.Icl'ALMONT, ESQ. 

A Director of the Grand Tntnk Railway rif Calladu. 

I HAVE received the Reports of Mr. Stephenson, Mr. Ross, Mr. BruneI, and 
Mr. Clark, in reply to my Report to you of September 22nd, 1855, on the subject of 
the Victoria Bridge. 

lt will be in your recollection that when you first applied to me, I advised you 
against receiving any Report privately. I recommended you rather to urge the Board 
to institute an inquiry from such Engineers of repute in this Countl7J and Arne-rica, as 
would enable them to set the question, which you had raised respecting the cost of it, 
satisfactorily at rest. 

lt will also be in your recollection that on the point of cost seemed to turn the 
question whether the Bridge could be carried out or not, for its great cost made 
doubtful, and perhaps still makes doubtful, to some at least, its commercial advantage 
to the Shareholders. 

I was afterwards requested by the Directors, through you, by your letter of 
9th August, 1855, to report my opinion on the subject. I did so, and a e0py of my 
Report is appended hereto. But when that Report was placed before them, they 
refused to receive it, excepting from you, as a private Report made to you; and so the 
address was altered, and stood as it now stands in the printed copy which follows. 

My Report was, it appears, when given in, placed in the hands of Mr. Stephenson 
to answer; and this he has done in the Reports above referred to. 

The Reports of these Gentlemen have been now again sent to me by you privately; 
and if it were not that the statements against my Report contained in them, if unan
swered, might place you in a false position, I should certainly not notice them further. 
The manner adopted of conducting an inquiry of such importance is so repugnant to 
my ideas of business, and so little calculated to elicit truth, that I re·enter most un
willingly upon the subject, and only for the reason above given. 

After having read and carefully considered the four Reports, I have no reason to 
withdraw any statement I have made, and still believe that .. a permanent and sub
stantial Railway Bridge across the St. Lawrence at Montreal" may be erected for less 
than £400,000 sterling, including all contingencies, instead of the contract sum of 
£1,400,000, with a contingent increase of £100,000. 

In none of the Reports is there a word in justification of the prices implied in the 
Contract sums, viz., the price of £56 a ton, i. e. 6d. a lb. for ironwork; and the price 
of 36s. 6d. a cubic foot for ashlar-work in foundations on rock in 8 feet average depth of 
water, i. e., nearly three times the price of the granite masonry of the Skerry Vore 
lighthouse. 

By calculating the work in detail as far as is possible from the prices given, it is 
evident that the estimated cost, viz. £1,400,000, has no true relation to the work to be 
done, and in none of the Reports is there any attempt to show that it has 8lolCh relation. 
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In faot this sum appears'to be, as lUr. BruneI expresses it, a sum "assumed as the cost." 
For the Bridge, for which this sum was the original contract price, is now reduced more 
than one-sixth of the length and nearly one-fifth of the height of the ol'iginal designs as 
specified; and yet £l,c>OO,(I(IO appears to be assumed throughout as the cost of the 
Bridge so reduced, notwithstanding that the proportionate value of the reductions is 
above £200,000. 

As regards the details of the construction suggested in my Report, Mr. BruneI has 
ventured to condemn Concrete in foundationB as worse than a bed of gravel. Mr. Ste
phenson has asserted that even encased in iron its" use would be futile;" and that, if 
" practicable" to use it, there would be danger in " trusting the superstructure upon 
it." But neither of these gentlemen have given the shadow of a reason for their dicta, 
which are, I maintain, inconsistent with the best experience. 

All the Reports condemn any other superstructure than tube!! as unsuited to " this 
particular case," although there are extant only three examples of Tubular Bridges in 
the world, unless it be on the Grand Trunk Railway, and the practice of Mr. BruneI is 
diametrically contrary to his present recommendation; indeed, in examples of great 
spans for Railway Bridges, in this and other countries, I find that universally other 
systems have been preferred to that of the tube. But in truth the conflicting state
ments in these very Reports, prepared to support the Tubular Bridge system, afford 
the best proof against its economical application. 

In short, instead of serving to guide the judgment of a Board of Directors, the 
general tenor of the Reports is to divert attention from the main question at issue, 
viz., the cost of a permanent and substantial Bridge across the St. Lawrence at Montreal. 
Lengthy disquisitions are given on Foundation-work and Ice-breakers, and on the 
theory and practice of Girder Bridge construction; disquisitions abounding in strong 
assertions, and full of misconception. The foundations, ice-breakers, and superstruc
ture, are, of course, very important points for consideration, and I have given you my 
views upon them in great detail; but they sink into insignificance compared with the 
question whether £600,000 is not sufficient to carry out the very Design proposed, and 
whether the Contract Sum is not a Million in excess of what is necessary to make a 
Permanent and Substantial Bridge. 

I submit that on these essential points there is no question of opinion. There can 
only be question of fact. To understand the difference in the estimates requires no 
knowledge of engineering science, but only the application of co=on seJlse to make 
fair deductions from the indisputable facts of the Gase. The necessity for lengthened 
scientific discussion has arisen solely from my having to expose the fallacies involved 
in the authoritative dicta of lUI'. Stephenson and lUr. BruneI. 

On what must be considered matter of opinion-viz., the general Architectural 
appearance and Picturesque effect of the Bridge, I venture to assert that an Open 
Structure, such as I propose, would be found far to excel the Tubes in these respects, 
besides obviating the annoyance to travellers of passing through a mile and a third of 
noisy dark tunneL 

I subjoin copies of my first Report and of the four Reports above alluded to, wlJich 
for the sake of convenience I have had printed in extenso, with my replies and remarks 
in the margin, each in the form of a separate letter to you. 

I have the honour to be, Sir, 
Your ver.,- obedient Servant, 

(,lIARLE8 LIDDELL. 
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London, 9th August, 1855. 

CHARLES LIDDELL, ESQ. 

My DEAR SIR, 
As I am leaving Town this P. M. for a few weeks, I am disappointed at not 

finding you at home. My object in calling is to say that I have been requested by 
the Grand Trunk Board to ask you to submit to them a Report of your opinion as to 
the most economical mode of constructing a permanent and substantial Railway 
Bridge across the Saint Lawrence, at Montreal. 

I am aware that you are tolerably well informed as to the peculiarities of the site, 
and also of the plan of the Bridge already commenced, and the progress of which may 
possibly be found to conflict in some degree with the full adoption of any new plan 
that might now be proposed. It would, however, depend upon circumstances how 
far what is now commenced might be reconciled with the modified adoption of new 
proposals. 

You will please combine with your Report any suggestions that may appear to 
you appropriate and tending to that economy which the Shareholders would appreciate. 

It is desirable that as little time as possible should be lost in your stating your 
ideas, and it will then be seen whether your assistance is likely to be availed of in 
making complete plans. 

Please to send your report to. Wm. Chapman, Esq., Sec. G. T. C., Broad Street. 

Yours truly, 
(Signed) ROBERT McCALMONT. 
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R. McOALMONT, ESQ. 

24, Altingdon Street, TYestminster, 
September 22nd, 1855. 

AT your request, that I would " submit to you a Report of my opinion, as to 
"the most economical mode of constructing a permanent and substantial Railway 
" Bridge across the Saint Lawrence, at Montreal," I have the honour to place before 
you the following statement:-

From the information I have been able to collect regarding the physical features 
and phenomena of the Saint Lawrence River, near Montreal, it appears to me that the 
building of a Railway Bridge across it will be an Engineering work of vast extent, 
but involving no peculiar difficulties, nor any necessity for unusual expenditure. 

Were it not for the phenomena which occur at the" taking" and breaking up of 
the ice, the task of Bridging the Saint Lawrence on the site proposed would present 
only the most ordinary character of Engineering work; and these phenomena may, I 
think, be provided against, as I shall afterwards state more fully, by independent Ice
breakers, without departing from such ordinary character of work. 

The bed of the river being a uniform shelving rock, a secure foundation is at once 
obtained; the depth of the water is inconsiderable, being only 1 0 to 12 feet at the 
deepest during the season when masonry work could be carried on, and for about 
one-half of the whole length of the Bridge not more than 6 feet. The depth does not 
vary more than 18 inches from April to December. Again, byihe physical formation 
of the bed of the river, the main current is confined to a Ohannel through the Sault 
Normand, not exceeding 1,200 or 1,500 feet in width. The velocity through this 
channel is not more than 4t miles per hour; abORt the same as that of the Thames, at 
London Bridge, at half ebb. Throughout the remainder of the width of the river, the 
velocity is very much less, and from the south shore to the central channel the stream 
is very sluggish. 

Under the conditions above described, the construction of the Bridge requires that 
means should be devised for executing a vast quantity of common work in a short 
time, rather than any very special Engineering contrivance. 

But the question now arises as to what provisions have to be made against the ice 
phenomena, so graphically described by :\II. Logan.-(See Tmns. Geo. Society, London, 
1842.) 

In the first place. it is evident that the Superstructure of the Bridge must be 
raised beyand the possibility of its being reached by the ice; and as the water is said 
to rise not more than 25 feet above summer-level, when the damming by ice in Saint 
ilary's current takes place, and it is during this rise that the piling of the ice takes 
place, it is probably quite sufficient to fix the height of the abutments at 35 feet above 
such level. The fact for determining this height I take from Mr. Logan's papers, and 
shall adopt it for present purposes. 

The phenomena of the" packing and shoving of the ice," as they affect the form 
and dimellili(ln~ of the Piers, may next be considered. 
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When the ice packs, it is in consequence of meeting with some obstruction; single 
pieces of no great size strike against the obstruction with a certain momentum, in 
consequence of which, the pieces slide over and under each other, and get packed. 
But at the season of packing, this ice is brittle and friable, being new-formed and 
mixed with snow, and its momentum is chiefly consumed by crushing in the act of 
packing, so that the momentum of large masses of this ice will be of infinitely less 
power against the Piers of a bridge than what might arise from the direct shove or 
pressure of a field of hard ice. But to counteract the greatest weight of ice and 
dammed water that can possibly press at once upon the bridge in the site in question, 
I am convinced requires only a moderately-sized Pier of good masonry. 

To facilitate the disruption of ice fields coming against the Piers, the latter must, 
of course, be provided with substantial Ice-breakers, against which the floating ice 
may be broken up. Thus the Piers will be protected from its direct action, and 
packing at the bridge prevented. 

This risk of packing at the bridge itself indicates that the spans must be made 
large, and for the purposes of navigation also large spans are necessary. 

Without more local information than I possess, however, it is impossible to deter
mine precisely what spans and what number of piers would form the most economical 
bridge. I will assume 220 ft. clear waterway for 24 side spans, and 330 ft. for the 
centre opening, to be sufficient for all purposes. 

These appear to be the number and dimensions of openings shown on the pub
lished lithographed drawings, and by the model exhibited in Paris of the proposed 
Victoria Bridge. I have made the height of the bridge also the same as shown on 
them, viz., 70 ft. 

First, with respect to the building of the Piers. As I have before stated, I see 
no reason to apprehend any difficulty in protecting them in the manner usual where 
exposed to the influence of ice. 

The foundations are naturally quite solid, and the under-water portion of the Piers 
is at so small a depth that their construction can be no great expense. 

The chief point for consideration seems, in fact, to be, how to construct this part 
in the shortest possible time. For the best manner of accomplishing this object, I 
advise that the Piers, up to the ordinary level of water, should be formed of rough 
stone concrete with cement, laid in an iron casing; the upper portion of the Piers to 
be built upon this in the ordinary way. I am decidedly of opinion that, in this 
manner, if proper Ice-breakers are added, sufficient resistance will be provided to 
meet the only force that can be exerted against the Piers, viz., the weight of ice and 
of the water dammed back at the bridge. 

As to the Ice-breakers, my opinion is, that they should be built as an annex to the 
piers, and formed of wood and iron, in the manner commonly used by American En
gineers in the rivers affected by heavy floating ice. 

On this plan of construction, I think that the Piers will be thoroughly protected, 
and readily relieved, and the Ice-breakers can be renewed from time to time, as they 
may require it, at little cost. 

In making my estimate for the Piers, I have calculated them for a double road
way. Such provision will require but a small additional cost; for, as a certain mass 
is required to resist the weight of the ice and dammed water, it may as well be dis
posed in such a form as to carry a double line. 

My estimate for the 24 piers and 2 abutments, built in the manner recommended, 
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with Ice-breakers for each, and for the Embankments at each end of the Bridge, 
amounts in the whole to £220,000. I have in this estimate adopted prices of work 
far above the English, in accordance with my information regarding the rates of skilled 
labour in Canada. 

Secondly, as regards the Superstructure, four forms suggest themselves to con
sideration, for crossing the Saint Lawrence: the Suspension Bridge; the Tubular 
Girder Bridge (Britannia Bridge type); the plain Girder Bridge; and the Trussed 
Girder Bridge. 

Of these, the first may be put out of the question, not from any incompatibility of 
the form with all the requirements of a railway bridge, but because, in this case, large 
spans are totally unnecessary for any reason of excessive cost of foundations, or height 
of piers, or in reference to the navigation; and it is only where such considerations 
are paramount, that the Suspension Bridge is to be recommended. 

Tubular Girder Bridges (of the Britannia Bridge type) for moderate spans, such 
as 220 feet, cannot be recommended on account of their great cost, and, also, because 
they form a disagreeably noisy and dark tunnel, without any countervailing advantage. 

Plain iron I shaped Girders are much less costly than Tubular Girders, are 
excellent in most respeets, but they are more costly than Trussed Girders; and I have 
arrived at the conclusion, that wrought-iron Trussed Girders are the best adapted for 
bridging the Saint Lawrence, for reasons of economy, as also for providing the per
manency and substantiality required. 

I have lately been putting up a large bridge with what are known as Warren's 
Trussed Gil'ders (in spans of 150 feet each). From the experience obtained in the 
execution of that work, I am able to speak precisely as to the cost at which such 
Girders can be erected; and, satisfied as I am of their being good and substantial, I 
have no hesitation in recommending them, though there are other forms of Trussed 
Girders that are equally good in all respects. 

I have taken the Equilateral Triangle Trussed Girders (Warren's) as the basis for 
comparing the three forms of wrought-iron Girders, and have put the calculation into 
a tabular form for facility of comparison. 

In this table, the calculated strain on the iron is the same, and the price is taken 
at £2-1 per ton for all. But it must be observed that, in making this comparison, the 
Tubular Girders are calculated on a construction which gives, theoretically, equal 
strains with those applied to the other Girders, but which cannot be recommended in 
practice. In fact, it appears to be necessary, in order to obtain sufficient stability in 
Tubular Girders of such spans as 220 feet, to make them about 70 per cent. heavier 
than the weight given in the table :-

COMPARATIVE TABLE. 

-
24 Spans or 220 ft. clear, with 

length added fot' piers. 
1 Span of 330 ft. clear. with 

length added for piers. 

Tons of IrOD. £. Tons or Jro~. £. 

Warren's Girders. 3,360 80,640 472 11,328 
Plain ditto. 3,686 88,464 561 13,464 
Tubular ditto 6,105 146,520 928 22,272 

I 
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The cost of carriage of the materials to Canada, and the erMtion there of tubular 
and plain girders, I cannot reckon at less than £12 per ton, whereas the Trussed Girders 
could be carried out and put up for £8 per ton. 

My estimate for the superstructure, on the plan I have recommended, is £123,00q, 
and for the piers £220,000; and the total estimate for the bridge, with an allowance 
of 10 per cent. for contingencies, amoUnts to £377,000. For this sum of £377,000, 
I feel confident that responsible contractors would readily come forward in public 
competition to tender for the execution of the work, on the plans I shall be ready to 
prepare, should you honour me with further instructions in the matter. 

I append three photographic views of the Crumlin Viaduct, alluded to in this 
Report, as illustrating my experience of the application of the Triangular Trussed 
wrought-iron Girder. 

I have the honour to be, 

Sir, ·Ga.!'f'bBHe!f, 

Your obedient Servant, 

(Signed) CHARLES LIDDELL. 
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MR. STEPHENSON'S REPORT. 

To the Chairman and Directors of the 
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada. 

GENTLEMEN, 

1. HAVING learnt that some doubts 
have been expressed respecting the fitness 
of the design for the Victoria Bridge, across 
the St. Lawrence at Montreal-that it is more 
costly than necessary, and that other systems 
of structure less expensive, yet equally effi-: 
cient, might with propriety be adopted, I 
feel called upon to lay before you, in some 
detail, the considerations which influenced 
me in recommending the adoption of the 
design which is now being carried out. In 
doing so, I heg to assure you that the subject 
was approached in the outset, both by Mr. 
Alexander Ross, your engineer in Canada, 
and myself, with a thorough consciousness of 
the enormous expense which must inevitably 
be involved, whatever description of structure 
might be adopted,-also of the large pro
portion which this cost must hear to the 
entire outlay of the undertaking of the Grand 
Trunk Rail way of Canada. We were, there
fore, fully alive to the imperative necessity of 
studying the utmo.t economy in every part of 
the work, consistent with our notions of effi
ciency and permanency. 

2. It will be my endeavour, in the fol
lowing remarks, to sdtisfy you, and those 
interested in the undertaking, that these 
objects have been kept steadfastly in view. 

3. It would evidently be unreasonable to 
expect that, amongst professional men, an 
ab~olute identity of opinion should exist, 

REPLY. 

To Robert M' Calmont, Esq., one of tlte 
Directors of tlte Grand Trunk Railway of 
Canada. 

VICTORIA BRIDGE. 

SIR, 
I HAVE read Mr. Stephenson's Report 

on " the fitness of the design for the Victoria 
" Bridge," which, thoug'h Hot professing to be 
a direct allswer to my Report to you" on the 
" most economical mode of constructing a per
" manent and substantial bridge across the St. 
" Lawrence at Montreal," is nevertheless so in 
fact, as is apparent, not only from internal 
evidence, but also from the fact that it is ac
companied by Reports from Mr. Clark, Mr. 
BruneI, and Mr. Ross, written at his request 
on my Report. 

The following is my reply to 1\1r. Stephen
son's view~ and statements. 

That the bridging of the St. Lawrence at 
Montreal is no light work few will be disposed 
to deny. 'Whether it be built on the cheapest 
system of American lattice bridges at a cost of 
£200,000, or on a system of ashlar work and 
iron tubes at an expenditure of £1,400,000, it 
is in either case a costly work. 

That to recommend a bridge of It mile ill 
length, of a height above the bottom of 72 feet 
in the middle, and of 35 feet at the abutments, 
involves heavy responsibility is very certain; 
and it may well justify the extreme caution 
with which Mr. Stephenson describes himself 
to have been influenced in approaching the con
sideration of it; for upon the care and judg
ment with which the case is considered the nice 
adjustment of the means to the end upon which 
the outlay is to be made, and the sufficiency of 
the structure when made, must depend. 

The qnestion which has been raised is exactly 
C 
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either in reference to the general design, or 
in many of' the details of' a work intended 
to meet such unusuall v formidable natural 
difficulties as are to b~ contended with in 
the construction of a bridge across the St. 
Lawrence. 
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REPLY. 

upon tIlCSC points, viz., whether it is necessary 
to incur so heavy an expenditure a. £1,400,000 
to bridge the St. Lawrence at Montreal, or 
whether a substantial and permanent bridge, 
all sufficient for the purpose, cannot be put up 
at a much smaller cost. 

In reporting to you as I have done in favour 
of this latter supposition, I was well aware of 

what I was undertaking in opposing my opinion to that of Mr. Stephenson. I was well 
aware that, from his professional position, his authority is not lightly to be disputed; and 
if I had not carefully considered the question, when urged by you to report upon it to the 
Hoard of Directors, I should not have advocated the opinions put forward in my Report, 
nul' should I now defend them. But, retaining those opinions, as I still do, I shall 
endeavour to uphold them in my reply to l\Ir. Stephenson, and to the three other Reports 
which he has obtained and put in to support his own. I shall endeavour to show that, as 
I conscientionsly believe it to be the case, neither in the cost of the work as designed, nor 
in the de,i~n if executed at reasonable rates, has economy or sufficiency without excess 
been studied. 

4. You will remember, that at the time I 
first cotered upon the consideration of the 
subject, these uifficulties were deemed by 
many, well acquainted with the locality, and 
publicly stated by them, to be-if not in· 
surmountahle-at all events of so serious a 
character, as to render the undertaking a 

A~ainst this statement I have only to re
mark, that designs and estimates had been made 
for a bridge by eminent American engineers 
for this very place prior to the formation of the 
Grand Trunk Company; and that the matter 
had been treated by them as presenting no very 
extraordinary difficulties to engineering skill. 

In the Report of 1\'[r. Keefer to the Hon. 
very precarious one. John Young, Chairman of Committee of the 

Montreal and Kingston Railroad, he ;ays, " A 
" \\onden bridge, properly constructed and protected, will last at least half a century, and, 
" if it were not for the contingency of fire, would be all that is needed. This risk of 
"fire shonld n?t, however, operate against the construction of a bridge of wood, if the 
" more expensIve structnre be unattainable." He afterwards gives his estimate for a 
b~idge~ with a centre span of 400 feet of iron, and 22 arches of wood of 300 feet span, 
wIth pIers of stone, protected by enormous shoes of crib-work, and leaving a clear water
way of 240 feet between each, at £400,000 currency (£320,000 sterling) and he evidently 
cUllsitlers the chief difficulty was that of obtaining funds. ' 

. In all w~rks. of unusual magnitude difficulties are imagined insuperable, and the same 
kind of objections are taken; and though I by no means seek to make liO'ht of the 
difficulties of this work, yet on the other hand it is desirable to free the conside~ation of it 
from all exaggeration. 

5. The information I received respecting 
these obstacles, when my attention was first 
drawn to this project, was so striking that 
I reserved forming an opinion until I had 
visited the spot,-had well considered all the 
detailed information which Mr. Alexander 
Ross had collected during several months' 
previous residence in the country,-and had 
heard the opinion of many intelligent resi
dents, regarding the forces exhibited by the 
movements of the huge masses of ice during 
the opening of the river in spring. 

6. The facts gathered from these sources 
fully convinced Ole, tbat, although the under-

As a matter of fact, the contract and the 
specification referring to the desio-ns were 
signed on the 3rd 1\'[arch, 1853. Mr."Stephen
son did not go to Call ada till September of that 
year, and left it in November of the same year: 
be did not himself witness any of the phe
nomena of the ice, and ill any judgment he has 
formed lIIust, therefore, depend entirely upon 
the information derived from others. 

I ~h~ll have occasion in my reply to Mr. 
BruneI s report to quote at len~th from the 
best authorities on the subject. of-the ice phe. 
no~ena, and the provisiolls usually to be made 
against the forces, some of which authorities 
1\'[1'. Stephtmson has used in support of his 
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taking was practicable, the forces brought 
into action by the floating ice, as described, 
were of a formidable nature, and could only 
be effectively counteracted by a structure 
of a most" solid and massive kind. All the 
information which has bccn collected since 
I made my first Report has only tended to 
confirm the impressions by which I was then 

. guided. 

7. For the sake of clearness and simplicity, 
the consideration of the design may be divided 
into four parts-first, the approaches j
secondly, the foundations j-tltirdly, the upper 
masonry i-and fourthly, the superstructure 
or roadway. 

8. The approaches, extending in length 
to 700 feet, on the south or St. Lambert 
sicie, and 1,300 feet on the Point St. Charles' 
side, consist of' solid embankments formed of 
large masses of stone, heaped up and faced 
on the sloping sides with rubble masonry. 
The up-stream side of' these embankments 
is formed into a hollow shelving slope, the 
upper portion of which is a circular curve 
of 60 feet radius, and the lower portion or 
foot of the slope has a straight incline of 
three to one; while the down-stream side, 
\\' hich is not exposed to the direct action of 
the floating ice, has a slope of one to one. 
These embankments are being constructed 
in a yery solid and durable manner, and 
from their extending along that portion of 
the river only, where the depth at summer 
level is not more than 2 feet 6 inches, the 
navigation is not interrupted, and a great 
protection is, by thcir means, afforded to 
the city, from the effect of the "shoves" of 
ice, which are known to be so detrimental 
to its frontage. 
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views, drawing from the passages quoted con
clusions which in my opinion cannot be justi
fied, whether those passages be read by them
selves or with the context; but I will make no 
further remark here upon what seems to me a 
tendency to overrate the difficulties. 

About the approaches I shall say little, ex
cepting as to the cost. I think it is abundantly 
clear, from the fact that quay-walls and crib
work jetties at Montreal stand against the 
ice-pressure, and also from the very nature of 
the forces in a!)tion, and from the position of 
the embankments, that there can be no possi
bility of damage to an embankment of rough 
stone, at slopes of 2 to 1, without any facing 
of masonry. From 1\lr. Logan's paper I find, 
that since the revetment-wall was built at 
Montreal, the dangerous action of the shove 
of the ice has been stopped, although it was 
formerly known to have been piled up against 
a house distant more than 200 feet from the 
margin of the river, so as to break in at the 
windows of the second floor. Mr. Keefer 
states, "that though probably there is no 
"point where the ice strikes with greater 
" force than against the long wharf at the Bon 
" Secours Market, yet this crib-work has re
"sisted the shock, and forced into the air a 
" broken heap of fragments." But, as to the 
cost, it is quite inconceivable how embankments 
of such dimensions as those given, viz., 2000 feet 
length by some 30 feet height, together with 
abutments only 35 feet high in 2! feet depth of 

water, though 240 feet long, can cost such a sum as £200,000. The embankment$, 
taken at 12 yards high throughout, with slopes of 2 to 1, and 11 yards top, contain only 
280,000 cubic yards, which, at 28. 6d. a-yard (a very full price, one would say, for stone 
quarried close at hand), would amount to no more than £35,000. The abutments, taken 
of the dimensions given by 1\ir. Ross, as nearly as I can follow them, and at his own 
price (28. 6d. a-foot), would only amount to about £56,000. This sum, together with the 
cost of the embankments, making a total of £91,000-i. e., les.o than half of the estimate 
for the same work given in 1\lr. Stephenson's report, viz., £200,000. 

That foundations in 2! feet water do not require" any extraordinary means Jor thei.,. 
" construction" is very certain, and from that partly I argue that the estimate given above, 
on Mr. Ross's price for masonry, is sufficient. The cost of damming back the water of 
2t feet depth may safely be included in this price for work of such dimensions, if tbe 
masonry of the piers can be done at such a rate. 

c 2 
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9. For further details on this subject, I beg 
to refer you to the Report made by Mr. Ross 
and myself, on the 6th of June, 1853, to the 
Honourable the Board of Railway Commis
sioners, Quebec. 

10. Advantage has also been taken of the 
shallow depth of water, in constructing (he 
abutments, which are 240 feet in length, and 
consist of masonry of the same description 
as that on the piers, which I am about to 
describe, and, from their being erected in such 
a small depth of water, their foundations do 
not require any extraordinary means for their 
construl'tion. 

II. The foundations, as you are aware, 
are fortunately 011 solid rock, in no place at 
a great depth below the summer level of the 
water in the ri ver. 

12. Various methods of constructing the 
foundations suggested themsel vcs, and were 
carefully considered j but, without deciding 
upon any particular metho,l of proceeding, 
it was assumed that the diving bell, or such 
modifications of it on a larger scale as have 
been recently employed with great success 
in situations no! very dissimilar, would be 
the most expedient. The Contractors, how
ever, or rather their Superintendent, Mr. 
Hodges, in conjunction with Mr. Ross, after 
much consideration on the spot, devised 
another system of laying the foundations, 
which was by means of floating "coffer
dams," so contrived that the usual difficulty 
in applying " coffer-dams" for rock founda
tions would be, it was hoped, in a great 
measure obviated. When in Montreal, I 
examined a model of this contrivance, and 
quite app"oved of its application, without 
feeling certain that it would materially re
duce the expense of construction below that 
of the system assumed to be adopted by 
Mr. Ross and myself in making the estimate. 
In approving of the method proposed by 
M,·. Hodges, I was actuated by the feeling 
that the Engineers would not be justified in 
controlling the Contractors in the adoption 
of such means as they might consider most 
economi~",l to themselves, so long as the 
soundness and stability of the wOl'k were in 
no way affected. This new method has been 
hitherto actcd upon, with such modifications 
as cxperience has suggested from time to 
tilllc during the progress of the work; and, 
although successfully, I learn frolll the Con-
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The specification for the construction of the 
brid""e sets forth, that "the masonry of the 
" pi~rs being built in from 8 to ] 2 feet water 
"must necessarily be set by means of the 
"diving-bell." 1\lr. Stephenson seems also to 
have asslIJlled it as the best plan, but without, 
as far as I can discover, giving any reasons 
for doin"" so. This plan, assumed as the best 
in one i~stance, and as the necessary mode in 
another, has now, it appears, been abandoned, 
and the system of caissons (spoken of, by the 
way, as if it were some new discovery) is 
anopted, though Mr. Stephenson doubts its ad
vantage in point of economy. 1\:£r. Stephenson 
adds :-" I learn from the contractors that the 
" bed of the river is more irregular than was 
"supposed, presenting, instead of tolerably 
" uniform ledges of rock, large, loose frag
" ments, which are strewed about, and cause 
"mnch inconveniellce and delay. They are 
" consequently necessitated to vary their mode 
"of proceedin~ to meet the new circum
"stances." What mode of proceeding? To 
change the diving-bell for the caisson, or the 
caisson for something else? And if the latter, 
for what else? Then he goes on .:-" And it 
" may be stated, that all observations up to 
" this time show tIle p1'opriety, notwithstanding 
"the difficulty with dams, fir carrying the 
"ashlar masonry of the piers down to the 
" solid 1'ock, and that auy attempt at obtain
"ing a permanent foundation ~y means fir 
" concrete confined in caissons u'ould be utterly 
"futile." By what process of reasoning this 
result is arrived at it is impossible to guess. 
Assuredly it does not flow from the statements 
above given; at least I cannot suppose Mr. 
Stephenson to imply that the newly-contrived 
caisson of 1\1r. Ross, coutriveu for a temporary 
purpose, is in any \I ay analog-ous to the system 
of Beton foundations, so largely used in France. 

This conclusion then, " that any attempt to 
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tractors that ex perience has proved the bed 
of the river to be far more irregular than 
was at fil'st supposed, presenting, instead of 
tolerably uniform ledges of rock, large loose 
fragments, which are strewed about and 
cause much inconvenience and delay. They 
are consequently necessitated to vary their 
mode of proceeding to meet these new cir
cumstances; and it may be stated, that all 
observations up to this time show the pro
priety, not>\'ithstanding the difficulty with 
dams, of carrying the ashlar masonry of the 
piers down to the solid rock, and that any 
attempt at obtaining a permanent foundation 
by means of concrete, confined in "cais
sons," would be utterly futile; however, if 
it were assumed to be practicable, there 
would be extreme danger in trusting such 
a superstructure of masonry upon concrete 
confined in cast-iron "caissons" above the 
bed of the river; indeed, considering the 
peculiarities of the situation, and the facts 
which have been ascertained, this mode of 
forming loundations is the most inappro
priate that can be suggested, as it involves 
so many contingencies, that to calculate the 
extreme expense would be Iltterly impossible. 

13. These considerations lead me, there· 
for!', to the conclusion that the present 
design for the foundation is as economical 
as is compatible with complete security. 

14. We are now brought to the question 
as to whether the upper ma~onry is of a 
more expensive description than necessary, 
or whether it can be reduced in quantity? 
This question is exceedingly important, 
since the cost of the masonry constitutes 
upwards of 50 per cent. of the total esti
mated cost of the bridge and approaches. 
The amount of the item of expenditure for 
the masonry is clearly dependent upon the 
number of piers, which is again regulated 
by the spans between them. 
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" obtain a permanent foundation by means of 
" concrete confined in caissons would be utterly 
"futile," is one of those authoritati"e dicta 
which I, for one, cannot accept without proof; 
and I believe that by no rea$oning, or proof 
from practice, can it be sustained. "If it were 
" assumed to be practicable," however, Mr. Ste
phenson goes on to. say, " there would be ex
" treme danger in trusting such a superstructure 
" of masonry upon concrete confined in cast-iron 
" caissons above the bed of the river." This 
is another absolute assertion. The whole idea 
is condemned without one sinO'le reason or fact 
to justify the condemnation. 0 

And, indeed, the assertions are in direct con
tradiction with extensive experience derived 
from engineering works in this and other 
countries. 

The Pont du Carrousel in Paris is built on 
concrete foundations, confined in wooden casings, 
reaching 9 to 13 feet above the bed of the river. 
The Pont du Souillac is built on concrete 
foundation~, extending 6 to 8 feet above the 
bed of the river, confined in wooden casings. 

The piers of the great Bridge of Narva on 
the N arowa, a ril'er with a current of 5 to 7 
miles an hour, and more than 30 feet deep, are 
of beton. 

The Bridges of Rouen, Langon, Asnieres, 
and many more besides, are built on concrete 
foundations, extending above ti,e bed of tile 
river, and each of these foundations has to 
endure a pressure per square foot of its area 
equal to or greater than the Victoria Bridge. 
What reason then has Mr. Stephenson for the 
above assertions of ., futility" and "extreme 
danger?" There can be no reasonable doubt 
that where masonry in caissons is " practicable," 
properly-made Mton would be as practicable. 
Beton is, in fact, the material eminently suited, 
independently of economical considerations, for 
the foundations of the piers of the Victoria 
Bridge. 

In paragraph 13 follows :-" these considel'
" ations lcad me therefore to the conclusion, 
"that the present design for the fuunda
" tions is as economical as is compatible with 

" complete security:" i. e., having ruled authoritatively, that to obtain permanent founda
tions by means of concrete confined in cast-iron caissons" would be utterly futile," and that 
if practicable, they could not be trusted to bear the superstructure, he jumps to the con
clusion, that "the present design is as economical as is compatible with security." 

15. The width of the openings in bridges 1\1r. Stephenson in the latter part of his report 
is frequently influenced, and sometimes states the cost 
absolutely governed, by peculiarities of sitt'. 

. In the present case, however, the spans, with 
the exception of the middle one, are decidcd 
by a comparison with the cost of the picrs j 

£. 
Of the piers to be . 800,000 
Of the superstructure 400,000 

In considering the statement, that the cost 
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for it is evident, that as soon as the increased 
ex pense in the road way, by enlarging the 
spans, balances the economy produced by 
lessening the number of piers, any further 
increase of span would be wasteful. 

16. Calculations based upon this principle 
of reasoning, coupled to some extent with 
considerations based upon the advantages to 
be derived from having all the tubes as 
nearly alike as possible, have proved that the 
spans which have been adopted in the present 
design for all the side openings, viz., 242 feet, 
have produced the greatest economy. The 
centre span has been made 330 feet, not 
only for the purpose of giving every possible 
facility for the navigation, but because that 
span is very nearly the width of the centre 
and principal deep channel of the stream. 
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of the openings of the bridge " are " decided 
by comparison with the cost of ,. the pierst 
it is necessary to bear the above figures m 
mind. There are 24 spans of 242 feet, and the 
average cost is about £15,500 each. There is 
one of 330 feet, costing £28,000. The 25 
spans therefore make the total of £400,000. 
There are 24 piers, and they average £33,666 
each, making the total of £800,000. 

With so great a difference between the cost 
of piers and superstructure as two to one, it is 
clear that the true proportion of spans has not 
been arrived at. Indeed the true proportion 
is only arrived at when the cost of the snpt'f
structure, for a gi ven strength, is equal to that 
of the piers. 

Now if the calculation be made in reference 
to piers which cost £33,666 each, and spans of 
242 feet which cost £15,400 each, it will be 
found that the true proportion of span to pier, 
without adopting the principle of continuous 

beams, would be about 365 feet, and this would result in a saving of about £100,000. 
If the principle of continuity were adopted, the spans would have to be still further 
increased to give the true proportion, and with a still further saving. This calculation, 
however, is made 011 the assumption of a uniform price per ton for the iron-work, which 
ever span is adopted; for whieh, perhaps, some sli<Tht allowance would have to be made. 

My object here, however, is Ilot so much to sho~v what would be the best span to adopt 
with a tubular bridge, as to point out inconsistencies which pervade the design taken in 
connection with t he amounts of Mr. Stephenson's estimates. I need not, therefore, at 
present, pursue this subject into a question of a cheaper kind of superstructure. I shall 
have to speak again on the subject. 

17. The correctness of the result of these 
calculations obviously depends upon the 
assumption that the roadway is not more 
costly than absolutely necessary; for if the 
comparison be made with a roadway esti
mated to cost less than the tubular one 
in the design, then the most economical 
span for the side openings would have 
eome larger than 242 feet, and the amount 
of masonry might have been reduced below 
what is now intended. In considering the 
quantity of masonry in the design, you must, 
therefore, take it for !!runted for the moment 
that the tubulm' roadway is the cheapest and 
best that could be adopted, and leave the 
proof of this lact to the sequel of these re
marks. 

18. It may perhaps appear to some in 
examining the design that a saving might 
be effected in the masonry by abandoning 
the inclined planes which arc added to the 
up-side of each pier, lor the purpose of 
al'resting the ice, and termed " ice-breakers." 

The postulate put by l\Ir. Stephenson in 
paragraph 17 should therefore stands thus, 
" you must take it for granted that the tubular 
,. roadway is the clteapest and best tltat 
" could be adopted," and cannot cost less titan 
£400,000 (for he has elsewhere stated £400.000 
to be the cost), "and leave the proof of tltese 
"facts tf) lite sequel." 

Now, as from the sequel of Mr. Stephenson's 
Report, we gather that the total weight of iron 
in lhe proposed tubular roadway will be about 
7,200 tpns, Mr. Stephenson here wishes it to 
be taken for granted, that a tubular roadway, 
at £56 per tOll, or 6d. per lb., is the cheapest 
that can be adopted. 
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19. In EuropeanJivers, and I believe in 
those of America also, these "ice-brrakers " 
are usually placed a little way in advance, or 
rather above the piers of the bridges, with a 
view of saving them from injury by the ice 
shelving up above the level of (frequently on 
to) the roadway. 

20. In the case of the Victoria Bridge, the 
level of the roadway is far above that to which 
the ice ever reaches j and as the ordinary plan 
of "ice-breakers," composed of timber and 
stone, would be much larger in bulk, though 
of a rougher character than tbose w bich are 
now added to the piers, I have reason to be
lieve that they would be equally costly, besides 
requiring constant annual reparation, it was 
therefore decided to make them a IJart of the 
structure itself, as is now being done. 
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I n most of the great stone bridges over Euro
pean rivers, viz., the Elbe at Dresden, the :Mol
dau at Prague, the Danube at Linz, and Pesth, 
there are IlO ice-breakers beyond the regular 
cut-waters of the piers. In American bridges 
the ice-breakers generally abut against the 
pier, although the mking timbers of wl,ich they 
are composed are not united so as to form an 
integral part of the piers. They are IlOt " alto
" gether detached from and a little way above 
" the piers," i. e., placed in the manner of 
dolphins, as such separate structures are tech
nically termed. In stolle bridges in which 
the pier-heads are formed into ice-breakers, as 
in the manller of 1\'[r. Stephenson's design, 
they appear to be always faced with timber and 
iron. 

There can of course be no sort of objection 
to a stone ice-breaker executed at 2s. 6d. a-foot 
for ashlar work above water; the only ques-
tions are, whether it is necessary to go to 

such expense as 2s. 6d. a-foot where crib-work or good range-work properly protected 
with timber and iron 'can be put up for le.s· than half the cost; and whether such an 
outlay for foundations as that estimated by 1\1r. Stephenson and :Mr. Ross cannot be 
replaced by a cheaper and equally-efficient mode of construction. Of tbese comparative 
costs I have to speak hereafter. 

21. To convey some idra of the magnitude 
of ordinary" ice-breakers" placed on the up
side of the pier, and to enable you to form 
some notion of their cost, I cannot do better 
than quote the following, from the excellent 
report, addressed to the Honourable John 
Young, by:Mr. Thomas C. Kccrer, whose ex
perience in such matters from long residence 
in the country entitles his opinion as to the 
proper character of such works to confidence: 

" The plan I have proposed contemplates 
"the planting of very large 'cribs,' or 
"wooden ~ shoes,' covering an area of 
"about one-fourth of an acre eacb, and 
"leaving a clear passage between them of 
" about 240 feet, a width which will allow 
" ordinary rafts to float broadside between 
"them. These' islands' of timber and 
"stone will have a rectangular well left 
" open in the middle of their width, to
" ward their lower ends, out of which will 
" rise the solid masonry towers, support
U ing the weight-of the superstructure, and 
"resting on the rocky bed of the river. 
"This enclosure of solid crib-work, all 
"round the masonry, yet detached from 
U it, will receive the shock, pressure, and 
" grinding of the ice, and yield to a cer
U tain extent, by its elasticity, without 
" communicating the shock to the masonry 
" piers. These cribs, if damaged, can 
" be repaired with facility, and from their 
" cohesive powers will resist the action of 

J n proposing to convey" some idea of the 
"magnitude of .ardinary ice-breakers," lVIr. 
Stephenson has not done justice to Mr. Keefer's 
Report. :Mr. Keefer describes 110" ordinary ice
" breakers," but special contrivances designed 
to meet special circumstances minutely de
scribed in his Report, and distinctly alluded to 
in the last sentellce qnoted by 1.\lr. Stephen
son, and which I have had printed in italics. 
The bridge as designed by Mr. Keefer was to 
consist. of timber arches, the springing of 
\I hich was necessarily" the lowest ami most 
" exposed part." In order to prevent the ice 
from " reaching the springing of the arches," 
Mr. Keefer proposed to " apply to the sides of 
,. the piers the same system of protection 
" which has proved successful in the eonstruc
" tion of ice-breakers in the large rivers of 
" North America." Now :Mr. Keefer's pro
posed construction, instead of being placed on 
t he upside of the pier as is to be inferred 
from :Mr. Stephenson's Report, was completely 
to surround it, " forllling an enclosure of solid 
., cribwork all round the masonry. 

" During the construct ion they were to servc 
" as coffer-dams, out of u·/tich the solid-masom'Y 
" towers were to rise; and beillg formed of 
" the cheape...t materials," he considered they 
would be useful "as service grounds or plat
" forms," for carrying on the works. Mr. Ste
phenson, therefore, in fpeaking of "ordinary 
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"the ice better than ordinary masonry. 
" During construction they will serve as 
.. 'coffer-dams,' and being formed of the 
" cheapest materials, their value as service
" ground or platforms for the use of ma
" chinery, the moving of scows, &c., during 
"the erection of works, will be at once 
" appreciated. Their application to the 
" sides of the piers is with particn/Ilr refe,'
"ence to preventing the ice from reaching 
"the sl,ring of the arches, which will be 
"the lowest and most exposed part of the 
" Supel'structure if wood be used." 

22. In the fi"st design for the Victoria 
B"idge, ice-hreake,'s very similar to the ahove, 
described by Mr. Keefer, were introduced, 
hut suhsequently the a'Tangement wa.changed, 
parlly wit.h a view of gaining the assistance of 
the whole weight of the bridge to resist the 
pressure of the ice, hefore it hecame fixed, 
and partly for the purpose of obviating a con
siderable annual outlay. 

23. I have not data at hand to estimate cor-
rectly the cost of the ordinary ice-breakers as 
described, but I have little or no doubt that, 
as I he fore stated, tbey ,,"ouh] have required 
to ha,"e hem large and suhstantial mas~es of 
slone and timher, which in amount of cost 
would be scurcl'ly less than, if not equal to, 
the inclined planes of masonry which have 
heen added to the upside of the picr<. On 
this point, however, as well as upon others in 
reference to sOllie reduction in the quantity of 
masollry in the piers and abutment., I intend 
to adllo-ess 1\1r. Ross, who, being on the spot, 
will be able to determine with more accuracy 
than I can the amollnt of actual saving which 
ran be effected in the mru,onry. 

24. It is now necessary for me to say a 
word or two upon the style of the workman
ship: it consists simply of solid ashlar, and 
considcl'ing the severe pressure and abrasion 
to which it will be subjocted by the grinding 
of the ice, and the excesshely low temperature 
to which it \I ill for months be periodically ex
posed, I am confident that it is not cxccutpd 
with more solidity than prudence absolutely 
demands j and considering the difference of 
the rates of wages in Canada and this country, 
I bclieve the price of the work will come out 
nearly the same as any ~imilar work let (here) 
by competition. 
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" ice-breakers" and in comparing the sI,oes 
proposed by :Mr. Keef~r with those propo~ed 
by himself, however lIttle he may ha\'e m
tended it, is certainly putting forward {l state
ment which can only mislead as to the 
quantity of work required for an ordinary 
American ice-breaker. If any comparison is 
to be made it should embrace tlte whole 
foundation-work and ice-breakers on lIIr. Ste
phenson's design as well as in that of lIIr. 
Keefer's. 1\1r. Keefer's estimate for the crib
work shoes, the piers, the abutments, and 
embankments, altogether amounts to less than 
£208,000. On Mr. Stephenson's design the 
work, preparatory to placillg the first founda
tion-stone in the piers, is, according to Mr. 
Ross, 55 or 60 per cent. of the whole cost, 
i. e., it amounts to £440,000--£480,000 of the 
£800,000 which the piers are stated by lVIr. 
Stephenson to cost; and if the cost of the 
foundation-work of the piers, of the ice
breakers, the abutments, and tloe embankment, 
is all taken together, it' amounts to no less a 
sum than one million sterling,-£ I ,000,000 
against £208,000, lUr. Keefer's estimate. In 
point of fact, lVIr. Stephenson, in suggesting 
ordinary ice-breakers of the magnitude of 
}\fr. Keefer's crib work sllt!es, is sug-gesting the 
addition of nearly one-half of Mr. Keefer's 
bridge to his own. Mr. Stephenson himself 
states (paragraph 21) that Mr. Keefer's" expe
" rience, from long residence in the country, 
" entitles his opinion as to the proper character 
" of sllch works to confidellce." He also quotes 
a pa<sage to show Mr. Keefer's opinion that 
cribwork is better suited than mas<:\nry "to 
" recpive the shock, pressnre, and grinding '!f 
" the ice, and if damaged, can be repaired with 
" facility;" but he omits to quote the experi
ence of Mr. Keefer as to cost, which I have 
shown to be 80 largely at variance with his 
own estimates, although it was the cost that he 
proposed at the outset to illustrate, and it is 
this that is tl,e essential matter in discussion. 

Mr. St .. phenson proceeds on the assumption 
that the cribwork shoes of Mr. Keefer are 
"ordillary ice-breakers as described," and 
l~aves to Mr. R?ss a n?t very difficult proof, 
VI~., that the ~f1dge beIng .built as designed, 
WIth the exceptIOn of the ., mclined planes of 
"masonry, which have been added to the 
" upside of the piers," the inclined planes of 
" masonry" wilInot be more expensive to add 
than the" ordinary ice-breakers, as described." 

. . . I t is evident enuugh that all other parts remain-
ing the same, the additIOn of the mere ice-breakers in ashlar would not be so much 
as the islands proposed by Mr. Keefer. But if masonry of ashlar work in Canada is not 
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more than 2s.6d. a foot, which may be taken as about the price of similar work in Britain, 
and if the foundations are in water never exc~eding 12 feet, and the average not more 
than 8, with a rock bottom, how can an average expenditure for the masonry of the piers 
of lOs. a foot be justified? Such is, as neady as I can calculate, the estimated price, 
including every cost. What is there in the situation to cause such an excess of expendi
ture? It is clear from their reports, that neither !\Ir. Keefer nor Mr. Gay, Transatlantic 
engineers of eminence, and employed by the Committee of the Montreal and Kingston 
Railroad in 1851 to report on the subject of a bridge across the St. Lawrence prior to 
Mr. Stephenson's engagement on the work, estimate such a price as necessary. It is clear 
from estimates of the cost of work in similar situations in America, that no American engi
neer would dream of such an expenditure. 

Excluding the foundation-work and masonry up to summer water-level, and taking the 
ashlar stone-work at ~s. 6d. a foot, the piers amount to about £160,000, and the cost 
of that part of the work does not, comparatively speaking, much affect the case. The abut
ments, at 2s. 6d. a cubic foot, and embankments at 2s. 6d. a cubic yard,-

Amount to about 
Masonry of piers above water . .. . 
Superstructure as designed and of the weight stated, if 

taken at £36 a ton to . 

£92,000 
160,000 

260,000 

£512,000 

This sum I believe to be considerably more than the work would cost. I believe that 
it could be sublet by the contractors, with a good margin of profit on this amount. 

In order to test the accuracy of these statements it would be easy to obtain estimates 
from builders and manufacturers for the work complete, say for doing 1,250,000 cubic feet 
of ashlar in piers, above summer-water levcl; 450,000 cubic feet of ashlar in abutments; 
280,000 cubic yards of embankment of l"Ough stone, including all scaffolding, plant, and 
material necessary for the execution of the work. 

The only question then, in which there is really any room for donbt as to the cost is that 
of the foundation work. From the figures given by Mr. Stephenson and Mr. Ross them
selves, may be estimated tolerably correctly by anyone the value of the work above water 
in the piers and abutments. Noone will venture, I think, to assert that iron tubes cannot 
be put up at £36 a ton, the price allowed in the above estimate, including every expense, 
either of lifting or erecting them in their place: and, indeed, the facility of getting mate
rials to the site, and the low cost of timber for scaffolding, appear to me to render such an 
estimated price far more than enough. The subject then being stripped of all other con
siderations, we have the important question left as to what are the best kind of fonndations, 
and what would be their cost in addition to the amount above given for the above-water rart 
of the structure. 

Now the quantity ()f masonry above summer-water level, as shown by the specifications, 
is about 1,250,000 cube feet; and as the CORt of the piers, as stated by 1\lr. Stephenson 
and Mr. Ross, is £800,000, and the price of the ashlar work above water is also given by 
Mr. Ross at 2s. 6d. a foot, it follows that the amount due to the below-water work, including 
coffer-dams, &c. &c., is about £640,000. 

Now is ~uch a sum at all necessary for securing a solid and permanent foundation? If 
the ashlar work cannot be put in on 1111". Stephenson's and Mr. Ross's plans, at a less snm 
than £640,000, that is £1. I6s. 6d. per cubic joot, is it not possible to apply some other 
equally efficacious mode of constructIOn? 

N ow an almost solid mass of cast-iron might be sunk on to the rock for such a sum 
of money. The masonry of the Skerryvore Lighthouse, built on a storm-beaten rock in 
the Atlantic, off the north-west coast of Scotland, 11 miles from the island of Tyree
the nearest land-an island destitute of any shelter for shipping, to which everything had 
to be brouO"ht, labouring under all the disadvantages of remoteness from markets, inacces
sible shore~, and stormy seas ;-the masonry in that work, every stone of which had to be 
carried in steamers to its place as weather permitted; every stone of which was granite of 
expensive form, chiselled to the finest possible joints and beds-so finely fitted, dowelled, 
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and cramped, as to make the structure almost a monolith,-the masonry in that work, 
certailily executed under the greatest difficulties on record, and in a manner I believe as 
expensi ve as any on record, cost but 12s. 6d. a cube foot. I might go on to compare the 
work with that of the Eddy"tone and Bell Rock Lighthouses, in both of which the cost of 
masollry wa.~ considerably lower than ill that of Skerryvore; with the foundations of the 
London Bridge, the cost of masonry in which, up to high-water level, including coffer
dams and all expenses, did not exceed 12 .hillings per cube foot, though on piles the heads 
of which are in water of 23 feet depth at low tide, and with a rise of tide of 19 feet, i.e. 
42 feet below high-water level, or five times the average depth of the Victoria Bridge 
foundations on solid rock. I might go on to compare the work with innumerable other 
examples, all telling the same tale, and the nearer they approach in similarity of position, 
telling the tale with more effect. 

Is it not then preposterous to talk of spending £1. 16s. 6d. a foot for even ashlar 
fOllndations, placed on the solid rock for the Victoria Bridge? 

If, however, " it is assumed," as Mr. BruneI says, that the money" is to he spent," if the 
foundations at £1 16s.6d. PER CUBIC FOOT, amounting in all to £640,000 must be adopted; 
and if we add this SUIll to the amount of £512,000 for the remainder of the work given in 
the preceding account (page 9), which account is chiefly made up on the prices supplied by 
Mr. Ross, the resident engineer of the work-we still have a total sum of only £1,152,000, 
i.e., there is still a surplus to be accounted for of £248,000, to make up the £1,400,000, 
at which this work is estimated. . 

MR. STEPHENSON'S REPORT. 

25. The description and style 01' the ma
sonry is precisely similar to that adopted in 
the Britannia Bridge; the material is the same, 
and the facility of obtaining it is not iu any 
important degree dissimilar. 

26. The next point to he discussed is the 
construction of the superstructure or roadway, 
and here. owing to the misconccption which 
seems to exist on this subject amongst some 
Engineers, I am compelled to enter somewlJat 
into technical details in reference to the treat
ment and construction 01' beams. 

27. The matter has already been debated 
before the Institution of ci,·il Engineers, at 
great length, arising out of a paper read by 
Mr. narton, 011 the construction of' the bridge 
over the ri vcr Boyne, erected under the di
rection of Sir John Macneill. 

28. In the de.ign of this bridge the Engi
neer has adopted what is technically termed 
the" trellis" system of beam, or girder, for 
the avowed purpose of ,aving material, as com
pared with the plain tubular system, adopted 
in the Britannia, and now proposed for the 
Victoria Bridge. 

29. It has been already stated that the 
design and cost of masonry materially depcnd 
upon the comparative expense which may be 
incurred in the construction of the roadway, 

In taking the price given hy Mr. Ro,s, of 
2s.6d. per foot, for the Victoria-bridge masonry, 
I am confirmed as to its correctness by the state
ments made in this paragraph; for from Mr. 
Clarke's book on the Britannia and Conway 
bridges, I find that the average cost of the 
masonry for those bridgps was 2s. ld. and 28. 
per cube foot respectively. 

In order that you, and others who may read 
tllese observations, may ullderstand exactly the 
conception I have acquired on the subject of 
such a superstructure or road-way of a bridge 
as we are now considering, I propose here to 
set forth the principles which guide lIIe in pro
portioning the parts of beams and girders
what, to use JUr. Stephenson's words, are" the 
" simple principles" which I conceive" should 
:: go~prn "the arrangement of every. heam-

brzdge; and I use the term conceptlOll not 
vaguely to express an "impressioll" or jeelinno 
of the mind, but that definite knowledo-e which 
is derived by induction from observed facts. 
T"~ strength ?f an engineer's work depends 

~pon Its proportlOns~ the materials of which it 
IS composed, and the manner of putting tltem 
tf gether. 

The strength of materials depends upon their 
physical cOllstitution, viz., form texture elas-
ticity, ductility, cohesion. ' , 

The resi.tance of materials in beam and 
girder. bridges, and other engineering struc
t?res, IS exposed to various strains-compres
SIOn, extenSIOn, detrusion, de flexion and fracture 
under a cross strain, and this resistance can be 
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since the spans or openings adopted are really 
governed by this item in the estimate. It is, 
therefore, doubly necessary that this part of 
the proposed design should be analysed with 
great care. 

30. Notwithstanding the discussion which 
took place at the Institution of Civil Engi
neers, as to the comparative merits of con
structing beams in almost every variety of 
detail, it certainly appears, as far as I am 
able to form a judgment, that much prror still 
prevails regardillg the simple principles that 
should, and indeed mnst, govern the arrange
ment of every beam bridge. 

31. The tubular system is openly declared 
by some to be a wasteful expenditure of ma
terial for the attainment of a given strength; 
in sbort, that in the scale of comparative 
merit it stands at the lowest point. This, if 
it were the fact, would not be extraordinary, 
since it was the first proposed for carrying 
Railways over spans never before deemed 
practicable; but in the following remarks I 
hope to convince you, in the simplest manner, 
that (except in particular cases), whilst it is 
not a more costly method of construction, it 
is the most efficacious one that has hitherto 
been devised. 

32. There are three distinct classes of 
beams ~cluding that to which the present 
design belongs). between which I shall make 
comparisons. They are as follows;
FIRST.-The Tuhular Girder, or what is 

sometimes called the box girder, when 
employed for .mall spans, with which may 
also be named the single-ribbed girder, 
both belonging to- the class known as 
" boiler-plate girders." 

SECOND.-The Trellis Girder, which is simply 
a substitution of iron bars for the wood in 
the trellis bridges, which have been so 
successfully employed in the United States, 
where wood is cheap and iron is dear. 

THIRD.-Tl,e Single Tn,mgle Girder, recently 
called "Warren," from a patent having 
been obtained for it by a Jl'entleman of that 
name. 

33. Now, in calculating the strength of 
these different classes of girders, one ruling 
principle appertains, and is common to all of 
them. Primarily and essentially, the ulti
mate strength is considered to exist in the 
top and bottom,-the former being exposed 
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detennined by direct experiment alone for each 
material.'"' 

In the earlier period of the application of 
the princi pIes of science to determining the pro
portiolls of the parts of engineering structures 
and especially of iron (to which material these 
observations are confined), the resistance of 
materials was measured not only by its final 
cohesi ve force, i.e., was not referred to the strain 
producing fracture alone, but to a strain with 
which materials might be loaded without over
stepping the limits of their elasticity. called by 
workmen" settling or taking a set," and which 
practical men, without reference to scielltific 
principles then- provided against by great ex
cess of strength. 

About fifteen years ago, however, Mr. Eaton 
Hodgkinson proved, by the results of a long 
course of careful experiments, what M. Vicat's 
experiments on iron wire had already indicated, 
that no material is so elastic as to recover 
itself perfectly from even very small loads 
allowed to act for a considerable time, and that, 
therefore, the notion of fixing by experiment a 
" limit of elasticity," or a str"in under which 
the metal does not alter, is not admissible. 
This" defect of " ~lasticity" is greater in cast 
iron than in wrought iron and steel, but pre 
vails in all materials experimented on. Mr. 
Hodgkinson's results demonstrate, in .hort, that 
the strain producing fracture is the only phase 
in their resistallce which we can fairly adopt 
for establishing practical rules for the strength 
of materials. 

Another important result of Mr. Hodgkin
son's experiJnents-those made in 1846 for Mr. 
Stephenson, and those in 1848 for the Royal 
Commission appointed to inquire into the appli
cation of iron to rail way structures-is the infor
mation afforded by them of the properties of 
many denominations of iron made in different 
districts, or at different ironworks in the same 
district, which have got into common use. In 
such cases as nothing precise had been ascer
taineo, engineers had been for('ed to adopt a 
mean or very low value of their resistance: or, 
in the case of any important work, to make 
special experiments for themselves, in order to 
determine the proportions of the parts of the 
structures in which any parlicular iron was to 
be employed. So completely did the Royal 
Commissioners appreciate the result of their 
inquiries in this respect, that they report as 

• For a clear and philosophic exposition of this much 
of the subject, I beg to refer to Dr. Thomas Young's 
Lectures 00 Natural Philosophy, Lecture XIII. Lon
don, 1801. 
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to a com pression force by the actioll of the 
load, and the latter to a force of tellsion j 

therefore, whatever be the class or denomina
tion of girders, they must all be alike ill 
amount of effective mllterial in these members, 
if their spans and depths are the same, and 
they have to sustain the same amount of load. 

34. On this point, I believe there is no 
differenee of opinion amongst those who have 
had to deal with the subject. Henee, then, 
the que.tion of comparative merit amongst 
the different classes of construction of beams 
or girders is really narrowed to the method 
of connecting the top and bottom webs (so 
called). In the tubular system, this is 
effected by means of continuous plates riveted 
together; in the trellis girders, it is accom
plished by the application of a iI'ellis-work, 
composed of bars of iron, forming struts and 
ties, more or less numerous, intersecting each 
other, and riveted at the intersections; and 
in the girders of the simple triangular, or 
" Warren" system, the connection between 
the top and bottom is made with bars-not 
intersecting each other, but forming a series 
of equilateral triangles: these bars are alter
nately struts and ties. 

35. Now, in the consideration of these 
different plans for connecting the top and 
bottom webs of a beam, there are two ques
tions to be disposed of; One is,-which is the 
most economical? and the other,-which is 
the most effective mode of so doing? Dut 
while thus reducing the subject to simplicity, 
it is of the utmost importance to keep con
stantly in mind, that any saving that the one 
system may present over the other, is actually 
limited to a portion, or per centage, of a 
subordinate part of the total amount of the 
material employed. 

36. In the case now under consideration, 
namely, that of the Victoria tubes, the total 
~'eight of the ,?aterial between the bearings 
IS 242 tons, whICh weight is disposed of in 
the following manner :-

Top of tube 
Dottom or tube • 
Sides of tube 

Total tons 

Tons. 

76 
92-158 

84 

• 242 

. 37 .. Assuming that the strain, per square 
lOch, m the top and bottom is the same for 
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their first general conclusion, " that it appears 
" advisable for engineers in contracting to 
" stipulate for iron to bear a certain weight 
" instead 0/ endeavouring to procure a certain 
" mixture or quality." 

As a first principle, tl.erefore, my conception 
is, that tlle ultimate resistance to fracture is 
the property of iron which I have to consider, 
and that within certain limits I can command 
iron of the strength required at the market 
price. To adopt any other principle on these 
points is to refuse the light of the knowledge 
we have acquired on thp subject so far; and to 
recur to the idpa of a fixed value for the re
sistance of all irons is a retrograde step. 

But the form into which the materials of a 
beam or girder (I shall now confine my obser
vations to this kind of stl'ucture) are put, is 
even more important than the judicious choice 
of the m:rterial itself. 

1'\ OIV in the first place, as to the form in 
which the iron is produced at the ironworks for 
application in beam or girder bridges, viz., 
bars and boiler.plate. 

The ultimate tensile strength of bar iron has 
been determined experimentally or the products 
of the different iron districts, in this and other 
countries; and from the results obtained at 
various times, on bars varying from 1 square 
inch to 9 square inches of section, the follow
ing may be given, as obtainable with certainty 
on an engineer's specification, at [a 'sIpall in
crease beyond the general market prip.e of the 
day:-

'Welsh I ron . 
Tons per Sq. Inch. 

24 to 28 
Staffordshire Iron 
Scotch (Govan). . 
Yorkshire, Low Moor 
Scrap (Howard & Co.) 

24 to 28 
24 to 29 
26 to 32 
26 to 32 

The ultimate tensi.le strength of boiler-plate, 
deduced from experIments made on specimens 
of only half a square inch of sectional area 
so that the strain was insured to be perfcctl): 
diffused over the whole metal, is-

Tons per Sq. Inch. 
Shropshire • 22t 
Staffordshire 20t 
Derbyshire. • " 20-} 
Yorkshire, Low Moor 25l-

. And boiler-plate always bears a higher price 
111 the. market than bars, however selected, 
exceptlll~ the highest quality of scrap-iron. 

ExperIments made at the Britannia BridO'e 
reported in Mr. Clark's book, page 3i6, giv~ 
19'6, say 20 tons per square inch as a mean 
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every kind of beam,-say four tons of com
pression in the top and fi ve tons of tension 
in the bottom,-the only saving that can by 
any possibility be made to take place, being 
confined to the sides, must be a saving in 
that portion of the weight, which is only 
about 34 per cent. of the whole. How, 
therefore, can 70 per cent. of saving be 
realized (as has been stated) out of the total 
weight, when the question resolves itself into 
a differen~e of opinion upon a portion which 
is only 34 per cent. of such weight? 

38. I am tempted to reiterate here much 
that has been said by several experienced 
Engineers on the subject, during the discus. 
sions already alluded to, at the Institution of 
Civil Engineers; but the argument adduced 
on that occasion could only be rendered 
thoroughly intelligible by the assistance of 
diagrams of some complexity; and I think 
sufficient has been said to demonstrate, that 
no saving qf importance can be maue in the 
construction of the road way of the VictOl'ia 
Bridge, as it is now designed, by the substi. 
tution of any other description of girder. 
Yet, lest this should be considered mere 
assertion, permit me to adduce one or two 
examples, where the close-sided tubular sys
tem and the open-sided system may be fairly 
brought into comparison with each other in 
actual practice. 
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(22 the highest, and 18 the lowest) of the 
qualities delivered by different makers in 
Staffordshire, Derbyshire, and Shropshire. 

Now, in order to make a tie of bar·iron, 
such as the bottom web of a trussed-beam or 
girder-bridge, the same ~trength throughout the 
elltire length can always be secured by an 
addition of IO per cent. to the weight; while, 
to make a continuous tie of boiler-plates. to 
insure the same strength throughout, the addi
tional weight required in the most perfect 
system of l-iveting, viz., chain-riveting, is 15 
per cent. increase of weight required for re
duction of strength by the perforations for 
rivets; and 15 per cent. for the requisite 
covering-plates of the system, if chain·riveting 
be adopted. 

Hence the importance of substituting the best 
bar-iron for boiler-plate wherever the tensile 
strength is called into action. 

The absolute resistance to crushing of 
wrought-iron bars has been seldom determined; 
but besides the older experiments of Dul~au, 
there are three experiments of lVIr. Eaton 
Hodgkinson, which show that 23t to 27! tons 
are sustained with'out fracture or much flexure, 
though the length was considerably reduced, 
whilst 9t tons produced no sensible change: 
and by selecting the iron for the work it has 
to do, it is unquestionable that we may with 
certainty calculate on a resistance of 25 tOllS 
per square inch of section, to strains of com
pl·e.sion. 

The importance of the form in which the 
material is presented to strain in girder-bridges 
of different" patterns," may now be poillted out. 

From 'Mr. Hodgkinson's experimpnts, made for Mr. Stephenson," it appears that the 
" resistance of plates of the same length and breadth, but varying in thickness, is nearly as 
" the cube of the thickne,s. Thus a plate of double the thickness of allot her would 
" resist buckling' or flexure with seven or eight times the force applied in the direction of 
" its length."-Royal Com. Rep., App. (A.A.), pp. 119, 120. 

Hence the great importance of ch;,osing a " pattern" in which thick plates or bars can 
be used under compression. 

In the course of the same series of experiments, it was proved, that "in the crnshing 
" of rectangular tubes, the strength, instead of being nearly as the third power of the thick
" ness (that is, for twice the thickness, eight times the strength), as was found to be 
" the case in bars, is so much reduced, that to produce double the strength, four times 
., the thickness of the metal is required." 

Hence, again, the great importance of choosing a " pattern" in which thick plates are 
subjected to compression. 

It also appears, that when the thickness of the plates of the tubes is the 8ame, the 
strength of the smaller ones is greater than that of the larger. Thus, in a rectangular 
tube of +.r illch metal, 8" X 4" (IO feet long), the strength per square inch of section 
was 6' 79 tons; in an 8-incll sqnare tube of the same metal, it was only 5' 9 tons; and 
in a 4-incll square tube it was 8 6 ton .•. 

Hence the great importance of disl'o>ing the" effective material" in the most efficient 
or strongest form. 

The weight per square inch of greatest resistance is the essential element for calculation 
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in all ordinary circumstances, but in tubular and other girders where iron is employe.d 
in a hollow-square form to resist compression, an extremely importan~ result of the. exp.en
ments made for Mr, Stephenson is, that the weight of greate~t resIstance to wrznkZz,,!g, 
corrugation, or buckling, was ascertained, and that after bucklIng had begun, destructIOn 
under increased weights ensued rapidly, 

On this subject we fincl, amongst others, the following experiments on tubes of h inch 
metal, in Royal Com, Rep., p, 162. 

Weight under Weight per Square Inch Dimensions of Tube. Length. which Buckling at which Buckling began. began. 
------- ----------

Inches. Inches. Ft. Lb •• Tons. 
8'I7X 4'1 10 13,209 3'85 

8'1 X 4'1 

1 
divided by a. cToss·piece into two of 10 37,401 8'857 

4" X 4". 

S'I X 8'1 10 15,897 3'428 
Or more observable with 

8'\ X 8'\ 1 4'267 
divided by n star partition into 4 tubes of \0 56,630 7'119 

4" X 4". 

.. 
By these experiments, the extreme importance of the form and dISpOSitIOn of the 

effective material is most strikingly proved. 
The facts above adclllced are, probably, sufficient to prove that it is, to say the least, very 

vague and unprecise to state, " whatever be the class or denomination of girders, they 
., must all be alike in amount of effective material in the top and bottom members or 
"webs." For, a broad thin plate is very much weaker than a narrow thick one; and a 
large thin cell is very milch weaker than a small thick one in the top member. And even 
Yorkshire plates would be a very sorry substitute for Howard's bars in the bottom, in 
whatever point of view they be compared. But I must now illustrate and prove the 
importance of the form in which material is employed in beam and girder bridges still 
more directly, 

The experiments, above quoted, show that the boiler-plate begins to corrugate or buckle 
with a much less strain than would be required to tear it asunder, In prosecution of the 
inquiry into the best form of tube to be adopted for the Britannia and Conway Bridges, a 
grand series of experiments was made, on the resistance to fracture under cross strains, of 
tubes of variou. sizes and proportions, as to the thickness and disposition of metal in the 
top, bottom, and sides. 

In the course of these experiments the cellular top was devised to overcome the 
difficulty of the tendency of plates to become crippled or wrinkled on the top or 
compressed web of tubular bridge girders. For it was found, that "hat is called the 
coefficient of resistance to compression and extension (i. e. to fracture under a cross strain), 
and which in questions on the strength of materials is a constant for material of the same 
quaIity,--it was found, I say, that this coefficient is "variable in tubes, and represents 
" their power to resist crippling, It depends on the thickness of the iron in the tubes 
" when the depth is the same, or upon the thickness divided by the depth when that varies." 
[Royal Com. Rep. p, 117.J 

This difficulty had to be got over by finding a form and dimension of top such that 
the resistance of the metal to corrugation would be greater than to tension, and the 
solution of the difficulty was deemed to be found in the cellular top above alluded to. In 
the experiments with a tllbe mea.uring 75 feet between supports, and in its other propor
tions .intended to be a model ~f the Britannia Bridge (to a scale of I-6th), the resistance 
was Ingher than had been obtatued by any other form of tube experimented on, save one 
or .two of the medium size made of 3-4th inch plates in top, bottom, and sides, and in 
\\' hlch, of course, the strains or resistances are subjected to different laws from those in the 
beam or girder bridge now under consideration. 

Now tbe final result deduced from the experiments on the larO'e model was "that a 
"cellular top similar to that in the model, will fail with 14· 8 ~ns per squa~e inch of 
" compression, and the bottom with 18'6 tons of tension." This value of the resistance to 
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tension is a mean of three experiments, varying from 16'6 tons to 20'3 tons. Adopting 
these results without comment, I conceive that we take the highest value admissible for 
the constants in the formula for calculating the strength of tubular beam or girder 
bridges. 

But, if instead of a bottom web of boiler-plate, 16 feet wide, I can use two sets of bars 
concentrated within a compass of a square foot for the bottom; and if, instead of a web 
or cellular structure of thin boiler-plate extending over 16 feet in width for the top, I can 
use thick bars or beams of metal rolled, of the quality and to the shape required for 
giving the strongest form to resist compression, it is evident that the amount of " effective 
" material" in the two forms of girder bridge for the same strengtb, would require to 
be, for the top, 14' 8 square inches in this form to 25 in the tube: and for the bottom, 
18'6 square inches to 26 in the tube. For these figures represent the inverse proportion 
of the ultimate breaking weights of the materials, arranged in the form in which they 
present themselves in a tubular-girder bridge and a Warren-girder bridge respectively. 

And that the" strength" of a structure depends upon its ultimate resistance to fracture, 
and that the safety and permanence of a structure is measured by the degree in which 
its ultimate resistance exceeds the greatest loads that may come to strain it, is proved 
by the evidence of practical men, confirmed by the approbation of the scientific and practical 
men who were on the Commission appointed to inquire into the Application of Iron to 
Railway Structures. 

" In girders for railway bridges, Mr. BruneI stated that he allows the load to be 
" one-third to two-fifiltS of the breaking weight; but he considers that the rule he adopts 
" for calculating the dimensions of the girders gives more than the usual strength. 
"Mr. C. May considered one-third to be sufficient. Mr. Rastrick, Mr. P. W. Barlow, 
" Mr. R. Stephenson, and Mr. Joseph Cubitt, adopt one-sixth; l\ir. Hawkshaw prefers one
" seventh, except in cases where great care is exercised in the selection of materials and 
" workmanship, when a smaller proportion would suffice."-Royal Com. Rep., App. 265. 
The Royal Commissioners, in reference to cast-iron girders, came to the conclusion, " that 
" to allow the greatest load to be one·sixth of the breaking weight, is hardly a sufficient 
" limit for safety, even upon the suppo,ition that the beam is perfectly sound."-Royol 
Com. Rep., p. xi. 

The principle, therefore, of " assuming that the strain per square inch in the top and 
" bottom web is the same for every kind of beam" is an erroneous one, sanctioned 
neither by reason nor practice; and I find that in the following notable bridges of 
boiler-plate, the straiu per square inch and the Factor of safety attributed to the structures, 
in no way ju,tify any such assumption. 

:5-5 .. Tons per 
1i:l -'" 

~8.~ 
Sq uare Incb. 

'O;.e ~§~ .... 
.~ E 

o _ 

DltlDGE. ~~~ ~t> REMARKS. 

~~~ ~~~ ;a-gC; E'8 .2c!!:: 
",,""- ~~cn !Pri: ~ 8'· ~&3 

-------
Tons. Tons. 

1 Britannia, centre of great 3'38 l' 4'01 3'85 

1
3 

The strains on tbe Bri-
15'5 tubes, considered as a con- tannia Bridge, consi-

tinuous beam_ dered as independent 
1 Ditto, on top of the centre .. .. 5'9 4'0 tubes, are-

15'15 pier, considered as a COD- ---- Tension. 7'68 tons. 
tinuous beam. Compression 7'13 

1 Cunway, at centre of tube. 2'78 1'33 6'08 5'06 3 " -
15 
I Torksey, centre of span, con- 0'7 1'33 .. 4'67 ? 

1365 sidered as a continuous 
beam. 

Ditto, on centre pier • . 0-7 1'33 .. 6'9 ? 
1 Asnieres, throughout whole 0-45 1'25 3'75 3'75 6 The Pont d'Asnieres 

10 length. was the first boiler-
I Clichy . 0'44 I' 25 4·5 4'5 5 plate bridge erected in 

--
Langon 0'7 1'25 4'5 4'5 5 France. 

14.4 
1 Aire Ferry . 1'07 1- 7'0 4'1 ? -

11 
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For the selectioll of the best form of beam or g'irder bridge, I think it important also to 
determine the strain on every part of the structure according to the principles of calcula-
tion which apply to it. .. . 

For a tubular bridge I adopt the formulas and constants. given by l\Ir. Clark 1D his w~rk 
011 the Britannia Bridge, in the absence of more expenence or better theory to gUide 
me in the calculation of the area of top and bottom webs at the centre. 

For Warren and trellis girders I adopt the rules deducible from the elementary prin
ciples of statics, by which I can determine with mathematical precision the strain on each 
and every element of the structure. . 

For plain girders I adopt the principles laid down by Young and Navler, and Tredgold, 
with constants derived from the experiments of Fairbairn, Gouin, and others. 

By the formulas given by l\Ir. Clark, deduced from the model, the area of the sides of 
tubular girders would amount to only two-ninths of the whole sectional area; and if this 
proportion could be carried out in practice, the close or boiler-plate sides wonld be as 
good as could be adopted. But in the Conway tube it was deemed necessary to stiffen 
the plates deduced by that formula by additions, rendering the weight of the sides one
third of the weight of the girder. In the large tubes of the Britannia the weight of the 
sides was nearly two-fifths of the total weight; and in the Aire Bridge the weight of the 
sirles is nearly one-half of the whole weight. 

For proportioning the sides of the tubular-beam bridges, it thus appears that there is 
no rule of practice; and as it is admitted that they are not iutended to bear any part of the 
horizoutal strain, there is no general mechanical consideration by which their thickness 
can be decided, so that in designing a tube, engineers are left much to their own judgment 
in the matter, and to their reliance on very limited precedents. All that I can learn 
from l\Ir. Clark's book is " that it is evident that the sides should be as thin as possible, 
" consistent with the strain to which they are subject." And that we are to interpret 
this maxim by the principle, " that it is not considered prudent to expose a thinner than a 
" t inch plate to the action of time and the weather." And even then" the precautions 
" reqnisite for maintaining deep sides in shape become very formidable. The T irons and 
"gussets and stiffening plates for this purpose, in one of the Britannia tubes, weigh 215 
" tons, or upwards of one-third of the whole weight of the sides." 

Now as to the sides of 'Varren and trellis girders, as I have said, the exact strain on 
every part can be determined witlt mathematical precision. The thickness of metal to 
support this strain in bridges, above 100 feet span, is such as to exempt them from all 
fear of want of permanency, without any superfluity; and after we reach a span of 200 
feet, there need not be an ounce of superfluous material in any part to adapt it perfectly 
to the function it has to perform. 

I will conclude this part of the subject by referring to Mr. Barton·s paper, read before 
the Institution of Civil Engineers, April 1855, containing a very distinct and practical 
exposition of the work which the sides of a beam or girder bridge have to perform; of the 
manner in which this work is performed in each kind of girder bridge; and on the relative 
practical value of each kind of side in those bridges; merely calling particular attention to 
the fact that l\Ir. Barton, in stating 27 per cent. as the excess of material in the sides of 
a tubular beam beyond that in a Warren beam, has not taken into consideration the 
prudential maxim, :'that i~ such bridges a thinner than half-inch plate should not be 
:' exposed to the aC~lOn of tIme and tlte weather." Nor has he alluded to the proportionate 
lllcre.'lSe of the "'elght of every part of a b(!am from an excess of dead weight in any 
one part. 

From the Report of the discussion which took place at the Institution of Civil Enaineers 
on Mr. Barton's paper, as given in the' Civil Engineer and Architects' Journa{' May 
and June, 1855, I observe that certain speakers, iu norina- or foro-ettin'" the funda:nental 
ideas on which our conception of the forces at work in a °beam 

0 
under deHexioll 

depend, boldly asser~ed the identity of the considerations which apply to the calculation of 
the stren&"th of a sO.lId beam (or prismatic solid body) with those applying to a framed or 
trussed gIrder; saymg that '.' one simple rule, or principle, is applicable to every form of 
"beam that has been devised, commencina with the simple square bar throuo-h all 
" modifications of form, up to beams with ope~l trussed sides." '0 
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Another speaker follow.ing on the same side says, tlte forces supposed to be called into 
play (in a beam under strain) are invariably assumed to be in hm'izontal lines. 

Now, according to all elementary treatises on the strength of materials and on appliel] 
mechanics, the forces are invariably assumed to act in 'vertical and IlOrizontal lines ill tlie 
plane r!f the beam's depth. Alld the rt'asoning, therefor .. , of both thrse speakers was 
inconsistent with all onr positive knowledge on tile subject, alld was completely answered 
by a ~peaker who, in the discussion of the 1st of lIIay, 1855, clearly demonstrated their 
inconsistencies; and, as far as I can jUl~ge from the report of the discussion, the gent-ral 
voice nf the meeting was against receiving the notions of the speakers who advocated 
Tubular Bridges. 

Beside~, as the Institution of Civil Engineers, like other scientific societies, does not 
come to a vote,-as the Society is not answerable for the individual opinions expressed by 
the members, as the papers do not ev .. n go through the formality of an examination by 
a Committee to report their merits,-I hold it very unsuitable for 1\1r. Stephenson to have 
alluded to these discussiolls in a question of the nature now before us; for it gives an air 
of additional authority to what Mr. Stephenson considers " sufficient to demonstrate that 
" no saving of importance can be made in the construction of the roadway of the Victoria 
"Bridge." With respect to subject. of speculation and science, the existence of an 
agreement of the persons assumed to be qualified as authorities in matters of opinion on 
technical questions is most important. !\ir. Stephenson's allusion to the discussions at the 
Institution of Civil Ellgineers might leave the impression that all or most of the able and 
honest men who have diligently studied this subjPct were satisfied with his demonstration 
of the economy of the proposed Victoria Bridge tubes-an impression which I beg to wam 
you against receiving. 

The strength of plane girders depends on distinct considerations from that of either 
tubular-bridge girders or trellis girders. These latter are considered in the light of 
trusses, or framed beams. The strains and proportional dimensions of the parts are 
determined on the principles applicable to such constructions. III the plane girder the 
strength of the vertical web is an important part of the whole. Instead of making the 
"plates as thin as possible," they are made of the thickness that will insure permanence. 
The stiffening is arranged with the express object of causing the plates to do their work 
advantageously; or in the manner aS6umed in the formulas applied for determining 
their relative strength. The sides are attached to, and closely combined with, the top 
and bottom web, so that there is no inherent weakne.s, causing them to buckle, as there 
is in the sides of tubes; and thus the moment of their resistance to horizontal strains 
may be utilised in the total resistance of such girders to the extent of one-third of the 
whole strength of the girder, their weight forming little more than two-fifths of the 
whole weight. This form of girder. bridge has been extensively Ilsed in France for large 
spans; and whilst its great advantages over the tubular girder-bridges are there deemed 
ascertained, its inferiority, in point of economy, to the triangular braced girder is 
recognised. 

No bridge of any importance has hitherto been constructed of plane girders except 011 
the principle of continuity; and why this principle has not been adopted in the proposed 
design for the Victoria Bridge, it seems to me difficult to reconcile with any "practical 
" reason."-(See paragraph 54.) 

I believe that I have now shown that, according to the principles" which sltould govern 
" the arrangement of every bealll-bl'idge,"-

1st. There is a misconception on the part of Mr. Stephenson and of the engineers 
whom he has called upon to support him in his views of the merits of tubular-bridge 
girders, in the fundamental ideas of the use of materials, and of the principles of construc
tion usually accepted in reference to the construction of girder bridges. 

2nd. The tubular-bridge girder is the most costly, and therefore the most inefficient 
method of construction of beam t hat can be applied. 

3rd. That the Warren or trellis-bridge girder must necessarily cost Ie,s for (he same 
strength; and the proportion of the diminished cost, while it depends to some extellt on 
the 1I0tions of the designer, cannot reasonably be le>s than 50 to 60 per cent" ami lIlay be 
mnch more. 

D 
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TI h 
. . t "I' 'ted 10 n portion or pcr cenlarre of a subordinate part 

4th .at t e saVlIl rr IS no 11111 u 0 if" l' b 
" of the total material" employed ;" but has reference to eaclt and ecer!! po;rt o. t Ie I It J 
top, bottom, alld sides, in all of which the ll'eal,est and most expensIve Iron IS emp aye 

~~w~~fo~· . 
I believe that I have also shown that what 1\11'. Stephen~on l~ plea~ed to call. a de;z~~

stration of the impossibility of making an important savlIlg III the c~ns~r.uct~on 0d' .~e 
roadway of the Victoria Bridge, is no demollstration at all, bnt mere y 118 Ipse IXt, 
llnsupporkd by reason or precedellt. 

MR. STEI'HENSON'S REI'ORT. 

39. The most remarkable parallel case 
"hi('h occurs to me, is the comparison of 
the Victoria Tubes, under consideration, 
with a triangular or "\Yarrcn" bridge, 
which has been erected by MI'. Joseph 
CuLitt, over a branch of the River Trent, 
near Newark, 011 the Great Northern Rail
way. 

40. The spans are very similar, and so 
arc the depths. In calling your attention 
to the comparison, you must bear in mind 
tbat all possible skill and science were 
brought to bear upon every portion of 
tbe details of tbe Newal·k Dyke Bridge, 
in order to reduce the total weig'ht and 
cost to a minimum. 

41. The cumparison stands tbus :-

As Mr. Stephenson has been misinfo:mec! 
as to the depth of the Newark Dyke BrHIgp, 
he has NOT brouO"ht the "open-sided system" 
fairly into comp~rison with e!ther, the V!c~oria 
Tubes, or their type, the Alre l'erry Bndge. 
The Newark Dyke Bridge is 16 feet defOp, not 
"an a\'erarre of 19 feet," nor is there any 
apparent la~ishness in the thickness of. tbe side 
plates of the Aire Ferr~ Brid&,e, see~ng that 
the plates are onl!J /1U(f-mell thICk: } 01' what 
I believe to be a fair comparIson of tltese 
bridges, I beg to refer you to my reply to 
Mr. Clark's report, paragraphs 11 to 15. 

Victoria B"idge, as being erectcd,-Sl'an, 242 feet; weight, including bearings, 275 tons, {or a 
lengtb of 257 feet. 

Neu'arl, Dyke Bridge, lIS creeted.-Span, 240 feet 6 in.; weigbt, including bearings, 292 tons, for 
a length of 254 feet, wbich shows a balance of 17 tOilS in favour of tbe Victoria Tubes. 

42. The Newark Dyke Bridge is only 13 feet wide, wbile the Victoria Tube is 16 feet, baving a 
wider gauge railway passing through it. 

43. Tbis is a very important case, as the spans and deptbs are all but identical, and it will there
fore enable you to form a judgment upon that point w bicb has caused so much controversy at thc 
discussion alluded to. It is true, that in the Newark Dyke Bridge a large proportion of the weigbt 
is of cast iron-a material I bave fl'equently adopted in tbe parts of tubular bridges subjected to com
pression only; but from its brittle (·haraeter, I should never recommend it for exportation, nor for tbe 
parts of a structure that are liable to a lateral blow. 

44. It bas been suggested, tbat tbere is much convenience in the arrangemcnt of tbe trellis, or 
" WalTen" bri'!gp, as it may be taken to pieces, and more conveniently and economically transported 
overland tban " boiler plates." This may be COl'1'ect under some circumstances j but it cannot bold 
good for a work like the Victoria Bridge over the St. Lawrence. 

45. I am aware tbat girders upon the" Warren" princil'le bave been adopted in Jndia, and I am 
not preparcd to call in question the propriety of' these applications in certain cases; but wbat I have 
beel1 aiming at in tbese observations is, to prove to you, that no economy over tbe plain tube can be 
effected in the case of tbe Victoria Bridge. I may add, tbat it has sometimes been urged that the 
workmanship in tre1li<. or" 'Varren ,. girders, is of a less expensive cbaracter tban tbat required in 
tubes. I am bound to confess my utter inability to understand such a statement; for after many 
years of ]>1'Uctical expel·ience, as a manufacturer of iron-work of cvery description, I do not know any 
class of workmanship that bears so small a proportion to the value of the material as " boiler-plate" 
\\'ork.-If tbere be any riitferencp in the cost, it ought certainly to be in favour of tubular beams. 
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46. Another exam pic may be mentioned of a tubular beam, somcwhat similar in dimensions to th" 
last described, and one which is actually erected on a continuation of the same line of railway as 
that 011 which the Newark Dyke BI'idge is situated, namely, ovcr the Ri'er Ai,'c at Fel'l'y 
Bridge. 

47. Although the similal'ity is not so great with this us with thc Victoria Tuhe, yet I belicve it 
is sufficiently so to form another proof that the advantage is in fa"our of the solid sidc. 

48. As beforc. 
Newark D!lke Bridge. 

Span, 240 ft. 6 in. W cight, tons 292. 

Ferry B,·idge. 
Span, 225 feet. Tons, 235. 

49. The difference betweell these weights is more tball sufficient to compensate for the uiffercnce 
of span; besides which, in thc Ferry Bridge-made according to my designs and instl'llctions ~I was 
lavish in the thickncss of the side plates, and the bearings, which are included in the above weight, 
were stillcned by massive pillars of cast iron. 

50. For a further example, let me com
parc the Boyne Trellis Bridge (held by 
some to be the lIlost el'onomical) with the 
present Victoria Tubes. 

51. The Boync Bridge has three spans, 
the celltre one being 2G4 fect, and the Ileight 
is 22t fect. It is constl'ucted for a doublc 
line of way, and is 24 feet wide. The tot"l 
load, induding the beam itself, the rolling 
load at 2 tons per foot, and platform rails, 
&c., amount to 980 tons uniformly distributed. 

52. The bridge is constructed upon the 
principle of "continuous beams," a term 
which signifies that it is not allowed to 
take a natuml deflection due to its span, 
but being tied over the piers to the other 
girders, the effective ccntral span is short
ened to 17..1 feet: in fact, this principle 
changes the three s~ans into fi I'C spans. 
Now the effective al'ea given for compression 
in this centre span is 113k inches, which 
gives a stl'ain for the 174 feet span of neady 
six tons to the illch in compression. 

53. The Victoria Tubes are so dissimilar 
in form and circumstanccs to thc Boyne 
Bridge, that it is a troublesome matter to 
reduce thc two to a comparative statc. 
Ilowever, the Victoria Tubes are known to 
be 27 ii tons in weight, 242 feet in span, 
and of 19 feet average depth, the strain not 
being more than four tons per inch for 
compression, with a uniform load of 514 
tons, which includes its own weight, sleepers, 
and rails, and a rolling load of olle ton pCI' 

foot. 
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The comparison, in these paragraphs, of the 
Victoria Tubes, with the Boyne Bridge it will 
be observed, is limiter! to some general state
mellts of weights and loads, and even in this 
comparison l\lr. Stephenson is again misill
formed as to the facts he prete lids to compare. 
The effective area given for compression in the 
middle of the centre span of the Boyne Bridge 
is 113! square inches in eaclt virder, or 2:d7 
inches in the two girders-and, therefore, the 
strain on the iroll is ullder 3 tOilS per square 
inch, not 6 tons, as stated by hilll. Starting 
then as he does with a blunder, it seems almnst 
unnecessary to follow the compariwn further. 

I n paragraph 53, .!\II'. Stephenson as,erls 
tha I, " tlte Victoria tubes are knou'n to be '..!.7,j 
" tOilS in weight." 

In paragraph 36, he gives the weight of the 
tubes between the bearings as 242 tons, viz., 

Top of Tube. 76 tons 
Bottom of Tu be 92 

. Sides . 84 

The sum of "hich is 252 tons, 

1;0t 242 tOilS as .!\II'. Stephenson states. Now 
with this weight between tile bearings, we have 
only 23 tons left for the iron in the bearings, 
which is only 3} tons above the average 
weight per foot run of the tube, for the 
sirengthelling and supporting the ends of the 
lubes on the piers - and it may, jur!gillg 
from any precedents, reasonably be questioned 
whether this is sufficient, if the weight of the 
tubes is known to be 275 tons. In short, there 
are some discrepancies in these fig-mes which 
render them not altogether reliable for the 
purpose of (·omparison. 
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54. The Victoria Bridge has not been 
designed upon the principle of " continuous 
" beams" for various practic&l reasons, includ
in~ amono-st others the great disturbance 
w I:ich wo:ld be cau~ed by the accumulated 
expansion and contraction of such a con
tinuous system of iron-work, in a climate 
where the extremes of temperature arc so 
widely apart, otherwise the principle alluded 
to was first developed in tubular beams, 
namely, in the Britannia Bridge. 

55. But since we are now only discussing 
the merits of the shIes, let the Boy'ne Bridge 
be supposed to have sufficient area in its top to 
resist lour tons per inch (the proper practical 
strain), and let the spans be not continuous, 
it will be lound by calculation that the area 
required at top \\'11 be 364 inch~s, instead of 
1 J3t inches, and the weight of the span 
wonld be found hy calculation to ('orne out 
litile short of 600 tons: whereas, it is now 
386 tons; and if we suppose the Victoria 
Tube to ('url'y a double line of way, and 24 
feet wiue, with a depth of 22! fcet, e,'en if 
we double the sides in quantity, the whole 
amount of weight will be certainly very little 
more than 500 tons for 242 fcet spall. 

56. It "ill be necessary to conclllde my 
remarks with some further observations re
lative to the comparisons undcr our notice, 
which are of vital importance in considering 
the design of such a bri,lg-e as that to be 
erected for the Grand Trunk Rail., ay of 
Canada. 

57. In,lcpcndently of the cornpal'ative 
weights and cost, which, I believp, have 
heen fai rI y placed before you, the com para· 
tive merits as regards efficiency ha\e yet to 
be alluded to. 
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Why Mr. Stephenson, who had an ?Pl?or
tunity of appreciating th~ val~e of ~he prmClple 
of continuity at the Brttan!ll~ Bn~ge, sh~lll~ 
have so liO'htly abandolled It m tillS case It IS 
difficult to °conjecture. A saving of about 4~ 
per cent. of material can be effect~rl b,y tillS 
principle in trellis, triangular, ~nd plam gIrders, 
and the stiffness of the bridge be greatly 
increased. Mr. Stephenson indeed says, that 
it is a "troublesome matter" to make the 
calculations necessary to compare a continuous 
beam with an independent one. Can it be that 
iUr. S:ephenson considered the saving of some 
2,UOO tons of iron not worth the trouble of 
adjustiug the dimensions of his tnb,es to meet 
the case of continuity? or is the practical reas.on 
for not making the Victoria Bridge on the prm
ciple of coutiullous beams that already as md~
pendent beams the thickness of the metal IS 
reduced as far as is consistent with permanency, 
and that therefore no important saving can be 
effected by its adoption? As I have alre~c1y 
said, those a,signed among the "practical 
reasons" for not adopting continuity, seem to 
me to be wholly insufficient. 

The action by gravity on a gradient of one 
in 132 may surely be provided against by tying 
the girder in the middle of a continuous length 
to its pier; for the effect of gravity for a length 
of continuous beam of 4 spans would only 
amount to 5 tons, supposing the beam fixed at 
the ceutre; and if no means were taken to 
obtain resistance to the dislocation of the 
masonry beyond its friction on its own bed, 
olle course of ashlar cne foot thick covered 
with a bed plate of the width of the pier ami 
the breadth of the tube would not be ffim'en 
by it. There was no necessity for making the 
whole" one continuous ~ystem of iron work," 
to obtain the economy of material above men
tioned. The whole length might have been 
divided into four lengths, as proposed by Mr. 
Brunei, or say five lengths uf about 1,300 feet 

each, made within themselves, on the principle of coutinuity. These would then have pre
s('nted no greater" disturbance by accumulated expansion and coutraclion" than the tubes 
of the Britannia Bridge which t,,, III for each single line a continuous system of iron work 
of 1,237 feet, weighing 4,680 Ions, or three wnes as much as the single line of the 
Yietoria Bridge, and are yd arranged so that uo "disturbance" arises from the freedom 
tl) dilate their accnlllulated expu',sion and contraction to each end. 

!\Ir. Stephenson leads us here (paragraph 55) to expect a discussion of " the merits of 
., the sides," that is, of the relative weights of materials reqnired in the sides of the 
Boyne l\ridge, and in his Victoria tuhes. 

For this it was only necpssary to have stated-
The ~oYlle Bridge i, :??4 f~ct (',,:Ir span, and has a double line of way. The weight 

?f th~ SIdes betwe~m the 'pIers I, 8,2 tons. , The Yictoria Bridgc is 242 feet clear span, and 
I~ deslqned for a slIlgle l1l1e of rails, and If we take two Victoria tubes to carry a double 
hue of way, We h<J.\"e double t:w qU:l1Jlity of lll"kri<J.l in the sid.,s that is ue:,j,;uld for 
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tube or 168 tons between the points of support, and if we increa~e this quantity in pro
portion to the spans, viz., as 264 to 242, we have 183 tons; and if we again increase this 
in the proportion of the depth, viz., as 22t to 19, we have the final result of 216 tons for 
the sides of the Victoria tube enlarged so as to be fairly compared with the Boyne Bridge, 
i. e., the weight of the iron in the sides of the Victoria Bridge would be to the weight of 
the iron in the sides of the Boyne Bridge as 216 to 82 or 2t to 1. 

But instead of this simple and true statement, we have a quasi" discussion," in which 
are given "the area required for the top," and "the weight of the span" of the Boyne 
Bridge as they would be by some processes of calculation of his own, for which Mr. 
Stephenson has not given the data by which to test their correctness. 

MR. STEPHENSON'S REPORT. 

58. You may be aware that, at the pre
sent time, theorists are quite at variance 
with each other, as to the action of a load 
in straining a beam in the various points of 
its depth; and the fact is now known, that 
all the received formula for calculating the 
strength of a beam subject to a transverse 
load require remodelling ;-therefore, at pre
sent, it is far beyond the power of the de
signers of trellis or t";o1U/ular bridges, to say 
with precision what the laws are which gnvern 
the strains and resistanc('s in the sides' of 
beams (girders of simple solid rectangular 
sections have not yet been properly valued);
yet one thing is certain, which is, that the 
sides of all these "trellis" or "Warren" 
bridges, are useless, except for the purpose of 
connecting the top and bottom, and keeping 
them in their position: they dE'pend upon 
their connection with the top and bottom 
wehs for their own support, and since they 
could not sustain their shape, but would 
collapse immediately they were disconnected 
from these top and bottom memhers, it is 
evinent that they add· to the strain upon them, 
and, consequently, to that extent reduce the 
ultimate strength of the beams. 

I must here call attention to Mr. StepheD
son's assertions (paragraph 58), that "one 
" thing is certain, which is that the sides of 
" trellis and Warren bridges are useless," &c., 
coupled with this (paragraph 61 ),-" and yet 
" we are aware that from their continuity and 
" solidity the sides of a tube are of value to 
" resist horizontal and ma"y other strains, iude
" pendently of the top auu bottom." 

As an assertion that the unn~cessary amount 
of material in t he sides of a tubular-bridge 
girder adds, or may add, in some degree, to the 
strength of the beam, there is .DlIle truth iu 
this latter remark.; but to say that " the sides 
" of all these trellis alld 'Warren girders are 
" useless except for the purpose of connecting 
" the top and bottom, and keeping them in their 
" proper positioD," seems to me equivalent tf 
saying that the keystone of an arch is u,eles; 
except fi)r the purpose of separating the twe' 
halves of the masonry of the arch, and keeping 
them in their proper position. Most assuredly 
sides constructed of the strengt h of those of 
the Aire Briuge, if disconnected from the top 
and bottom, could Dot sustain their shape, but 
would collapse imn,ediately. It may, however, 
be fairly reproached to the close or plate side., 
that not only would they collapse "if discon
" nected from the top and bottom members," 
but that if it were not for the vertical columns 

and stiffeners, they would collapse under the action of the top and bottom, without being dis
connected from them at all. 

That in the same Report should be enunciated two propositions, both in the same 
authoritative maDner,-in the one that primarily and essentially the ultimate strength is 
considered tn exist in the top and bottom of the different classes of girders, and in the other 
that in tubes the sides, from their continuity and solidity, are of value to resist horizontal 
and many other strains independently of tlte top and bultom,-seems to me to be a strange 
incoflsisteilcy, and strongly to indicate that the material in a tube is badly disposed for its 
work. As the esseutial ~lelllents of strength in tubular-bridge beams are the top aDd 
bottom webs, surely that construction of girder which concentrates the greatest amount of 
material in the top and bottom webs, removing it from the sides must be the best. Now 
in the theory of the Warren girder, the whole horizontal strains arising from the weight of 
the bridge and its load are resisted by the top and bottom web; a .. d the diagonal bracing 
is ollly adapted to absorb the resultants of these horizontal forces and .the v~r!ical forces 
arisin"" from the load, and necessary to hold the top aud bottom web III pOSitIOn. They 

o D2 
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fOfm the kcv.tone of the arch, and can only be said to depend for their support upon the 
top and bottom webs, in exactly the same manner as the top and bottom webs depend uIJOn 
them for their support. The whole together form a mutually-dependent system of bracmg 1 
the simplest that call be contrived. . . 

To illustrate the extent 10 which the sides of tubular beams" are of value to resist ~O;I
" zonlal and other strains," I shall take Mr. Stephenson's model tube, and the last or dec,slVe 
experiment upon it, reported in ]}Ir. Clark's book, pages 178 to 185. 

Depth to centre of top cells 51 inches. 
Half length 450". 
Sectional area of top 26·5 square Inches. 

Let / = the resistance per square inch to destruction by compression. The strength of 
the top = 26·5/ 

.·.51 X 26·5/= 1351·5/= moment of forces of the top plates:-
The sum of the thickness of the sides being 2 X 0.1 = 0·2 inch, and their depth 21 inche~ ; 

the moment of the strength of the side being/times the breadth multiplied by the square 
of the depth divided uy 6, when the uottom offers equal resistance with the top-

/ X ·2 X 51' = 867/ 
6 

Therefore the sum of the moments of the bottom and sides-

1351·5/ + 86·7/ = 1438 ·2/, 
and this is equal to the half length multiplied by the half breaking weight, viz., 89·24 tOilS, 

or, 450 X 44·62 = 1438·2/ ... / = 13·96, tons. 

A nd the value of the sides to resist horizontal strains is therefore about I".-th part of the 
whole, or about 6 per cent.; and this on the assumption that the coefficient for the plates 
is the same as for the cells. 

In reference to Mr. Stephenson's remark, that "at the present time theorists are quite 
" at variance with each other as to the action of a load in straining a beam in the various 
" points of its depth," although the subject broached appears to me somewhat irrelevant, I 
have to observe that as a question of analytical physicial science the usual theory of the 
strength of materials is certainly unsatisfactory; for while the equilibrium of forces in 
space is generally represented by six equations, three of components and three of moments, 
the usual theory of the mutual action of the parts of a prismatic solid body is represented 
by two equations between the external force applied and the vertical and horizontal 
forces in the vertical plane of the beam, neglecting the mutual lateral action of the fibres 
on each other. 

But, I am not aware, nor can I learn, that. theorists are quite at variance with each 
other as to the action of a load in straining a beam in the various points of its depth; and 
I shall be exceedingly astonished to find that the generally received theory of these 
strains is inconsistent with fact, though their mathematical representation is known to be 
extremely difficult if not impossible with existing analytical means. 

Can allusion be here made to the results of Mr. W. H. Barlow's investigations "on the 
" existence of an element of strellgth in beams suqjected to transverse strains, ari,ing flOm 
" the lateral action of the fibres or particles on each other, and named by him the Resistallce 
" of Flexure?' "-Trans. Roy. Soc. London, 1855. 

Mr. Barlow's experiments on beams formed of two parallel bars, separated at oiven 
intervals by vertical ribs, proved that there is an element of strength depending o~ the 
degree of flexure to which the metal forming the bars is subjected; or thar with the same 
deflection and the same length of bearing, the resistance to fracture i8 !!Teate/when the depth 
of metal in the beam is greater. '" 

The results obtained confirm the .best theory, ami are valuable additions to our practical 
knowledge of the strength of materIals: They ~rove conclusively, that it is neglecting true 
theory to attempt to carry the material of resIstance to the extreme distances from the 
ne.utra~ a~is, as is d~ne in !~e Aire-ferry Tubular Bridge, and appar<'ntly ill the proposed 
Vlctuna rubular Bndgl·. 1 hey afford another evidence of the udvulltage of the Warren, 
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. trellis, and plain girders, by reason of the depth given to the top and bottom bars of the 
trussed beam; and they render the abandonment of the cellular or deep top and bottom 
webs in tubular girders very questionable engineering. 

Fouuding upon the generally received theory, engineers who have employed the con
tinuous beam have theoretically determined with perfect accuracy the points of contrary 
flexure and the extent of deflection for all the varying positions of the passing load that 
occ~lr in practi~e, and ha.ve h?d striking practical demonstration of the truth of the theory 
durmg the testing of theIr bridges. Who can read the details of Mr. Barton's experiments 
on the Boyne lattice-girders and doubt the soundness of his theory; and who can read 
par.agraph 57 of this Report of Mr. Stephenson's, and doubt his confidence in the theory, 
seemg that he contrasts the deflection, calculated to the tenth part of an inch, that the 
Victoria tubes WI?l undergo when tested, with the ascertained deflection of the Boyne trellis 
under the tests of the Inspector of the Board of Trade. 

Although there is a certain complication and uncertainty in applying the usual theory to 
calculate the resistance of plane sides of thin boiler-plate stiffened by vertical pillars, &c., 
the same reproach cannot be made to the theory applicable to the trellis and triangular 
braced girders. In these, the simplest principles of statics are applicable with absolute 
certainty to determine exactly the strain on every part, and that under a greater 
variety of assumed load than in practice is llSualIy taken into account ill settling' dimen
sions. Therefore, in designing a trellis or triangular. braced girder, not only the laws 
which govern the strains and resistances in the sides are known, but their application is so 
simple that there is no excuse for not availing curselves of them to proportion the parts so 
as to ensure the greatest efficiency from a given weight of materia~. 

MR. STEPHENSON'S REPORT. 

59. In the case of the Newark Dyke Bridge, when tested to a strain of 6£ tons to the inch, its 
deflection was 7 inches in the middle, and when tested with its calculated load of 1 ton per foot run 
the deflection was 4~ inches. The deflection of the Victoria tubes by calculation will not be more, 
with the load of 1 ton per foot, than 1'6 ineh j and we have had sufficient proof of the correctness of 
this calculation in existing examples. That of' the Boyne Bridge, with a uni/orm load of 540 tons, 
was 1'9 inch, with the spans sbortened in effect as described. 

60. Many otber bridges of similar spans to those above named have been constructed upon the 
open side or truss principle, which are (in every sense of the word) excellent structures j but since 
no comparison of economy between them and the Victoria tubes has heen offered, it would be im
proper to class tbem witb those (already named) which have actually been put forward as examples 
of economy, to a large extent, over tbe tubular system. 

6!. As an argument in favour of tbe trellis beams it has been stated that no formula has been IIsed 
to value the sides of a plate bram for horizontal strains j and, therefore, since the sides are thrown 
away, except for the office they perform in connecting the top and bottom webs, it is asked, why 
should more material be placed in tbe sides than sufficient for tbat purpose. Now I admit tbat there 
is no formula for valuing the solid sides for strains, and that we only ascriue to them the value or use 
of connecting the top'and bottom j yet we are aware that, from their continuity and solidity, they 
are of value to resist horiwntal and many otber strains, independently of the top and bottom, by 
which they IIdd very much to the stiffness of the beam j and the fact of their containing more mate
rial than necessary to connect the top and bottom webs is by no means fairly establi~hed. 

62. It is also said tbat the trellis and" Warren" beams are usually made deeper in proportion to 
their span than the tubes, and, therefore, the strain being less, a less quantity of material is 
employed in the top and bottom webs. It is important to observe, in replying to this, that the 
advantage named is not (theoretically speaking) peculiar to "trellis" or "Warren" bridges j on tbe 
contrary, it is well known that a change of proportion of the depth of any beam to its span changcs 
the effect of the load in straining its top and bottom webs j and if the strain per inch is to he the 
same, such a cbange in the proportions as alluded to will cause a change in the weight of the beam 
itself, as the horizontal strains in the top and bottom webs of a beam of a given span depend upon 
the distance between them. Such beams are said to vary in strength directly as tbeir depths and 
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• I h . W'th rd to tubular beams a practical rule has been established, which' Inverse y as t Clr spans. I rega , h h h' . h 
. h h d th h II t be less than I'I5th of the span; but alt oug t IS 18 t e determmes t at t e ep s 8 a no . ' d d h b I 

. . h' h' to consider it the maximum depth; m ee t e tu u ar mlUlmum dept given, t ere IS no reason ..' d h 

., d I' t d th than that proportion would "Ive; for Hlstance, the el)t bridges Just name are 0 a grea er ep '" . . 
of Ferry Bridge is I.IIth of its span, and that of the Victoria tubes next the centre openmg IS 
I-12th of the span. These proportions are, I believe, very similar to those that are usually adopted 

for" Warren" or trellis beams. 

63. It is well known that the diagonal 
, struts' in these latter systems (when under 
pressul'c) dcflect as if they themselves ,were 
beams; and any increase in the depth of the 
sides would be an intrease of lcngth in the 
diagonals, which in the" Warren" must be 
compensated by an increase in their sectional 
area; and in the trellis beam, if they are not 
illcreased in area, they must be in numher, 
so as to make more intersections; therefore, 
an increase in depth of the sides of these 
systems would not only be a proportionate 
increase in their weight, but would be an 
increase per square foot of their surface. 
N ow the sides of a tube (from their nature) 
may be increascd in del)th up to a reasonable 
practicable limit without any increase in their 
thickness. 

REPLY. 

There is no doubt that the dimensions of the 
connecting vertical bracing in trussed girders 
m list be proportional to those of the top and 
bottom chord, and also proportional to the 
depth. In reply to the statemellt as to. the 
sides of tubes, I cannot do better than to direct 
your attention to the following extracts from 
l\Ir. Clark's work on the Britannia bridge, on, 
this very point (pages 577 and 789). 

"The material in the sirles of one large 
"tube is distributed in the following mall
" ner:-

" Plates acting as sides 

Per cent. of 
the whole. 

40 
" Plates, &c., acting as covers 
" Pillars and stiffeners 

19 
27 

" Knees and gussits • 
" Rivet-heads • 

7 
7 

" Totul . . 100" 

From this it will be seen, that 26 per cent is required to connect the plates togetl,er and 
for rivet-heads, and that 34 per cent. of the whole weight of the ~ides is consumed in 
stiffening them, i. e., 60 per cent. of the whole is needed to render "fficient ti,e plateK 
acting as sides; and as Mr. Clark gives this law, ~'i= , " the weight of a larger structnre 
., will increase as the cube of its length, but it would also require a much larger per 
" centage of stiffening·plates in the sides; for as the pillars increase in hei,qht, the weight 
" increases as the cube of the length, while the strength is only as the square." It is 
evident thut though" the sides of' a tube may be increas~d in depth up to a reasonable 
" practieal limit, without any increase in the thickness" of the plates composing them, 
yet the weight of the side. of tubes increases in a rapid proportion to their depth. 

MR. STEPHENSON'S REPORT. 

64. Having given you my views with respect to the comparative merits of the different kinds of 
road way consisting of beams that may be adopted in the Victoria Bridge, I now proceed to draw 
your attention to the adaptation of the" suspension" principle, similar to that of the bridge which 
has been completed within the la..t few montbs, by Mr. Roebling, over the Niagara Ri,'er, near the 
great" Falls." 

65. You are aware, that during my last visit to Canada, I examined this remal'kable work, and 
made myself acquainted with its general details. Since then Mr. Roehling has kindly forwarded to 
me a copy of his last Report, datcd May 1855, in which all the important facts connected with the 
structure, as well as the results which have been produced, since its opening for the passage of I'ail
W3Y trains, are carefully and clearly set forth. 

66. No one can study the statements contained in that Report without admiring the great skill 
which has been displayed throughout in the design: neither can anyone who has seen the locality 
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tail to apprrciate the fitness of the structure for the singular combination of difficulties'll hich arc 
presented. 

67. Your engineer, Mr. Alexander Ross, has personally examined the Niagara Bridge since its 
opening, with the view of instituting, as tar as is practicable, a comparison between that kind of 
structure and the one proposed tor the Victoria Bridge i and as he has ;ince communicated to me, by 
letter, the general conclusions at which he has arrived, I think I cannot do better than convey them 
to you in his own words, which are subjoined below. 

" I find from various sources that considerahle pains have been taken to produce an impres
" sion in England in favour of a suspension bridge, in place of that we are engaged in con
" structing across the 8t. Lawrence at this place. This idea, no doubt, has arisen from the 
"success of the Niagara Suspension Bridge, lately finished by Mr. Roebling, and now in use 
"by the Great ~Western Eailway Company, as the connecting link between their lines on 
" each side the St. Lawrence, about two miles below the Great' Falls,' of the situation and 
"particulars of which you will no doubt have some recollection. I visited the spot lately, 
" and fonnd Mr. Roebling there, who gave me every facility I could desire for my objects. Of 
"his last Report on the completion of the work, he also gave me a copy, which you will 
" receive with this. I have marked the points which contaill the substance of his statement. 
" I also cnclose an engraved sketch of the structure. Mr. Roebling has succeeded in accom
" plishing all he had nndertaken, viz., safely to pass over Railway Trains, at a speed not 
"exceeding 5 miles an honr: this :;peed, however, is not practised, the time occupied ill 
" passing over 800 feet is 3 minutes, which is equal to 3 miles an hour. The deflection is 
"found to vary from 5 to 9 inches, depending on the extent of load, and the largest 
" load yet passed over is 325 tons of 2000 Ibs. each, which caused a depression of 10 inches. 
"A precaution has been taken to diminish the span from 800 to 700 feet, by building up 
" underneath the platform at each end about 40 feet in length, intervening between the 
"towers, and the face of the precipice upon which they stand, and struts have also been 
" added, extending 10 feet further. The points involved in the consideration of this subject 
" arc. first, sl(tJiciellcy; and, second, cost. These are in this particular case soon disposed of; 
" -first, we have a structure which we dare not use at a higher speed than 3 miles an hour; 
" in crossing the St. Lawrence at Montreal, we should thus occupy three quarters of an 
,. hour, and allowing reasonable time for trains clearing and getting well out of each other's 
" way, I consider that 20 trains in the 24 hours are the utmost we could accomplish. When 
" our communication is completed across the St. Lawrence, there will be lines (now existing, 
" having their termini on the South Shore), which, with our own line. will require four or 
"five times this accommodation. This is no exaggeration. Over the bridge in question, 
"although opened only a few weeks, and the roads yet incomplete on either side, there are 
"between 30 and 40 trains pass daily. The mixed application of timber and iron, in 
"connection with wire, renders it impossible to put up so large a work, to answer the 
"purposes required at Montreal. we must therefore construct it entirely of iron, omitting 
" all perishable materials; and we are thus brought to consider the question of cost, in 
" doing which, as regards the Victol'ia Bridge, I find that, dividing it under three heads, it 
" stands as follows :-

"FIRST.-'l'he approaches and abutments, which together extend 
" to 3,000 feet in length, amount in the estimate to. • 

"SECOND.-The masonry forming the piers, which occupy the 
"intervening space of 7,000 feet between the abut
"ments, including all dams and appliances for their 
" erection 

"TllIRD.-The wrought iron t~bula; sup~rstructure; 7.000 feet 
"in length, which amounts to (about) £57 per lineal 
" foot 

£. 
200,000 

800,000 

400,000 

" Making a total of £1,400,000 

"By substituting a suspension bridge, the QUse would stand thus:-The ap~roaches and 
" abutments, extending to 3,000 feet in length, being common to both, more espeCIally as these 
" are now in an advanced state, may be stated as above at £200,000. 

" The masonry of the Victoria Bridge piers ranges from 40 t? 72 feet in height, aver~ging 
"56 feet· and these are 24 in number. The number reqUired for a, snspenslOn brIdge, 
"admitti~g of spans of about 700 feet, would be 10; a?d these WOUld. ext,~nd to an aver~ge 
" height of 125 feet. Theso 10 piers, with tho proportI?ns due .to t~61r height ~nd sta~ility, 
"would contain as much (probably more) masonry as IS contalllwj. ill the 24 pIers, deSIgned 
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" for the Victoria Bridge; and the only item of saving which would arise .betw~en these won~d 
"be the lesser nnmber of dams that wonld be required for t~e suspensIOn pIers. Bu~ .thIS, 
"I beg to say, is more than doubly balanced by the excess Ill. masonry, and the addItIonal 
" cost entailed in the construction at so greatly increased a heIght. Next, as to the super
"structure, which in the Victoria Bridge costs £57 per lineal foot .. M~. Roebling, in hiM 
" Report, states the cost of his Bridge to have been 400,000 dollars, whI~h IS equ~l to -:£80,000 
"sterling. Estimating his towers and anchor masonry at £20,000, whlCh I beheve IS more 
" than their due we have £60,000 left for the superstructure; which for a length of 800 feet, 
" is equal to £75' per lineal foot, giving an excess of £18 per foot over the tubes, of which we 
" have 7,000 feet in length. By this data, we show an excess of nearly 10 per cent. in the 
"Suspension, as compared with the Tubular principle for the particular locality with which 
" we have to deal, besides having a structure perishable in itself, on account of the nature of 
"the materials; and to coustruct them entirely of il'ou would involve an increase in the 
" cost which no circumstance connected with our Local, or any other consideration at 
" Montreal, would justify. We attain our ends by a much more economical structure; and, 
" what is of still greater consequence, a more permanent one. And as Mr. Roebling says, ' No 
" 'suspension bridge is safe without the appliances of stays from below.' No stays of the 
" kind referred to could be used in the Victoria Bridge. both on account of the navigation 
"aUfI the iC0; either of which coming in contact with them would instantly destroy them. 
" No security would be left against the storms and hurricanes so frequently occurring in 
" this part of the world. 

" No one, however capable of forming a judgment upon the subject, will doubt for one 
" moment the propriety of adopting the suspended mode of structure for the particular place 
" and object it is designed to serve at Niagara. A gorge, 800 feet in width, and 240 feet 
" in depth. with a foaming cataract, racing at a speed of 20 to 30llliles an hour, underneath, 
" points out at once that the design is most eligible; and ::Ill'. Roebling has succeeded in 
" perfecting a work capable of passing over III or 12 trains an hour, if it should be required 
"to do so. The end is attained by means the most applicable to the circumstances. These 
" means, however, are only applicable where they can be used with economy, as in this 
" installce." 

68. My own sentiments are so fully conveyed in the above extract from Mr. Ross's letter, that I 
can add no further remal'k upon the subject, except perhaps that there appears to be a discrepancy in 
that part which relates to cost. 

69. In dividing the £80,000 into items, Mr. Ross bas deducted £20,000 for masonry. and left 
tbe residue or £60,000 for tbe 800 feet of roadway. Now it appears evident that tbis amount should 
include the" land chains;" and assuming their value at about £15,000, tliere would be only £45,000 
left for the 800 fect of roadway, thus reducing the cost per lineal foot to about that of the tube. But 
in the application of a suspension bridge for the St. Lawrence, the item £15,000 for" land chains" 
would of course have to be added to tbe cost of the 7,000 feet of roadway, which would swell the 
amount pel' foot tllta little over that of the tubes. 

70 .. In all t~at has been said respecting the comparative merits of the different systems of roadway, 
you Will perceive that a complete or u'ooden structure has not been alludcd to: because, in the first 
place, when the design for the Victoria Bridge was at first being considered, wood was not deem cd 
sufficiently permanent; in thc second place the structures alluded to in the Report as being infcrior 
to that now in progress are proposed to be constructed of stone and iron work; and as a third rcason 
tlie construction of the tubular roadway is already so far advanced that any alteration to the extent of 
abandoning i,.on and adopting wood must involve monetary questions of so serious a nature as to 
render the subject beyond discussion, or even being thougbt of in this Report. 

71. ~n concl.usion, therefore, ! ha~e t~ .state.to you (my d~liberate opinion) that the present design 
n.ow bemg car~Ied out for tilt: VlCtol'la.lirlt)ge IS th~ most SUitable tbat can be adopted, taking all the 
ClrCUllIstances mto consideratIOn to whICh the questIOn relates. In makin~ this statement I must ask 
you. to bear in ~ind that I am. not addr:ss.ing YOll as an ad vocatc for a ~ubular bridge.' I am very 
deSirous of calhng your attentIOn to thiS fact, for really much error prevails upon this point throu h 
the i~,pres~ion that in every case I must appear as an advocate; no one is more aware than I am tl;;-at 
such mflexlble advocacy would amount to an absurdity. 

72. ( entirely concur in what Mr. Ross 
says respecting tbe propriety of applying the 

!tEPLY. 

. As regards 1\11'. Roebliug's bridge, as I stated 
III ruy first report to you, " though there is no 
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suspension principle to the passage across 
the Niagara gorge: no other system of bridge 
building YE't devised could cope with the 
large span of 800 feet, which was there abso
lutely called for, irrespective of the other 
difficulties alluded to. 

73. Where such spans arc demanded, no 
design of "beam" with which I am ac
quainted would be at all feasible. The tube, 
trellis, and triangular systems arc all im
practicable in a commercial sense, and even 
as a practical engineering question the diffi
culties involved are all but insurmountable. 

7 4. Over the St. Lawrence we are fortu
tunately not compellcd to adopt very large 
spans, none so large, in fact, as have been 
already accomplished by the simple girder 
system. It is under these circumstances that 
the suspension principle fails, in my opinion, 
to possess any decided advantage in point of 
expense, whilst it is certainly much inferior 
as regards stability for railway purposes. The 
flexure of the Niagara Bridge, though really 
small, is sufficiently indicative or such a move
ment amongst the parts of the platforms, as 
cannot fail to augment where wood is em
ployed before a long time elapses. 
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" incompatibility of a suspension bridge with 
" all the requit'I,ments of a railway bridge as 
" to strength and rigidity; yet in this case as 
" large spans are totally unnecessary for any 
" reason of excessive cost of foundations, or 
" height of piers, or in reference to the naviga
" tion, I think it unnecessary to discuss it." 
I think so still, though not sharing in Mr. 
Stephenson's admiration of the Niagara sus
pension bridge which has not by any means 
the strength or rigidity which I believe to be 
obtainable with the same amount of material 
better disposed. Mr. Roebling's real merit is in 
having overcome the prejudice existing against 
the application of suspension bridges to railway 
purposes, and so Jar he has done great service. 

But I have, probably long ago, exhausted 
your patiellce, though far from having exhausted 
the examination of Mr. Stephenson's report, 
which, however, I trust I have satisfactorily 
proved, neither justifies the cost of the Victoria 
Bridge, estimated at £1,400,000, nor reason
ably impugns any of the suggestions made by 
me "for constructing a permanent and .ub
" stantial railway-bridge" 011 the same site for 
less than £400,000, thereby saving a milliull of 
money. 

I am, Sir, 
Your most obedient Servant, 

CHARLES LIDDELL. 

75. I beg that this observation may not be considered as being made in a tone of disparagement; 
on the contrary, no one appreciates more than I do the skill and science displayed by Mr. Roebling 
in overcoming the striking engineering difficulties hy which he was surrounded. I only refer to the 
question of flexure on the platform as an unavoidable defect in the suspension principle, from which 
the comparatively small spans that are available in the Victoria Bridge may be entirely removed out 
of consideration. 

I am, Gentlemen, 

24, Great George-street, We.tminstcr, 
November 3rd, 1855. 

Your obedient Servant, 
(Signed) ROBT. STEPHENSON. 

P .S. In my last communication I stated that in order to bring more clearly before you the com
parative merits of different kinds of girders now in lise for railway purposes, I had designcd some 
experiments, and intended that the results should be contained in this Report. They are in progrcss ; 
but as they cannot be completed previous to my leaving this country for two months, I have been 
compelled to close my Report without them. 

R. S. 
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GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA. 

VICTORIA BRIDGE, MONTREAL. 

MR. BRUNEL'S REPORT 

AND MR. LIDDELL'S REPLY. 

To the Directors of the Grand Trunk 
Railway of Canada. 

VICTORIA BRIDGE. 

18, Duke Street, Westminster, 
November 30th, 1855. 

GENTLEMEN, 

1. In compliance with the request 
of Mr. Robert Stephenson, a copy of whose 
letter conveying that request I beg to enclose, 
I have carefully examined the Plans of the 
Victoria Bridge, and bave made myself ac
quainted, so far as the shortness of the time 
that was allowed me would admit, with all 
the circumstances of the case. 

2. I should observe, that I would not have 
ventured to have offered any opinion npon 
so difficult and serious a subject after the 
consideration of only a few weeks, if I had 
not previonsly been acquainted, in some de
gree, with the peculiar natural difficulties to 
be overcome, and the reasons for adopting 
~c particular plans which have been ma
tured and ultimately determined upon by 
Mr. Stephenson. 

3. Without some such general knowledge 
of this particular case-though even this 
must be imperfect-I should not have felt 
justified in even offering snggestions. 

4. Engineers who have frequently had 
the heavy responsibility of conducting such 
large works can alone properly appreciate 
the amount of thought and of labour that is 
necessary in seeking out and weighing all 
the various circumstances that ought to influ
ence a man's judgment before determining 
on his plans; circumstances and considera-

To R. McCalmont, Esq., one of the Directors 
of the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada. 

VICTORIA BUIDGE. 

SIR, 
The following arc the I'emarks I 

have to offer upon Mr. BruneI's Report in 
defence of the Plans of the Victoria Bridge, 
made at the request of Mr. R. Stephenson. 

Mr. Brunei appears to have contented him
self with accepting" the reasons for adopting 
" the particular plans" of Mr. Stephenson, and 
the sum of £1,400,000 "as the gross amount 
"always assumed as the cost of the bridge," 
and though he afterwards says that the plans 
advocated by me are "well known as possible 
alternatives," and may be discussed on their 
own merits, he nowhere does discuss them, 
so as to exhibit the real points in difference, 
viz. the cost at which a permanent and sub
stantial bridge can be erected over the St. 
Lawrence at Montreal, and the method of con
struction of such a bridge requiring the least 
time. 

I think that the "various circumstances" 
here so much insisted upon, ought to have been 
stated by Mr. BruneI. No other than en
gineering circumstances, so far as I can see, 
could enter into consideration. The work is a 
very straightforward one in this point of view, 
and any design having reference to all the 
natural difficulties, must, in the want of personal 

E 
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tions which arc not even apparent to super
ficial or hasty observers, and which are often 
lost sight of even hy the Engineer himself, 
after his decision has been finally made; and 
those who have had much experience in such 
labours know how impossible it is for any 
man to form a sound opinion without having 
been under the necessity of investigating in 
detail all the circumstances, and weighing 
them maturely and repeatedly, and at inter
vals of time, and with that anxicty which the 
sense of responsibility as to the result can 
alone induce. 
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knowlerlgc, be based on the data contained in 
the Reports and Papers of the American 
ellgineers who have written on the subject, and 
on those obtained from the Reports of Mr. 
Stephenson amlllIr. Ross. Tlte mode of execu
tion so as to save time, and the price at which 
tlte u:ork may be expcuted, are the matters in 
whi"h the estimates put before Mr. BruneI 
differ so enormousl). If there are "various 
circumstances" requiring masonry at an ave
rage co,t of lOs, per cubic foot, and the iron in 
the superstructure at £56 per ton, and a period 
of eight years for the completion of the work, 
they should be stated. There are certainly 
no " such circumstances" discoverable from any 
of the Report.s now before me, with whatever 

thought and labour they may have been in\'estigatpd in detail, and wl,atevE'r may have 
been the" anxiety which the sense of responsib:lity as to the result can alone indnce ;"
nor indeed can I fiud any" circumstance" affecting the structure when built, of the 
effect of which there can be any difference of opinioll, excepting the ice mO\'ements,-nor 
any" circulllstances" affecting the bnilding of the structure, 011 which there is any room 
for dJubt, excepting as to the nature of the bottom, and that is described in the Specificd
tion to be "formed of flat bedded lime,tone of generally uniform surface, so that a secure 
foundation is readily obtained," 

MR. BIWNEL'S REPORT, 

5. I feel it necessary in my own justifica
tion to make these observations, because 
the very circumstance that this branch of 
Engineering is one to which I have partieu
larly turned my attention, leads me to know 
with what diffidence a prudent man ought 
to approach such a sulJjcct, and how im
]lossible it is for him to make himself ac
quainted with all the circumstances which 
may have heen known to, and may have in
tluen,c~d the original and responsible designer; 
and II I offer any suggestions involving modi
fications of any part of the plans hitherto 
dctermined upon, I do so with great hesita
ti?n, and real doubts as to my ability, or that 
of any other man, to form a sate opinion in 
competition with that of the Engineer (pro
vided he is a competent man) who has been 
long engaged on the work. 

6, Guarding myself, therefore aO'ainst 
the ,imputation ~f presumption, to' which I 
shmud he most Justly obnoxious if I deli. 
berately set up my opinion in such a case 
against that of Mr. Stephenson, I shall pro. 
ceed to lay before the Directors as unre
servedly as I have done, or should do to Mr 
Stephenson himself, the impressions, and it 
would not correctly exprcss the state of' 

, 'd 'f I my 
0" n mm I used a stronger term, that I 

"-hat causes may have influenced 1\lr. BruneI 
to assume so much diffidence in otferiug an 
opinion on a bridge "hich WaS designed, speci

Jied, and contracted for, before the Engineer 
eyer saw the site, 1 shall not attempt to gness, 
-the nature of the site of which was miltutely 
described by lllen eminently qualified to do so, 
before the bridge was even thought of in 
England, and concerning which two American 
engineers had furnished detailed plans and 
estimates, and clear logical reports in support 
of those plans and estimates, previous to the 
formation of the Grand Trunk Hailway Com
pany of Canada. 

Can it, be that 1\lr. BruneI has not had put 
before Inm, or gathered for himself the full 
info~mation on the "case," that is'so easily 
obtaInable, and therefore guards himself 
"ag~inst the i.Ul,Putation of presumption" in 
offenng an OPImOn on an en!!'ineering work 
which, for reasons stated by Err. Stephenson; 
"offers none of the formidable difficulties which 
"surrounded the erection of the Britannia 
"bridge," and which difficulties, we may there
fore con~lude, are completely known? From a 
passage ,In th~ last paragraph of Mr, BruneI's 
Report, In \V hlCh he says" he can know nothin'" 
~t all about it," (the site,) it is not an unfa~ 
mference that such is the cause of his diffi
dence. 
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have derived after discussion with Mr. Ste
phenson before he left England, and Irom sub
sequent consideration of the matter. 
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The undertaking of the Victoria bl idge, 
from whatever point of view tbe case is con
sidered, is not in any wayan extraordinary 
one, except in respect to its extent. The 
necessity for erecting the bridge was deter

mined. The site of the bridge was fixed after due cOllsideration of local circumstance.. 
and influences. The water-way is a question more easily settled than in most cases of the 
kind, for it may vary within wide limits without affecting the stleam. 

Th,e foundations are known. The height of the bridge is fixed by the local authorities. 
The ICe phenomena are known, and the appliances necessary to meet them are known. 
The proportions of the spans are taken as fixed, and, at proper prices for the work, they 
are about the most economical that ('ould be adopt~d. With none of all the questions that 
might arise on these points had Mr. BruneI to deal in answering my Report. Adopting, in 
great measure, the foregone conclusions, I naturally considered only how the WOl'k mig'ht 
be efficiently and substantially executed: and I think it would have been mere squeamish
lIess on my part, to have shrunk from reporting my opinions on the question put to me as 
req1lested by the Directors of the Grand Trunk Railway through you. As a ca,e for 
special pleading it may be very well to argue thus :-It having been resolved to spend one 
and a half million of money on the bridge, the consideration given to the work by 
Mr. Stephenson affords presumptive evidence that the bridge, as designed, is the best 
under all "circumstances of the case." But this is to argue from false premise', and the 
inference drawn rests only upon the authority of a name. It is well, therefore, that you 
should bear clearly in mind, that the true questions at issue are, hI, whether a bridge 
built as designed should cost the sum of £1,400,000; and if so, 2nd, whether a cheaper 
bridge, sufficient for the purpose, cannot be devised? Throughout his Report 1\1r. BruneI 
never touches these points, and hence I have thought it right to direct your attention to 
them. 

MR. BRUNEL'S -REPORT. 

7. I should state, that I have also received 
and read a copy of a letter addressed by Mr. 
Liddell to Mr. McCalmont. As the Plans 
advocated in this letter are such as are gene
rally known and would naturally suggest 
themselves, amongst many others, as possible 
alternatives, and therefore can be discussed 
upon their own merits, I should prefer doing 
so without any further reference to that letter, 
or to the particular statements and estimates 
advanced by the writer, as I think this course 
is best fitted to insure that calm, deliberate, 
and unprejudiced discussion of the compa
rative merits of the several plans, as applied 
to this case, which so serious an inquiry de
mands. 

8. The question may be stated very sim
ply, although the considerations involved 
may be numerous and far from simple; it is, 
I apprehend, this: whether, under all the 
existing circumstances, any plan or mode of 
proceeding either wholly or partly differing 
from that now in course of execution can be 
wisely and safely adopted, which shall effect 
any material saving in the cost of this 
Bridge? 

Considering the enormous difference between 
my estimate and Mr. St.ephenson's, it would 
surely have been but fair and r~asonable in 
Mr. BruneI to have replied specially and in 
detail to anyone of my particular statements 
and estimates, in order to inform the Directors 
where the difference lies. There is, however, 
no such reply. Mr. BruneI avoids it to insure 
to himself" calm, deliberate, and unprejudiced 
"discussion," and, dealing in generalities and 
diffuse arguments, leavE'S at last his clients to 
hang upon his" ipse dixit." 

I shall not treat Mr. BruneI's Report in the 
same way, for the question is one of practical 
engineering science, which admits of its being 
cleared of all such generalities; and instead of 
being made a question of professional authority, 
is one of common sense and judgment applied 
to well-ascertained facts and experience. 

E 2 
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9. The work which has to be constructed 
may be considered as consisting mainly of 
two parts, which, although closely cOlluected 
by their relative bearing upon each other, 
may be advantageously considered separately 
in many respects and up to a certain point. 
These parts are the substructure or piers, 
including the abutments, and the superstruc
ture or roadway. 

10. The Engineering difficulty of the work 
is unquestionably the resisting of the action 
of the packed ice against the piers and abut
ments. I shall therefore first refer to the 
division of the work in which this difficulty 
has to be met,-and particularly to the ice
breakers 01' fenders. 

11. Engineering difficul ties are very gene
rally regarded as mere questions of expense; 
and, assuming that a difficulty must be over
come, and that judicious means are devised 
for the purpose, the execution or application 
of these means may, generally speaking, be 
treated merely as a question of cost, and, if 
the requisite cost is incurred, the difficulty is 
assumed to be overcome; but this is not 
strictly true in practice. 

12. Very few of' the great difficulties in 
engineering, resulting from the operation of 
natural causes, can be en tirel y overcome, or 
the result rendered positively certain by any 
amount of skill or at any cost. The success 
is at best a question of' degree, and what is 
called certainty, a mere calculation of pro
babilities; and a certain amount of risk, more 
or less, still remains; and while this is a 
strong al'gument against incurring excessive 
cost in the execution of a work, which after 
all can never insure certainty-it is also ne
cessary to bear it in mind when considering 
plans which, speaking in general terms, have 
been found hitherto to succeed; it is neces
sary to examine into the degree of that sue. 
cess, and to consider what value has been 
attached to the amount of risk still remaining 
in the examples serving as precedents, and 
what amount of risk it i. wise or profitable to 
run in the particular case under considera_ 
tion. 

13. This mode of viewing the subject is 
particularly necessary in the present case. 

14. Engineers in the North of the Arne. 
rican Continent have had much experience 
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I think that the sequel of my reply will show 
that "the resisting of the action of the packed 
ice against the piers" is only an apparent 
engineering dijficulty, and that Mr. BruneI has 
mistaken the case. See answer to Paragraphs 
18, 22, 23, and 24. 

Mr. BruneI here enters on a somewhat 
abstruse part of the philosophy of engineering, 
to which I do not pretend to have given much 
attention; yet, with all due deference, I ven
ture to examine the reasoning in these para
graphs, as Mr. BruneI applies the "prin
ciples" they con tain to determine "the form 
"and mode of construction of the individual 
" piers." 

He states that engineering difficulties are 
very generally regarded as mere questions of 
expense, and, assuming that a difficulty must 
be overcome, if judicious means are devised for 
the purpose, the execution or application of these 
means may be treated merely as a question of 
cost; but, because the result cannot be rendered 
positively certain, or the safety of the structure 
cannot be insured by any amount of skill or at 
any cost,-" the success is at best a question of 
"degree, and what is called certainty, a mere 
"calculation of probabilities." So that Mr. 
BruneI deems it a mere calculation of proba
bilities as to when the Eddystone and Bell Rock 
and Skerryvore light-towers are to be over
whe.lmed! owinl? to incompleteness in the 
engllleerlllg deSIgn to resist the operation of 
natural causes tending to destroy them,-when 
the Thames Tunnel, from the same cause is to 
?e bu~t up,-:-when the railway over Chat Moss 
1S to slllk to 1tS bottom,-when the Menai Sus
pension Bridge, (a far nobler and cheaper; 
s~ructu~e, by the way, than the Niagara Suspen
sIOn Bridge,) is to be irreparably destroyed,
wh.en, from the same cause, the Britannia 
Bridge, the Suspension Bridge at Pesth, the 
aqueduct of Roquefavour, the viaduct over the 
~oelt~chthal, and other triumphs of engineer-
109 sklll, are to be swept away. 
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in the construction of ice-fenders; anu have, 
I believe, constructed many in various ways 
with great ingenuity and skill, of vat"ious 
degrees of st.·ength, according to the nll
cessities of the case, and the materials at 
hand, and no doubt some of the best have 
sncceeded admirahly, or at least are said 
to have done so; but at best these have been 
but rough expedients, intended to add to 
the security of some existing works deverly 
adapted to the peculiar position in which 
they were placed, or intended to meet any 
very probable contingency, and capable of 
being strengtheued or repaired if they should 
prove weak, or become partially damaged 
by any unusually severe winter; but in 
taking these as precedents, the questions arise, 
what has been the degree of that success, 
and "hat was the amount of risk still in
curred, ami can we rely upon them as safe 
precedents? Have we, for lnstance, from any 
past ex perience, the means of judging whether 
if any considerable number, say 50, of the 
best of these were all exposed to the action 
of the most powerful ice-packed river in 
America for a length of time, one or two 
would not on the average be carried away 
every ten years? I apprehend that no such 
degree of success could be proved by any past 
experience, yet what would be the result of 
even such an average in the present case, 
where there are 24 piers? The probability 
would be that one or two bridge piers, at the 
least, would be actually carried away or in
terrupted on the average two or three times 
in 20 years; or that, most likely, expenses of 
repairs to an enormous amount would have to 
~e incurred to remedy partial damages, or to 
meet threatening dangers, and the chances 
are not very great against this occurring once 
or twice soon after the opening. The conse
quences of such results would be too serious 
to contemplate, if they can possibly be 
avoided. On the other hand, the same ave
rage would give a probability of perhaps a 
hundred years' duration' in the case of' a 
single ice-bl'eaker, where the powers in 
action were less violent, and at the same time. 
the consequences probably would be far less 
important, and the means of speedy repairs 
much more ready. 

Hi. These calculations of comparative pro
babilities are not given as strictly correct, 
01' capable of being so accurately determined, 
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This is a view of these works which few will 
share. 

Certainty being, in mathematical language, 
measured by unity, probability is measllred by 
fractions; and, according to all experience of 
judiciollsly and honestly executed work8, for 
overcoming engineering difficulties, the fraction 
representing the prouability of their failure is 
so extremely small that the risk becomes quile 
inappreciable, and wilh those provisions for 
maintenance necessary for all works, has no 
money value, which is the only test of risk. 

.Mr. Brunei, however, considers risk a 
strollg argument against incurring an "ex
cessiL'e cost" in the execution of the work. The 
assnmption is that tbe difficulty was to be 
" judiciously" overcome, which precludes I he 
idea of excessive co.,t, so that this argument 
is "ad captandum." He says further, it is 
necessary to bear this uncertainty of the suc
cess of all works in mind, in comidering 
plans which have been found hitherto to 
succeed. " It is necessary," he says, "to 
"examine into the degree 0/ t!tat success, and 
"to consider what value has been attached to 
"the amount of ri.k still remaining in the 
"examples servillg as precedents, and what 
"amount of risk it is wise or profitable to run 
"in the particular case under eonsiueration." 

My view is, that it would be unwise and 
unprofitable knowingly to run any risk what
ever: and I consider :Mr. BruneI's views 
as at once destitute of practical meaning and 
most derogatory to the science of Engineering. 
The question really turns on what are the 
most judicious means of providing against risks. 

After much inquiry I do not hear of any in
stances of an American railway bridge out of 
the mallY that have been built, some of them 
comparable in extent to the one under con-
8ideration, on stone piers, having been carried 
away by ice, though there are one or two cases 
on record of earlier-built bridges having beeu 
so carried away. But there are bridges on tbe 
Ohio, the Susquehanna, the Potomac, the 
Schuylkill, aud the Niagara, built long before 
the railway bridges, which have resi.ted the 
f"rce of the ice in these rivers for fifty years 
at l('a-t. There is, therefore, no calculable 
probability of bridges, as ordinarily cOllstructed 
in America, failillg from such cause, 110 ap
preciable risk run, in adopting what I,as been 
uniformly successful, siuce experience has been 
acquired alld has become available. 

Ice-breakers are chiefly used in America 
to protect the wooden piers of bridges. J n 
streams with a gentle current, a oimple iu-
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but merely as sufficiently approximate to cor- elined beam covererl with thick sheet iron, 
rectness to show how necessary it is to in- and support~d by uprights and diag?nal pi~ce!l, 
vestigate what is called success, and to weigh is all that is found necessary for an ICe-breaker. 
well the relative value of different degrees of But in rapid currents a crib-work, having the 
security according to the degree of risk, and form of a triano-ular pyramid, the up-stream 
the cost of failure, in the particular work edge of which i~ co~ered ,,:ith sheet iron, is 
under consideration. required to offer suffiCIent resistance to shocks. 

16. Applying these principles in the pre- The crib-work is sometimes filled in with loose 
sent case, it must be evident that it would blocks of stone. 
be worth inl'urring considerable expense to When the piers of bridges are of stone, as 

in most of the railway bridges over the great insure a greater amount of security to the . . bl h 
rivers, the cut-water is almost lUvana y t e 

work, and that ordinary examples cannot ice-breaker, and though differently formed and 
safely be taken as precedents on which any COllstructed on different rivers, they are almost 
body of prudent men would rely in such a always cased either with wooden baul!,s edged 
case as the present. with iron, or with cast or malleable zron bars 

laid on crossbearers of wood. 
There is a bridge not far from Montreal, erected by a private individual, across a branch 

of the St.. Lawrence, as wide as the Thames at London, where the current is very rapid, 
and the ice very heavy. The piers of this bridge are constructed on wooden crib-work 
filled with loose stune-, re.ting on the bed of the river, and have stood for twenty years, 
although the super,tructure was blown away from two of the spans by a hurricane in July 
oflast year; and this is not the only instance on recort! of the hurricane havillg prevailed 
w here the ice was harmless. 

After expatiating in a tissue of 3swmptions, guesse., and doubts, upon the expedients 
adopted by American engineers in the constrnction of ice-fenders and their "ucc·es'. Mr. 
BruneI asks, "Have we, from any past experience, the means of judging whether if any 
"considerable number, ,ay 50, of the best ofthe.e-ice fenders were all exposed to the action 
" of the most powerful il'e-packed river in America for a length of tinle, one or two would 
"not, on the average. be carried away every ten years?" 

Mr. BruneI has app!ietl a new term-ice-fender-to what has hitherto been called in this 
discussion an ice-breaker. It may be assumed he means the ffime thing. He se~ms to 
admit that American engilleers may adapt the piers of their bridges, and the ice-breakers 
attached to them, to the work they have to do in each particular ca,e; that an ice-breaker 
on bridO!e piers on the Schuylkill would be different in strength from one on the Susque
hanna, and one on the Delaware different from that ov.'r the Potomac or the Ohio. 
In point of fact, there are, over each of these rivers, brid>!es of ten, twenty, and thirty 
spans of 100 to 220 feet each, the piers of which are protected by ice-breakers of various 
cOllstructiOl,s, which have hitherto proved perfectly efficient for that purpose, and there 
can be no reasonable dOllbt that the same principles of protection to bridge piers from ice 
are applIcable at Montreal. as at Cercle Ville or Troy; and that the filial result in the 
St. La" rencp wonld be the same as on the American and other Canadian rivers over which 
there are bridges, viz. "an average" of no material damage at all in tlte ordinary course 
rif ecents. 

But ~fr. Brun~1 jumps from the opinion that one or two" ice:fendel's " nut of fifty woul,! 
be carrIed away 111 every ten years, to the" calculation of a probability, that one or two of 
" the 24 PIERS of the Victoria Bridge would be actually carried atl'ay on tlte average of 
"TWO OR THREE times in twenty yeU1·s." 

. Now if 50 gave .one or two" ice-fenders carried away" once in ten years, 24 shonld 
gIVe one or two :' zce/enders" (~ot piers) ~arried away once (llot two or three times), in 
twenty years, whICh IS a very dIfferent thlDg from lVIr. BruneI's deduction and yet a 
conclusion equally arbitrary with the original guess on wleich it is based. ' " 
The statement that "most likely expensesfor repairs to an enormous amount would 

" have to be incur.red to ,~emedy partial da"'.ages or to meet tltreatening dangers," is, like 
that 0: the as,ertIon of !he chances not bellJg great against one or two of the piers being 
"ca.l'rted a~vay once or tWICe soon ~fter the opening." 

1 he lOgIC of the next sentence IS incomprehensible to me,-" The consequences of such 
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"results would be too serious to contemplate, if they can possibly bc avoided." I shall 
leave it to the contemplation of its readers. Not only are these" calculations of com para
" tive probabilities," as Mr. BruneI s pleased to call them, not "strictly correct," as he 
admits, but they are not even" sufficiently approximate to correctnes",,' as he would have 
it believed, to show anything at all. They do. however, show how the principles upon 
which authority influences us ill matters of opinion can be abused, and how the name of a 
great and important branch of exact science may be perverted. 

But out of his calculatious of probabilities, Mr. BruneI would have it supposed that he 
has deduced principles, which, applied to the present case, render it " evident that it would 
"be worth incurring considerable expense to insllre a greater amount of security." A 
greater amount of security than what; th.1ll that which has not been known to filii;: or 
what security is it that the" body of prudent nwn are to rely upon in such a case as the 
present"? on the security of a kind of work which has never been adopted, without 
special protection by wood or iron, or on that which is the" nrdinary" means of success? 
And what is the meaning here of "considerable expense?" As compared with what, 
is it considerable? Mr. BruneI makes no mention of prices or amounts, either absolute 
or comparative; yet upon such vague expre~sions as the,e, he would fain di~pose of a 
difference in e~timates amounting to a million sterling. In short, Mr. BruneI's ipse dixit, 
as to the necessity for spending the money named in the contract, would, I am con
vinced, have carried much more authority with those who are able to form a jndgment 
on such matters, than the quasi arguments he has pnt forth to lwd others to that con
clusion, but which I have shown to be merely unsupported and untenable as:;ertions. 
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17. The forces in action in this case are 
probably greater than in any other example
the height to which the ice is known to pack 
against any obstacle renders it certain that 
this ice must rest solidly on the bed of the 
river at many places although the water may 
pass Ireely throngh it, and the efl"cts of the 
grinding and crushing of such packed ice 
must be frequently very great, even to the 
bottom of the river. 

18. There are of course several moues, 
more or less effective and more or less per
manent, of forming a body which, either by 
its mere mass or by its form, will offer resist
ance to or break up bodies of packed ire; 
amongst others are piers-or, more properly, 
islands-formed of heavy materials, held to
gether and protected to a certain degree by 
timber bonds and piles i or a lIlass may be 

. formed of concrete, or other such materials, 
cased with iron, or with a framed and planked 
snrfilCe of wood j but all these plans partake 
of the character of temporary expedients, re· 
qniring continued attention and more or less 
frequent repairs, and the economy of which 
arises only from the circumstallce that they 
are capable of being comtmcted of mate
rials which are at hand, and that the extent 

To the term "mass" J\.Ir. BruneI appears 
to attach no other meaning than size. 1\1"8s 
mechanically defined means weight. 1\[r. 
BruneI, then, is wrong in saying that the 
piers should 1I0t "depend at all upon their 
mass," equally as upon their form. Do Ihey 
not, in fact, depend absolutely for power of' 
resistance to the forces actin~ against thelll on 
the two combined? Can Mr. BruneI raise an 
a\,<Tument upon the idea that any engineer has 
sllg~eMed mere size without relation to dellsity 
and form for a cOllstruction to oppose the force 
of floating if'e? Upon" mass" or "weight" 
depends the inertia of the piers to resist these 
forces. 'Without mass form is merely ideal; 
without form mass is comparatively useless; and 
the hypothesis of size witho"t specified weight 
and form is absurd. In the sense he gives 
the word, he is at direct issue with Mr. 
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of works. or other circumstances, would not 
repay the establishment on the spot of all 
those appliances which arc required for 
more perfect workmanship, As regards their 
permanency-piles filled in with loose mate
rials are easily deranged, individually, in their 
position by the action of external violence; 
they are liable to be disturbed a1.o hy the 
mere action of water freezing within them, 
anrl the aggregate strength docs not come 
into operation in resisting the action of these 
destructive agencies on the separate parts.
C .. t·iron framing or plating and concrete are 
each particularly liable to be injuriously 
affected by intense cold. There is no greater 
delusion than that which leads to the assump
tion that concrete forms a homogeneous com
pact mass. I refer to what it really is in 
practice; what it is intended to be is quite a 
ditlerent material, 

19. It is very rarely indeed that concrete 
made under any difficulties is ever afterwards 
capable of being examined" in situ." 

20. In the few cases which have come 
under my obserl'ation it has proved anything 
but satisfactory. 

21. I can mention a case where it had 
been fell'med honestly and carefully, and 
where, nevertheless, it was found to be so 
honeycombed that rats could run between the 
interstices from the mere want of' a sufficient 
proportiun of sand and small materials in the 
first mi,ture, or the want of the more perfect 
intermixture ot' all the proportions in the 
mass, or from the partial setting of the cement 
before any prps'llre rendered it compact: my 
experience would kad me tu expect nothing 
more from {'-ven good concrete, when used in 
large qualltities and under any difficulties, 
than a slIustitute for a compact bed of grJvel, 
with tliis disadvanta~e-that Natur~ bv the 
aid of time, never f'~ils to make su~h ~ bed 
compact, \I hi 1st human agency, \I ithout the 
assistance of long periods of tinH', cannot 
insure this. 

22. There appears also to me, in this par
ticular case, to be a serious ohjection to any 
mode of construction which depends at all 
upon its mass for its power of resistance i 
these piers have to be placed, \\ ith compara
tively small intervals between them, directly 
across the ril'er, the force and ucstruetire 
action of the ice will be increased materially 
by any increase of'size of the obstacle, and by 
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Stephenson, who says "the forces brought into 
" action are of a formidable nature, and can only 
" be counteracted by a structure of a most solid 
" and massive kind." 

At the end of Paragraph 22, .indeed, Mr. 
BruneI makes the strange assertion that by 
"increasing the strength of the piers you do 
" not increase their power to resist the pressure 
"of the ice." This, however, on further 
scrutiny appears to be a mere confusion of 
language, "strength" being used for" width" 
or "size." But even with this correction the 
sentence only proves that Mr. BruneI, in form
inC" hi. opillion, has not availed himself of the 
information on the ice phenomena of the Saint 
Lawrence so beautifully detailed by Mr. 
Logan, ill the Transactions of the Geological 
Society of London, 1842. I shall content 
myself with merely pointing attention to this 
part of the subject here, for I shall have to 
enter upon it at length immediately, (Paragraph 
23.) 

There are strong objections to discussing a 
question of the nature of the one before us on 
vague generalities, in the style chosen by Mr. 
BruneI, however much they may tend to the 
"calmness, deliberation, and "freedom from 
prejudice" so much prized by that gentleman. 
~lr. BruneI is in fact answering my Report; 
and he very unfairly, as it appears to me, 
instead of meeting it point by point raises 
general questiolls, stating his own case, in his 
own way, on the point which he is about to 
plead ag'ainst, and )~ayjng it to be inferred that 
the untenable hypotheses sO set up on purpose 
to be overturned by speeions argnments, have 
been advanced by me. This is too tran.parent 
in the present instance to deceive anyone, and 
I only regret that I should be obliged to 
occupy so mnch of your time and patience in 
deliberately exposing it. 

As regards" islands," for foundations of the 
piers, I have spoken of them in my replv to 
Mr. Stephenson's Report, Paragraph 22, where 
the subject is more defillitely ellteretl into, and 
therefore will not say more here, 

'Vith regrad, howevpr, to the a.<sertion that 
" cast-it'Dn framing or plating, and concrete 
" are each par ticularly liable to be injuriously 
"affected by i~tense cold," I shall only say 
that the extensIve use of cast iron in construc
tion in No~th,'rn Russia, Germany, and Sweden, 
as well as In North America where the cold is 
a.s int,ense as in Canada, pro;es ti,at the ohjec
tlOn III reference to it is ill\'alid; whilst as 
regards conere.te, wl,ich once properly formed 
hecomes as solld as rock, and which never can 
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any diminution of the Intervening space; 
even with the nal'row piers proposed, the 
lroportion of the width of the obstacle to the 
space left for the passage of the ice is con
;iderable, and from this circumstance the 
~ttempt to resist the pressure by mere 
str~ngth of pier would be futile. 
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be deposited In water at a temperature lower 
than 32°, and against the freezing of which, 
until set, there can be no difficulty in providing 
with ordinary prudenee, the assertion must 
evidently have been made without any con
sideration. In the recent practice of American 
engineers, cast-iron plates have been used with 
effect for the very purpose of the outer covering 
of the ice-breakers of bridge pier~. 

To the opinion of Mr. BruneI, which he acknowledges to be based on the use of bad 
concrete, I can only say, that my own experience has taught me an exceedingly different 
lesson, viz. that judiciously and honestly made concrete or beton is as good, and as sub
stantial, as a breccia or pudding-stone of Nature. 

10 England we have no examples, that I am cognisant of, of the exposure of concrete 
to the wear of rivers or tides, and hence my reason for proposing that the foundations of 
the Victoria bridge should be encased in iron. But this system of foundations under the 
lIame of Beton, or JJIm',onnerie en Beton, has been so larg~ly and successfully practised in 
France and Germany for more than a century, with temporary pncasements of slight 
planking, that there really is no longer any question either of its efficiency or economy. 

If the question were only of the general application of concrete in foundations as a 
substitute for piling or other means of consolidation and security against settlement, I 
should not stay to answer what the practice and experience of ollr greatest architects and 
engineers for the last 50 years so completely prove to be a delusion on Mr. BruneI's part. 
But as the application of concrete, or beton, as a substitute for ashlar or other masonry 
put in by coffer· dam in deep water has seldom been made in this country, it appears 
necessary to say a few words here in justification of that part of my Report, if it were 
only to show how utterly groundless are Mr. BruneI's objections to the use of "rough 
stone concrete in cement." 

The ingredients of Mton are, hydraulic mortar or cement and small broken rub"ble
stones or rough gravel. The quality of the hydranlic mortar it is essential should be 
uniformly excellent; i. e. that it should set hard under water in a short time. The size 
of the stone has varied in practice, according to the application, from river gravel to stones 
of half a cubic foot in size, and this is not an absolute limit. With these materials com
bined, and used according to the dictates of experience, the foundations of jetties in four 
fathoms water in the sea to the height of low-water mark-of locks in navigable rivers 
up to summer water level-of vast and deep water cisterns on compressible ground 
in the centre of great cities-of railway and other bridges over great rivers, subject to 
ice and floods carrying huge trees, in France and Germany, have been successfully placed 
by distinguished engineers responsible for their success. The way of using beton directly, 
that is without previous piling, or setting a platform at the bottom, or the constrnction 
of coffer-dams admitting of laying the foundation dry, and without permanent casing, on 
its own independent merits, in short, was first practised in modern times in 1748, at 
Toulon. Since the discoveries of Vicat on the natllre of hydraulic limp, and the general 
adoption of the system of setting up a temporary !'''tablis~ment for the manufac~ure ~f 
artificial cements, or puzzolanas, on any work of suffiCIent extent to warrant It, thIS 
use of beton has obtained prodigions extension in F~ance and A~giers, and w!th the 
progress of experience, is becoming the general practICe. Mr. Vlgnol~s established a 
manufactory of artificial puzzolanas at Kieif, for the works of the noble bndge he erected 
over the Dnieper, on foundations of concrete. 

Havin'" taken pains to inform myself of the practice of French engineers in reference 
to the la~gest and most recent applications; for instance, at the Pont de Langon over 
the Dordogne, where the bottom is gravel, the summer water is 18 feet lIeep, and fI~ods 
rise in a few hours sometimes a.~ much as 28 feet above summer level: havmg receIved 
details from the enO'ineer himself who superintended and had all the responsibility of 
the work, respecting "'the facility, certainty,. and cheapness with which th~s great work (i,n 
imitation of many, others) had. bee~ earned out, ~ vent~re to set ~slde .Mr. BruneI s 
opinion of concrete, and to adVIse hIm to gather hIS expenence on thIS subject elsewhere 
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than from his own works, if the example quoted in his Report, on which he relies, be 
taken from them. In t.he cases which have come under my observation, of con
crete made of the rigl.t materials and used according to proper directions, t~e 
results have been perfectly satisfactory. There is no doubt that concrete, put 10 

"with honest.y of intention and great care," yet from want of knowledge of the 
materials required and of the method of using them, might turn out very bad. But 
I am of opinion, that no one "ho has ever seen properly-made conc~ete-." g~od con
crete "-could reasonably compare it" to a compact bed uf gravel, With thiS dlsadvan
"tage, that Nature by the aid of ti~e never fails to ~ake suc.h a bed co~pact, 
"whilst human agency, without the assistance of long perIOds. of ~Ime, ~nnot lOsure 
this." For the (act is, that the most compact bed of gravel will yield eaSily to shovel 
and pick o~ run'ninO" stream, while" good concrete" can only be removed by blasting, 
and has been succe~sfully exposed to the severests tests of endurance in a hundred 
instances. 

MR. BRUNEL'S REPORT. 

23. These ice-breakers, placed as they 
are in a line across the river, cannot be treat
ed as fenders covering some works in the rear 
or depending for safety upon their diverting 
a stream of ice, and thus getting rid of; 
rather than resisting and destroying, the 
force acting against them; they would 
thereby only inerease the strain upon their 
neighbours, or the effect would be counter
acted by the similar effect produced by the 
adjoining piers; they must each, individu
ally, be constructed so as to meet, resist, 
and destroy their own share of the action of 
the ice, without causing this to react upon 
the ",ljoining piers. 

,. These ice-breakers"! What ice-breakers? 
nothing has been described; allusion in general 
terms has been made to "modes more or less 
"effective of forming a body which will break 
" up bodies of packed ice, amongst other piers, 
"or more properly islands formed of heavy 
"materials, held together by timber bonds and 
"piles, or a mass of concrete cased with iron," 
but in no more specific way does Mr. BruneI 
describe these ice-breakers. 

This paragraph has no meaning that I can 
discover. If" these ice-breakers," whatever 
they may be that Mr. BruneI has imagined, 
"get rid of the force," they assuredly must 
most effectually "resist and destroy it." If 
they "resist and destroy it," they assuredly 
must most effectually" get rid" of it. How, 
in the name of reason, can they increase the 

strain on their neighbours, or how can" the eflect be counteracted" (what effect? I might 
ask) by a similar effect produced by the adjoining piers if" the force is got rid of?" 

I come now to treat of the ice phenomena, and of the provisions to be made to coun
teract the effect of the ice. I go into a consideration of this subject, because Mr. BruneI 
has evidently not done so himself; and it is desirable, in order to come to a jnst 
conclu,ion, that this part of the su~ject should be well understood, for 1\11'. BruneI 
has enunciated the opinion that "the engineering difficulty of the work is un
" que,tionably the resisting of the action of the ice against the piers and abutments." 
[Paragraph 10.J 

As soon as frost sets in, a margin of ice forms along the shores of the river and around 
the islands and projecting rOl'ks, and wherever there is still water it is immediately cased 
over. The wind and freshets acting on this glacial fringe break off portions, and these pro
ceeding down the stream constitute a moving border on the outside of the stationary one 
which, as the intensity of the cold increases, is contiuually augmented by the adherenc~ 
of ice sheets which have been coasting along it. And as the stationary border thus robs 
the moving one, this still further outflanks the other, until, some part of the margins 
from the opposite shores nearly meeting, the floating i"e becomes jammed up between 
them, and a night of severe frost forms a bridge across the river . 
. As s~on as !his ~inter barrier or ice brid~e is thrownl\cross, a~ any point, the accumula
t~on of Ice rapidly !Dcreases, the progress of the downward floatl1lg ice, which has by this 
time assumed a character of conSiderable grandeur, being stopped. 
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Wherever this floating ice meets with an obstacle in its course, the momentum of the 
mass breaks up the striking part of it into huge fragments, that pile over one another; or 
if the obstacle be stationary ice, the fragments are driven under it and over it and there 
clo.ely packed. 

When the barrier gains any po.ition where the current is stronger than usual, the 
augmented force with which the masses then move, pushes and packs so much below, 
that the space left for the river to flow in is greatly diminished, and the consequence is a 
perceptible rise in the waters above, which, indeed, from the very first taking of the "ice 
bridge," gradually increases for a considerable way up. As the contraction, by packing, 
of the channel St. :Mary's below Montreal, proceeds, the river dammed up by the barrier, 
which in many places reaches to the bottom, attains in the harbour, opposite l\Iontreal, 
a height usually 20 and sometimes 25 feet above its summer level, and tlte water ebbs 
and flows according to the amount of impediment it meets with from the packed ice 
barrier or bridge. 

It is at this period that the grandest movements of the ice occur. A sudden rise of 
the water, oc~asioned in the way above mentioned, lifting up a wide expanse of the whole 
covering of the river so high as to free and start it from the many points of rest, and 
resistance offered by the bottom, where it had been packed deep enough to touch it, the 
vast mass is set in motion by the flow of the river more or less rapidly as the barrier is 
more or less diminished. Proceeding onward with truly terrific majesty, it piles up over 
every obstacle it encounters; and when forced into a narrow part of the channel, the 
lateral pressure it there exerts drives the bordage up the banks, where it sometimes 
accumulates to the height of forty or fifty feet. 

In the front of the town of .Montreal, there was built in 1840, a mignificent revet
ment wall of cut limestoue, to the heig'ht of twenty-three feet above the summer level of 
the river. This wall is now a great protection against the effects of the ice: broken by 
it, the ice piles on the street or terrace above and there stops; but before the wall was 
built the sloping bank guided the moving mass up to the gardens and houses in a very 
dangerous manner, and many accidents us!:d to occur. It has been known to pile up 
against the side of a house distant more than two hundred feet from the margin of the 
river, and there break in at the windows of the second floor. 

A few years before the erection of the revetment wall, a merchant was tempted by the 
commercial advantages of the position to build a large cut-stone warehouse by the river 
side. The ground floor was not more than eight feet above the summer level of the river. 
When the ice barrier or bridge was formed, the usual rise of the water inundated the 
lower story, and the whole building b~coming surrounded by a frozen sheet, a general 
expectation was entertaincd that it would be prostrated by the first movement. But the 
proprietor had taken a very simple and dfectual precaution against this. Just before the 
rise of the waters, he securely fixed against the sides of the building, at an angle of less than 
45°, a number of stout oak logs a few feet asunder. When the movement came, the sheet 
of ice was broken and pushed up the inrline thus formed, at the top of which meeting tlte 
wall of the building it was reflected into a vertical position, and the pieces falling bad 
on each other, such an enormous rampart of ice was in a few minutes placed in front of 
the warehouse as completely shielded it from all possible danger. In some years the ice 
has piled up nearly as high as the roof of this building. 

This picture of the movement of the ice and of its force and effects is condensed from 
Mr. Looan's paper. Here is Mr. W. Tierney Clark's description of the ice movements in 
the Dan~lhe at Pesth, ob8erved during the erection of the Pesth br;d~e :-" The ice co?
" tinued firm until the 17th of January, "hen abQut three p. m. It began to move III 

" one unbroken sheet from the Dolphin, where it had parted, to the Euda shore. A few 
" minute~ afterwards it began to move from side to side with tremendous violence. A stage 
" on which were three pile engines, for driving the piles on t?e upp~r part of the ~am, w~s 
" carried away instantaneously by the enormous force of the lCe, whICh came crashmg on tIll 
" it touched the outer row of the piles of the dam, 'when after a squeeze which threatened to 
" smash every timber, the ice broke up into pieces whi;h kept r~sing up as if forced, on by the 
" pressure behind and formed an embankment agamst the szde of the dam. 'I he whole 
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" lasted about ten minutes, and the first squeeze W8,S the worst the dam had to con~end with, 
" and not the slightest damage, if we except that to the small stage above mentIOned, was 
" sustained. 

"After the ice had got fairly in motion, and. attained the .velocit~ of the current, the 
" noise and uproar of the immense masses, crackIng and crashln~ agamst one a~other, and 
" again~t the dolphin and dam was tremendous, and altogether fo~ed a scene It would. be 
" difficult to describe. Sometimes a stoppage would take place, OWIng to th~ accumulat~on 
" of ice between the dolphin and the dam, which kept that above back until a mass of Ice 
" more resembling an island than anything else it can be compared to, would. force the whole 
" mass before it, breaking up the large blocks accumulated at the dam mto a thousand 
" pieces. .. . . 

• , Considerable excitement prevailed at Buda, Pesth, and even at VIenna, OWIng to the 
" different opinions as to whether the dolphin was sufficiently powerful to resist the pressure 
" it was subjected to, and heavy bets were laid on the issue. The result, however, was most 
" satisfactory, for with the exception of the fender piles, which were somewhat worn and 
" damaged by the ice, not the slightest harm was done either to the dolphin or the dam." 

From tlois description it is again evident that the force of the ice is greater in appearance 
titan in reality. 

The simple contrivance described by 1\1r. Logan shows how easy it is to elude the effects 
of the ice, and the description of lUI'. 'V. Tierney Clark shows that it is not very difficult 
to construct ice-breakers capable of resisting the force of ice, even during its most violent 
movemen Is. 

But the violent effects of the ice, at Montreal, are incidental to the rising of the river 
and the sudden" slipping" of some of the ice-dams, and it is therefore very important to 
consider where and how these are formed, and whether the ebb and flow of the water they 
give rise to can be ameliorated or even prevented :-

" Thl) length of river which sends down the ice for the formation of these dams is about 
" fifty mile" extending from Montreal to Lake St. Francis. This lake being comparatively 
" dpep becomes frozen over early, and arrests the ice which descends from Pre.'cott and the 
" intermediate islands-another stretch of about fifty miles of river-Cornwall therefore pre
" sents phenomena similar to Montreal. The great distance, numerous islands, the strong 
"currents and rapids between Prescott and Cornwall, send down inordinate quantities of ice, 
"which being arrested by the solid crust over the Lake St. Francis, 'flashes' the river 
"opposite Cornwall. In like manner, the current, the rapids of the Coteau, Cedars, 
"Cascades, and the Sault St. Louis, and Normand, bring down the' manufacture' of fifty 
" miles of river to be arrested principally between Montreal and Longue Point. The shallow 
" expanses of Lake St. Louis and the Laprairie basin are of no value in arresting the ice, 011 

" account of their strong currents. If Lake St. Louis were frozen over at the same time 
" with Lake St. Francis, tbe winter inundations at Montreal would be diminished about 50 
" per cent.; but a.~ it does not present a barrier to the ice de.cending from the rapids above 
"it, until the same time that the river is closed opposite Montreal, it affords no protection. 
"It is worthy of remark, however, that the causes which produce the closina of Lake St. 
"Louis and the river opposite Montreal, at about the same time, have no co~nection with 
"each other. The river' takes' here becauae, by the rise of water, the current is slackened 
"and the floating ice from above is arrested against the' ice bridge' below, without cnrren~ 
" enough to force it under-like logs in a boom-whereas the level of Lake St. Lonis is not 
" altered, but a certain time and degree of cold are necessary to enable the opposite bordaaes 
" to encroach upon its strong cnrrent. If the early part of the winter be mild or changeable 
" or accompanied by much wind, the;;e bordages may be broken off repeatedly by the swell 
" before they are closed; but if the winter sets in, as in December, 1851, with uninterrupted 
"severity, this lake is closed sooner, less ice descend~, and a diminished rise of water 
.. is the resnlt at Montreal. This explains the apparent anomaly of greater inundations in 
.. ',?pen winters?' .and le.s8 i.n severe ones, i. e. from ~h~ ('amming back of the waters by ice. 

The LapraIrIe basm 18 so very shallow, that It IS not frozen over until its depth is 
.. increased about ten feet by the action of the ice datns below. 
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" While this lake-like expanse is of no more value than Lake St. Louis in arresting t.he 
" early ice, its extensive shoals and margins furnish proportionally the largest in quantity, 
"and the most formidable in character, of the material of which the ice-dams are composed. 
" The ice which descends from points above the Lachine Rapids, is composed of ' fragments 
" 'of the glacial fringe broken off by the wind, and enlarged in their descent by the cold ;' 
"but in the Laprairie basin the strong clear ice which forms round the islands, rocks, and 
"upon the shore and ~hoals with the first fros~, is forced up and broken off from its attach
"ment to the sides and bottom, by the lift of subsequent rises of water, and-from the 
" peculiar bend of the coast between Longue Point and the Lachine Rapids-there exist no 
" projecting' jetties' of land to retain this formidable bordage in the place of its formation. 
" With the rise of water the current' in shore' increases, and sets the whole field, some
" times half a mile in width and two or three miles ill length, in motion. These form the 
" 'league after league' mentioned by Mr. Logan, and by their momentum these masses break 
" up the resisting barrier and force under with such violence the blocks which form the dam. 
" This process may be repeated, a new bordage being broken off by a second rise of the 
" water, and sent down to aid in a still further elevation of the river. When a sufficient 
" quantity has been sent down to raise the level of the Laprairie basin about ten feet, the 
" current therein is so diminished that it becomes frozen over, and then all further supply is 
"cut off. 

"The natural inference from the foregoing is, that if the bordage ice can be retained 
" 'in situ' and the' taking over' of Laprairie basin thereby be expedited, a very great 
" portion 0/ the SUPP(1f furnished for the ice-dams would be cut off, and the intensity of 
" these be correspondingly diminished. This hypothesis is confirmed by the fact that in 
"severe winters, when the ice takes rapidly, there is a lighter inundation than in milder ones. 
"In the former case the time required to close the river (and therefore the quantity of ice 
"which can pass down in a given time) is a minimum; while in the latter the stopping 
"and starting, the freezing and' slipping' extend over a longer period of time, and a 
" greater quailtity of ice passing down, a greater dam is formed and a greater innndation 
" takes place. 

"A most important effect of a protracted closing over of the open water is the greatly 
" increased quantity of snow, which falling in this water is converted into' frasil' or ' anchor 
" ice,' and, having about the same specific gravity as water, is carried nnder the sheet ice 
"and' banks' upon the shoals, reducing the water-way of the stream. 

" For the foregoing reasons, it seems pretty evident that the intensity of the ice pheno
"mena at Montreal is dne to the great area of open water which exists until January above 
"the city-to the absence of natural features above the town for arresting or detaining the 
" ice formed within the area of the Laprairie basin-and to the existence of such arresting 
" features immediately below and opposite to the city. 

" Inasmu"h as the natural bridges of ice, wherever formed, have the effect of arresting its 
., fUl:ther descent, which descent is the sole cause of the grand movements of the ice 
" described, and of the winter inundations, it appears to me that an artificial bridge, in as 
" far as it will aid in arresting descending ice, retain 'in situ' the bordages, elevate the 
" level of the water-thereby diminishing the current-and expedite the closing over of the 
" river above us, will unquestionably tend to diminish, rather than increase, the intensity of 
" the ice phenomena at Montreal." 

With a few verbal alterations I have taken the above from Mr. Keefer's Report 011 a 
survey for the Railway bridge over the St. Lawrence at Montreal, made in 1851, and 
published in 1853. 

No one can read these observations without feeling their truth. Resting upon Mr. 
Logan's nnd Mr. W. Tierney Clark's descriptio?s an~ Mr. ~eefer's inferences, I think i~ is 
abundantly evident, 1st, that though the forces m actIOn durmg the movement of the Ice 
may be greater in the St. Lawrence than in any other river, yet they are easily 
to be I!oped with by simple well-kno~n and well-tried ('xpe~ients .. That a~ ~he 
manner in which ice is known to pack agamst any obstacle renders It certam that thiS ICe 
must rest solidly on the bed of the river at many places, the ice itself forms a protection 
to the obstacle, and the effects of griuding and crushing are comparatively harmless to 
that' obstacle. 
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2nd. That Nature provides a huge mass of ice to protect obstacles exposed to the 
momentum of fields of it in motion; and thus Nature herself contradicts :Mr. BruneI's notion 
that the power of resistance to ice must not depend upon masses. 

3rd. That the function of ice-breakers, even placed quite apart from the main 
obstacle (such as the dolphin of the dam of the Pesth bridge), is exactly that of 
diverting the stream of ice, breaking it up, and thus of independently" resisting and 
" destroying their own share of the action of the ice without causing this to react on the 
" adjoining piers." 

4th. That in the particular case in question, the size of the piers, as well as the 
spans, in reference to the water-way, is to be settled by general considerations of 
navigation, &c., but that as a special question, having reference to the ice phenomena only, 
the force and destructive action of the ice will be materially decreased (not increased, as 
Mr. BruneI has it) by any increase of size of the obstacle and by any diminution of the 
intervening spaces. And, indeed, the inference of l\Ir .Keefer-that if the bordage-ice can 
be retained in situ, and the t"king over of Laprairie basin thereby be expedited, a very 
great portion of the supply furnished for the ice-dams would be cut off, and tbe intensity 
of them correspondingly diminished-suggests a consideration well worth the serious at
tention of the municipal government of the city of Montreal, as well as of the Shareholders 
of the Grand Trunk Railway, whether by artificial dams the movements of the ice may not 
in a great measure be prevented, the inundations reduced, and the size of the bridge 
diminished. 

MR. BRUNEL'S REPORT. 

24. The form of the ice-breaker must be 
such as to lift up the ice and break it in 
two, leaving the parts to fall off sideways 
and pass through the openings, and for this 
purpose an oblique sharp cut-water of a hard 
material, extending from the bed of the 
river to the greatest height reached by the 
packed ice, must form the front of each ice 
breaker or pier. 

25. Upon this there can be no difference 
of opinion. 

26. Any such cut-water will form a con
siderable portion of a whole pier, and I 
kno w of no other material than ashlar of 
which it can be constructed at a moderate 
cost with any prospect of durability. 

27. By the report of the American En
gineers themselves, it is evident that they 
treat the ice-fenders generally as provisional 
works thrown up to protect others, and cal
culated by themselves to require renewal 
or repair. This mode of' treating them docs 
not, for the reasons I have given, seem to 
me fitted for the present case. 

28. The character of the bed of the 
river will also influence much the nature of' 
the construction, even where permanency 
may not he an essential condition. Piles 
may he used where the bottom is gravelly or 
admits of pile-driving; but with a rocky 
bottom at a moderate depth, and with no 
sufficient thickness of loose materials abon', I 

REPLY. 

Instead of "to the greatest height reached 
" by the packed ice," it would have been more 
correct to have said to the greatest height 
rpached by the wate1' while ice is stilt floating: 
for, OBce the ice packs against the pier, the 
ice-breaker can be of no use" to break it in 
" two, leaving the parts to face off side-ways." 
Thus Mr. BruneI does not state the facts so as 
to put the case beyond difference of opinion. 
It is only to that height at which floating 
ice may impinge against the cut water and 
quoins that ice-breakers, properly so called, are 
needed. 

The character of the bed of the river is 
specified in the contract as bt'ing "formed 
"of flat-bedded limestone of generally uni
"form surface, so that a secure foundation is 
"readily obtained." Oue who had read 
these words would not have spoken of the 
"prudence" of resorting to piles. It is an 
impossibility. 
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no such expedient could be prudently re
sorted to. 

29. I believe that no construction of ice
breaker in such a case can be so certainly 
effectual as a ~imple cut-water, combined 
with the pier that carries the bridge, so as 
to bring into operation the united strength 
of the two, and the whole made of the 
strongest material., so as to admit of the 
smallest dimensions; and that stone, in the 
shape of ashlar, if it can be procured, is 
under all circumstances the best material 
in every respect, both as regards strength, 
durability, and f'lCility, and cost of repair; 
but, moreover, I am convinced that it would 
practically even he the least costly in the 
first construction. The form and size of a 
simple ashlar pier, capable (so far as we 
have the means of judging) of resisting the 
forces known to be in operation, can be 
determined with some degree of certain ty, 
so as to inmre w hat may be practically 
termed safety,-but the form, the size, the 
dimensions of the parts, and every detail of 
any combination of piles and stone, or cast
iron plates and concrete, or of any other 
such expedients, are none of them suscep
tible of being determined by any calcula
tions from precedent. Any opinion can be 
little better than guess-work, and will depend 
mainly upon the character of the man and 
the influences which may operate upon him 
at the time-all very unsafe guides in so 
serious a matter: and after the first effects 
of a great anxiety for economy have softened 
down, other anxieties and doubts as to the 
result would arise, and in practice would 
lead to such additions to one part, and 
alterations in another, to give increased 
strength and security, that I feel convinced 
the result would be a much more costly 
work than a simple ashlar pier, particularly 
as there would, in my opinion, be no great 
difference in the first cost, even if no such 
additions were made to the first design of a 
reasonably-strong ice-breaker of other ma
terials than ashlar. Such being my very 
decided opinion, not only I cannot suggest 
any modification of the principle of con
struction recommended by Mr. Stephenson 
for the piers, but I consider it to be the best 
and cheapest, and to be the only one I am 
acquainted with that is at all fitted to the 
particular case. 
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In discussing the question of the Piers two 
points must be kept distinct-the cost of the 
piers themselves and of the foundation-work. 
Now as to the piers themselves I do not dissent 
from the conclusion, that ashlar piers of the 
form designed by Mr. Stephenson will be effi
cient. At 2s. 6d. a foot (the price of the work 
given by Mr. Ross), the piers would amount 
to about £200,000; and though, in my opiuion, 
it is perfectly needless expenditure to introduce 
ashlar work at 2s. 6d. per foot when good 
rauge-work can be obtained at half the price, 
and would be equally efficient and safe, it is a 
small part of the question at issue, and hardly 
worth discussion here, as to which of the two 
should be used. 

But as to the foundation-work, which is to 
cost the prodigious sum of£600,OOO-i. e. the 
difference between £800,000 (the whole cost of 
masonry and foundations as stated in Mr. 
Stephenson's report) and the £200,000 above 
given for the masonry of the piers alone-is 
nothing to be said to that? Is this question to 
be disposed of by a mere dictum, that piers of 
the form and material designed by Mr. Ste
phenson are the" best and cheapest," without 
any reference to the cost of the preparations 
for building these piers, which are not 
in themselves expensive pieces of masonry? 
Is this question, I say, to be answered by a 
mere ipse dixit, that "the form, the size, 
" the dimensions of the parts, and every detail 
"of any combination of piles and stone, or 
"cast-iron plates and concrete, or of any 
"'other such expedients, are none of them 
"susceptible of being determined by any 

. "calculation from precedent ?-Any opinion 
" can be little better than guess-work, and will 
"depend upon the character of the man and 
"the influences which may operate upon him 
"at the time." 

Tliis is not even special pleading-it is a 
mistake. For as to the form and dimensions, 
and every detail of suitable combinations of 
piles and plates and concrete in foundations, 
we have several successful economical prece
dents in England; and there is now going on 
at Westminster a grander example of bridge
founding than any that has been undertaken 
since London bridge, consisting chiefly of iron 
piles, plates, and concrete, executed uuder 
the direction of an engineer responsible for its 
success. 

Now as to the adaptation of analogous construc
tion to the foundations in question. Weight 
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and form, (the elements of inertia and friction, which are the forces to be calculated in refer
ence to the momentum or pressure of the ice,) are as determinable for the encased concrete as 
for the ashlar, and by the same kind of precedents. Mr. BruneI's assertions therefore. are 
evidently made at random. I may ask, indeed, was there ever an as~lar cut-wat~r put In t? 
resist the shocks of ice in America? Certainly not, for" the great mm of American Engl
" neerS is to secure the greatest returns on the investments, and not to spend a farthing in 
" construction that can be saved. The fact that the means of the Americans are dispropor
" tioned to works of which there is felt to be an imperative neces;;ity, compels them to practise 
" economy, and to supply as far as possible, by expedients, the lack of capital;" aud thus 
the greatest cost ever hitherto incurred for bridge piers has been for a rubble cut· water on 
a foundation of crib-work filled with loose stones, the rubble being faced with iron fenders 
to smash up the ice. 

But let us see what is the value of this very decided opinion, that the piers proposed by 
Mr. Stephenson are the "best and cheapest;" or, in other words, what will be the cost of 
acting on this opinion of Mr. BruneI? 

We have, as I have before stated, the cost of the ashlar masonry given us by Mr. Ross 
at 2s. 6d. a foot. The whole quantity above water, being about 1,250,000 cube feet, will 
cost £156,250: the whole quantity below summer-water level being 350,000 cube feet, at 
the same rate would cost £47,750. But the cost of the whole work, above water and below, 
is given at £800,000. Therefore the cost of putting in the foundations up to summer-water 
level amounts to no less a sum than £800,000-£156,250, or £643,750, which is just equal 
to 36s. 6d. PER ('UBE FOOT. If then we can substitute anything for the ashlar work under 
water at a Ie,s cost than 36s. 6d. per cube foot, it of course will be so much saved. 

For the purpose of putting the maiter in the most intelligible form, I will lay before you 
a short calculation with all its data. 

The under-water dimensions of the largest pier, reduced as proposed by Mr. Ros", are 
not more than 90 feet long by 23 feet wide by 12 feet deep. The superficial area of the 
sides and end of it would therefore be 2700 super feet, and the cubic contents about 960 
cubic yards. The construction I have to suggest (for the purposes of this calculation), in 
place of ashlar work as proposed, is as follows :-it, no doubt, will be held by Mr. BruneI 
to be "onc of those expedients not susceptible of being determined by any calculation 
"from precedent," but for the present I wiII assume that it wiII fulfil its purpose as an 
alternative, though needlessly expensive, and therefore an exaggeration of cost. 

Suppose a caisson of wrought iron fitted in situ, aud then filled with betOIl in the usual 
manner of doing such work; I will take the outer ca~iug at 3000 superficial feet, to make 
full allowance for the construction I propose, and the cubic contents of the encased 
foundation at 1200 cubic yards. . 

The iron, made on the average 1 inch thick, at £36 a ton, would cost £1944, say £2000. 
The beton, made of the best cement and the limestone of the district, would cost about 
£2 a yard ill situ, or £2400. The total cost would therefore not exceed £4400. Now, the 
average depth of piers, as specifiRd, is under two-thirds the depth of the deepest, say two
thirds. The average cost of such foundations for the piers, at the same rates, would there
fore be, say £3000, and 24 piers multiplied by 3000 is but £72,000. If it is said that 
this is not strong enough, I answer :-double the thickness of iron; sheath the cut-water 
in 4 inch forged bars; tie it all down with Lowmoor iron rods 3 inches thick :-let 4 feet into 
the rock at every 10 feet aU around ;-and wlten you have multiplied all appliances to a 
needless superfluity ~f strength, you shall still not reach onejifth of the cost of the con
tract price of tlte Foundations of these Piers. I give this illustration to show how little 
an opinion put forward in the manner of Mr. BruneI ought to be regarded. 

I have elsewhere spoken at length on the use of concrete; and so certain am I of the 
reli~nce that may be placed on it, if applied with knowledge of its nature, and with 
o:dlllary c~re, that I broadly ass.ert, a man wh~ can deny the efficiency of concrete, must 
eIther be Ignorant on the subject, or must Wilfully shut his eyes to facts. I rely upon 
proofs from the practice of Engineers and A:chitects in Enf:!land, France, aud Germany; 
and I defy Mr. ~runel to. show any case of faIlure that c:annot be perfectly accounted fur by 
want of proper mformatlon, by want of proper attentIOn, or by want of will to carry the 
work properly out. 
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There is nothing more certain than that such a construction as I have suggested would 
8tand as well as the foundations recommended by others, nothing more certain than that 
they would stand better. Their specific gravity would be greater; their strength 
would be greater; their form to break the ice could be made the best possible, though 
indeed it is questionable whether any better form or greater strength can be required than 
those usually employed in America; and the material exposed is harder and less 
destructible by abrasion than stone. Wrought iron, in such a position, of the least 
thickness proposed, would last for a century, and might then easily be renewed in such 
parts as were required for a defence against the ice, i. e. in the cut-waters; and as for 
concrete, Nature would have come in to assist the Engineer by rendering it as hard and 
unchangeable as the rock upon which it was founded. 

MR. BRUNEL'S REPORT. 

30. The form and mode of construction of 
the individual piers having been thus deter
mined upon, their heigbt and the number 
required must be decided by considerations 
of the superstructure. As regards the span, 
if no circumstance existed to influence the 
dimensions of the openings but the mere 
question of the cost of first construction, the 
most economical span would be a mere 
matter of calculation j but while on the one 
hand some practical difficulties place a limit 
to the span which it would be convenient to 
erect, on the other hand, as the construc
tion of these piers is the only part of the 
work attended with much difficnlty or in
volving much risk of any heavy contingen
cies, and as the chances of any future diffi
culty or expense will be diminished exactly 
in the ratio of any diminution of the number 
of these piers, and as the destructive action 
of the ice would to a certain extent be dimi
nished by increasing the openings, the best 
dimensions of span would probably exceed 
those which would give exactly the minimum 
cost. It will be seen that this influences the 
suggestions I may hereafter make j but I 
shall not now advert to it further than to say 
that these practical considerations would fix 
the mVninnum span at about that which has 
been proposed, and would of course give 
the advantage to any plan that admitted of 
any larger spans being adopted. . 

31. All the circumstances of the case also, 
and which need not be detailed, evidently 
require that the superstructure should be 
wholly or mainly eonstructed of iron. 

32. Under these conditions of dimell8icms 
and of material, there are· three known 
means of carrying a railway across such 
spalls. 

By Suspension Chains. 
By Arches. 

Mr. BruneI here says, shortly stated-
1st. That abstractedly the size of the spans 

depends on the relative cost of superstructure 
and piers. 

2nd. That there are" practical difficulties" 
which place limits to the span, thus fixed by 
abstract considerations. 

3rd. That there are heavy risks to the 
stability of the piers which indicate that any 
extension in size of the spans is desirable, 
beyond what would be fixed on abstract con
siderations only. 

4th. That 242 feet span., the size chosen, is 
about the size fixed by" these practical con
" siderations." 

Now, 1st. abstractedly as to cost. The pro
portion of span to pier is only correctly adjusted 
when the cost of the two is the same. 

2nd. The practical reasons for limiting the 
span are nothing more or less than money-value 
for the work done. Mr. BruneI, though limit
ing the span to 242 feet for "practical con
" siderations" in this part of his Report, after
wards recommends spans of 320 feet as forming 
a cheaper bridge by £60,000. 

3rd. The "great risk of heavy contin
"gencies during the work, and the chances 
"of future difficulty and expense after com
" pletion" to the piers, should increase the 
spans, by Mr. BruneI's argument, even beyond 
320 feet. 

4th. "These practical considerations," there
fore, do not fix the span at 242 feet, but at 
something above 320 feet. 
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And by Beams or Girders. 
33. As regards the fil'st, if it is required 

tbat tbe road way should be capable of car
rying ordinary railway trains at moderate 
speeds, el'en of' tbe weights and at the speeds 
now considered ordinary and mod crate, an(i 
all past experience leads to tbe belief tbat 
the reqnirements in these respects will in
crease rather than diminish, I do not see 
that the Suspension principle promises any 
adnntages, and indeed I do not consider tbat 
it is at all applicable to tbe present case. 

3ol. The peculiarity of tbe Suspension 
Bridge is mel'ely this-it is a beam in which 
all the parts which would be in a state of 
coml're;sion are omitted, and their want sup
plied by attaching the extremities of tbe parts 
in a state of tension to some fixed points-
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As regards Suspension Bridges, as I stated in 
my first He port to you" .though .there is.no incom
patibility of a S/lspenslO~t Bridge ?Dtth all the 
requirements of a Radway Brtdge as to 
strength and rigidity; yet in this case, as large 
spans are totally unnecessary for any reason of 
excessive cost of Fouudatiol1s or height of Piers, 
or in reference to the navigation, it is unnecessary 
to discuss it. But as tl,is may be read by 
Engineers as well as by you, I beg to record 
my dissent from 1\1:1'. Brunei's doctrines on the 
suuject of Suspensiou Bridges as set forth in 
Pa;'agral'hs 34, 35 and 36 of his Report, alld on 
the snbjPct of iron arches as set forth. in Para
graphs 37 and 38-though it would be Irrelevant 
here to give my reasons for dissent. 

the weight of the beam or bridge is thus reduced to le.s than half: this is all that is gained, and 
if there were no countervailing objection, this would be a very great gain, and would admit of very 
extended spans, but the deficiencies and disadvantages are very numerous. 

35. All rigidity is lost; and as soon as you begin to add materials to introduce stiflhess, you are 
simply restoring portions of the beam and appl'Oximatiug to its original construction. Again, the 
fixed points must be obtained, and unless high rocky cliffs exist on each side, the chain must be 
carried back to a considerahle distance-nearly doubling again the qnantity of material required
still, as this additional weight does not affect tbe suspended portiun, the principle admits of the use 
at' much !lreater spans, provided rigidity is dispensed with and the load limited. 

36. With these limitations the suspension principle is particularly fitted for cases of large single 
spans, where good fastenings can be obtained at either extremity, or it may be conveniently applied 
to three openings, of' which the sides are little more than halt' the span of the centre; but if a suc
cession of openings are spanned by suspension, and the variable load bears any large proportion 
tu the weight at' the bridge, the chains must be secured to the tops of the separate piers, or the 
load passiug over one opening would overhaul the .lack of all the chains of the other openings and 
destroy the bridge. If the chains are secured to the tops of the piers, these piers must each be 
strong enough to resist the strain, and there is no necessity for going into any calculations to see that 
to make such a structure secure in tbe present case, in which tbe beight of the roadway or tbe base 
of the additional piers is already upwards of 60 feet above the foundation, would require enormous 
piers and an immense amount at' stiffening to the floor, involving a much greater cost than any 
system at' girders or beams with more numerous but much less costly piers. It is unnecessary herp to 
refer to the bold and excellently-contrived Suspension Bridge recently executed at Niagara, beyond 
expressing my admiration of' it. Everyone of the circumstances amI the reasons which rendered 
tbe application of the suspension principle not only wise and judicious but the only means of 
meeting the difficulty in that case, do not in my opinion render it applicable in the present case. 

37. Arches I consider also inapplic~ble, the beight at which they must be placed so as to be 
beyond tbe possibility of damage by the ice, would render it impossible, or at least very costly and 
very inconvenient by reasoll of the increased obstruction they would cause to the ice, to build the 
piers sufficiently strong to stand the thrust of such arches, aggravated as it would be by the effects 
of expansion and contraction; and such a work could not be considered safe if an accident to one arch 
would necessarily endanger the whole or a considerable portion of the rest, which would be the case 
unless the piers were each capable of supporting the thrust of the arch. 

38. There are, moreover, many other difficulties and disadvantages. The spans must be 
of the largest ever yet made, and the expansion and contraction would give rise to difficulties which 
have not yet been contended with; and as the springing must be kept above the reach of the ice at 
the point where it would probably pack highest, namely, next the piers, the soffit of the arch, 
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and consequently the roadway, must be raised some 30 feet or upwards higher than it need be by the 
present plan. 

39. Girders or beams offer in my opiuion 
the only easy, safe, and economical mode of 
construction: and if such is the case, the 
question is indeed reduced to very narrow 
dimensions j for although, as on many points 
where the real differences are small, the ex
tent to which the advocacy of different views 
is carried is very great, it is really compara
tively unimportant as a mere question of cost, 
in spans of OI·dinary dimensions, what form of 
girder is adopted. 

REPLY. 

From Paragraphs 39 to 51 inclusively, Mr. 
Brunei treats of the superstrllcture of the bridge 
by Beams; and upon this branch of the subject 
he appears to deem his authority of weight, as 
he himself states, by way of preface to his re
marks, that it is one" to which he has particu
., larly directed his attention." 1 cannot how
ever bow to 1\1:r. BruneI's authority. There 
are manifest fallacies in the fundamental prin
ciples for the employment of iron in construc
tion which he has embraced; and all his argu
ments and statements (1 cannot call them 
deductions, for I can find no logical inference 

throughout his pleading) are based upon these fallacies. The same fallacies pervade the 
Heports of 1\lr. Stephenson and 1\1r. Clark; and for the sake of convenipnce 1 have 
replied to them all together, and at present 1 will confine myself to pointing out those 
passages of 1\lr. Brunei's Report with which I differ; and for Illy answer I must refer 
to the general exposition of the prineiples which 1 have myself followed in the con
struction of Girder-bridges given in reply to MI'. Stephenson, pp. 10 to 18. 

MR. BRUNEL'S REPORT. 

40. A beam or girder, whatever may be 
the patte"" if reasonably well constructed, 
and of dimensions within the limits which do 
not involve any practical difficulties in the 
particular mode of construction adopted, will 
vary in weight and strength according to it. 
length and depth, and if no very peculiar 
circumstances exist connected with facility of 
access to the spot or means of erection, the 
cost is not materially influenced by the pat
tern selected. Of the three or four different 
modes of construction hitherto adopted, 
whether simple beams of boiler plate, or dia

-gcnally-framed beams (the most scientific 
form of which is that known as Warren's 
girder, and on the top of which the roadway 
is placed), or pairs of beams constructed on 
either of these two methods, combined and 
formed into a tube, through which the road
way passes, as in the Britannia Bridge, or the 
Newark Bridge, which are examples of each, 
or whether large and simple trussed frames, 
such as the Chepstow Bridge, and that now 
constructing at Saltash, on the Bow ami 
String form, of which many hac be~n made by 
different Engineers-and amongst the large 
ones that at Windsor-arc all mere varieties 
of beams which, with moderate spans, and so 
long as tbey arc applied to those spans, and 
under those circu~stanres for which each I 

The statement in Paragraph 40, tllat "ti,e 
"cost is not materially influenced by the 
" pattern" is a mistake. 

To state that simple beams (i. e. of course, 
beams calculated as separate girders-forming 
the sides of a bridge), when placed in pairs, 
form a tube, is also a mistake. 

To say that the quantity of material required 
and the cost per foot run, of all patterns of 
girders, vary "about directly as the spans re
" quired, and inversely as the depth that can be 
" allowed, and not to any material extent by 
" the adoption of one pattern in preference to 
" another," is not only a repitition of the mis
take above indicated, but is actually a misstate
ment of the formula for determining the strength 
of girders, for the spans required and the depth 
"which can be allowed "-an inconceivable 
oversight in the enunciation of a formula of 
calculation by one" who has turned his atten
" tion particularly to this branch of engineer
" ing." 
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bappens to be fitted, the quantity of material 
and the cost per foot run vary about directly 
as the span required, and inversely as the 
depth which can be allowed, and not to any 
material extent by reason of the adoption of 
any oue pattern in preference to another. 

41. It is impossible to meet statements 
and assertions made to the contrary by a ne
gative proof when such statements are unsup
portcd by explanation or by existing facts. 
It can only be repeated that in a beam of a 
given depth and length there is a limit or a 
minimum amount of material which will pro
duce the required amount of strength, if the 
material is disposed in the most perfect 
manner, and ~without any waste; that in 
practice this minimum or perlection cannot be 
attained;Lut that by everyone of the varia
tions in the modes of construction referred to, 
if properly carried out, and if within the 
limits of dimension before referred to as fitted 
to each, this minimum can be approached so 
nearly equally by the different modes, that 
the selection between them must be governed 
by practical considerations of the circumstances 
of the case, and not by any abstract calculation 
of the quantities theoretically required. 

42. The trellis bridge system consists 
merely of a substitution of numerous dia
gonal bars lor the simple plates in the sides 
of a tube, or in the vertical web of a beam. 
In the present case the amount of material 
saved would be very small, even assuming 
that such diagonals are equally efficient with 
plates, whicb is by no means certain, if due 
allowance is made for imperfection of work
manship, while the difficulties of erection and 
the amount of skilled work required on the 
spot would decidedly be increased; and 
whatever may be the merits of trellis work iu 
smaller spans and under different circum
stances, I cannot see any advantages to be 
derived in its application in the present case; 
at all events none that are not equally attain
able by Warren's girders, while the latter has 
tbe merit of disposing of the material" theo
retically" in the most economical manner, 
and of being of a portable construction. 

43. Warren's girder is, I think, admirably 
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A glimmering of the true point at issue seems 
here to have dawned on lVIr. BruneI. The 
principle I contend for could scarcely be better 
enunciated than in these words: "In a beam of 
., given depth and length there is a minimum 
"amount of material which will produce the 
" required amount of strength, if the material 
" is disposed in the most perfect manner and 
,. without any waste." But the application of 
this fundamental principle is altogether ignored 
by lVIr. BruneI in the end of the paragraph. 
lIe there reverts to the vague statement without 
"attempt at proof, that this minimum is equal 
" in all, and that practical considerations of the 
" circumstances of the case and not abstract cal
" culations," must govern the selection between 
them. What are "these practical considera
" tions ?" What are "these circumstances of 
" the case,"-so often referred to, never pointed 
out? Mr. BruneI says he can give no negative 
proof to meet statements and assertions which 
are contrary to his dicta. It would be well if 
he would give something positive in the shape 
of proof on a scientific question capable of de
monstration. 

This statement concerning the trellis bridge 
is either the result of misinformation as to its 
nature, or is a consequence of l\'fr. BruneI's 
being incurably imbued with the fallacy above 
put forth, that it is immaterial to what pattern 
the top and bottom are shaped. 

• 

Mr. BruneI admits the eligibility of Warren's 
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adapted for many circumstances j it consists of 
separate parts, which, although they require 
some nicety of workmanship, may be finished 
at the manufacturer's, taken to pieces, and 
sent to countries or localities where work
shops could not be erected or artisans ob-
tained capable of working metals, or e,'cn of 
doing boiler-work, which is the simplest pos-
sible metal,working, but where skilful la-
bourers may be found who can put together 
even complicated pieces j but it is not so well 
fitted for spans exceeding 200 feet, as the 
parts become too large. 
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girders up to 200 feet span. 1\Ir. Clark will 
not sanction more than 150, with his direct ap
pr'obation, but. he admit, 250 by implication, 
and he~itatillgly, erell 330. 

44. Trusses are ,'ery good for the larger spans where great depth of beam can be applied, and 
where large pieces can be manufactured on the spot and can be lifted entire into their place. The 
tubular bridge is espcci"lIy applicable where the SplmS are upwards of 200 feet, and when a large 
quantity of work is in question, and where the carriage of materials to the spot is tolerably easy, and 
where no difficulty exists in obtaining and employing on the spot a large number of hoiler-makers, 
and where the tubes can be lifted into their place in single pieces as at the Britannia, or built on a 
stage" in situ," as can be done at the Victoria Bridge. I think all the circumstances of the 
Victoria Bridge happen to be those for which the simple plate tube is particularly fitted: owing to 
the headway required the beams of whatever forms mllst be placed above the roadway and the railway 
pass between them j owing to the great length of the bridge, it would not be easy to carry to the sue- • 
ccssive openings the large pieces required in a truss bridge, which, in spans of these dimensions, by 
reason of the depth that can be given, admits perhaps of the greatest economy of material, but a 
Warren girder tube or a plain boiler plate tube could be erected on a stage, 

45. In a span of 250 feet to 300 feet, how
ever, the parts of a Warren girder become in
conveniently large, and, assuming that even 
a good design could be made for so large a 
span, which I doubt, there would not, I be

The whole of this statement is Illade, it is 
charitable to suppose, by one who has not taken 
tbe trouble to calculate the weights of the 
parts. The greatest weight of the single parts 
of a 'Warren bridge are ru; follows :-

lieve, be any appreciable difterence in the 1--.,-----------;-----;----;-
rotal amount of material. 

46. There is a serious disadvantage in the 
Warren girder, which equally applies to the 
trellis system, in the form in which they 
are usually designed. When applied in large 
spans, and in cases which require them to be 
placed above, and therefore on each side of 
the roadway, as usually constructed, the upper 
web must be stiffened laterally by cross
bracings, and the rails must he carried by 

242 feet 330 feet 

Struts • 1 ton 2 tons 

Ties 18 cwt. 35 cwt. 

Compression bars 2t wns 4t tons 

Tension bars (single piece). 1" 1 It 

and certainly th\'se are not weights difficult to 
handle, more especially as they can be lifted 
from barges direct on to every scaffold or 
staging. 

I n answer to this assertion I shall here 
merely state, that in the tub~lar ,brid?"e the 
material of the top and bottom IS so Ill-dIsposed 
for the purpose of bearing the. strains ~o which 
it is subject, that the quantIty reqUIred for 
those parts very far exceeds the quantity re
quired in the top and bottom flanges o.f a 
girder, with the addi~ion of th~ cro.ss bracmg. 
For further elucidatIOn on thIS pomt, I must 
refer to the general exposition aIreadyalluded to. 

F 2 
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cross-girders, the materials in neither of 
which add to the strength of the girder, while 
in the hoiler plate tuhe the material req~isite 
for the strength of the top and bottom web 
form a perfect top bracing far superior to any 
that can be applied by diagonal rods, and 
form a complete Boor for the railway. 

47. It may be said that the top and bottom 
web of the Warren or trellis might be carried 
across and made exactly similar to that of the 
tubular bridge, and I think that this would be 
an improvement on any that have heen con
structed ; but by the time this and a few other 
practical difficulties are remedied in a more 
complicated system, they begin to resemble the 
tube so closely ;that one is disposed to ask 
what the discussion is about, and what ad
vantage there can be in snbstituting in one, 
and that a small part of the whole, a rather 
complicated system requiring a different class 
of work for the simplest of all possible work, 
and instead of keeping up a perfect unifor
mity of workmanship in the whole. 

48. There is also a disadvantage more par
ticularly in the Warren's girder, though to 
some ex tent felt also in the trellis girder, 
when applied above the roadway, which 
must be met, and by some considerable ex
penditure. There is a class of accidents on 
rail ways not so rare but that they must be 
calculated upon as very likely to occur at 
some period upon a portion of railway 
of nearly a mile and a quarter in length. 
When one or two heavily-laden trueks 
in a train get off the line by the hreak
ing of an axle or other cause, they are 
dragged along at a high velocity, with a force 
that might carry away the diagonal bracing 
of such a girder, and the li'acture of any 
one hrace of a ~'arren's girder would destroy 
the hridge. 
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This paragraph is a repetition, with circum
stances, of the fallacies contained in Para
graphs 40 and 42. 

This seems inconsistent with Mr. BruneI's 
view of the great size of the parts of a Warren 
girder, referred to in Paragraph 45; and the 
asserti0n that "the fracture of anyone brace 
" of a Warren girder would destroy the bridge," 
shows that Mr. BruneI has not well consi
dered the principles of its construction. For 
unless the fatal blow predicted were to frac
ture not only one diagonal bracing, but the 
pair, and also the horizontal tie or lower 
flange of the bridge, the injury would be 
limited to the one diagonal brace struck, which 
could be rppaired without difficulty. But the 
fact is, that in a superstructure of such spans 
the separate members of the bridge are of such 
strength and dimensions that a waggon dragged 
along off the line, a" snggested by Mr. BruneI, 
would be smashed to shivers against any unpro
tected brace with which it came in contact, with 
little or no damage to the brace itself. I say 
unprotected, for this is a necessary assumption 

to render Mr. BruneI's slIpposed fracture possible. But, as I have said in answerinO' 
1\1r. Clark, perje('t prot{'ct'oll can be given, and this so easily tloat it seems needless to d~ 
more than state the facts. 

As bearing on this point, i. e. as to the strength of wrought-iron bars to resist fracture 
by a blow, an interesting fact may be quoted from Mr. Tierney Clark's account of the 
Suspension Bridge at Pesth. ., On examining the state of the bridge," [after the bom
bar~ment of P:sth, from .~.uda, by the imperial general, and the stormiflg of' liuda by 
the IIlsurgents, III 1848,J It appeared that although many shot had struck the bridge, 
.. there was but one that had done damage of any consequence. This shot, a 24-poundt.r 
.. and fired apparmtly from the lllock:;berg, had uufortnnately taken effect on one of' th~ 
•. long forked link8 which connected with the curved link of the upper chain, on the Buda 
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" side of No.3 pier; the ball struck the outer bar about 12 inches from the head and 
" forced it close up to the second bar, which however was unhurt; there were i~ the 
"damaged bar several cracks or rents from the upper edge downwards, one of which 
"cracks extended to the depth of 3 inches. It was almost impossible to replace the 
" damaged link, owing to its being one of a set of ten, thereby rendering it necessary to 
" remove the outer links from each of the adjoining sets bpfore the faulty link could be 
" got at; and one of the sets, as before stated, was the curved bars ill the tower itself. The 
" bar stru~k was reduced, as was supposed, about one half in strength," and was afterwards 
thoroughly repaired. 
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49. Such an accident has occurred on a 
tubular bridge, but owing to the simplicity of 
constructioo, and the continuity of all the 
parts, no serious con seq uences resul ted. 

50. There is also another disadvantage 
which is a practical difficulty, which has pre
vented the uniting the girders of the several 
spans so as to admit of any increased strength 
being obtained from the princi pIe of' the 
continuous beam, which cau be so easily and 
advantageously applied with the boiler-plate 
girders. 

51. The increased strength obtained, or, 
w hat is the same thing, the diminution of 
material required to obtain the same strength 
.by these means, is considerably greater than 
the small reduction of weight obtained by the 
substitution of lattice or triangular work for 
plates in the sides j and thus a continuous 
beam or tube of boiler plates makes a lighter 
and cheaper bridge with spans of 180 feet and 
upwards than a succession of' independent 
Warren girders of the same span. And, on 
the whole, I am convinced, and know from 
practical experience, that even assuming a 
Warren's girder could be well constructed 
for a span of 250 to 300 feet, if erected 
under the circumstances of the Victoria 
bridge, of the same strength and stability, 
and equally weU protected against contingen
cies as a tubular bridge, that the cost would 
be considerable greater, and, being free from 
any prejudice in favour of the one form or the 
other, unless I might be supposed to have a 
partiality for the truss, which I have pre
ferred in the large spans I have built, I am 
decidedly of' opinion, that, for facility of exe
cution, economy, and durability, the tubular 
bridge is the best adapted for this particular 
case. 

It is a pity 1\Ir. BruneI has not detailed the 
effects of this accident, so as to give some idea 
of the force exerted in striking the projecting 
angle irons, as even this might afford some 
criterion by which to judge of the effects on 
the large tie bars and struts of a Warren 
girder. 

The "practical difficulty" of applying the 
principle of continuity to bridges formed of a 
series of Warren girders, has only to be named 
to bring to the mind of an engineer desirous 
of employing these girders, the means of over
cominO' the difficulty completely and satisfac
torily,'" and a little closer examination of th~s 
point proves that the theory of these beams IS 
applicable with peculiar neatness to diagonally
braced girders. 

Mr. Barton found no difficulty in applying 
the principle to the trellis girders of the Bo~ne 
Viaduct and Mr. T. W. Kennard has applied 
the prin'ciple in Warren girders. With a very 
slio-ht modifiaation of details in the Warren 
gi;'ders, the principle of continuity may. be 
applied with precisely the same economICal 
results as the plate-sided or trellis-sided 
girders. 

The argument here founded, on the very 
proper suggestion that the principle of con
tinuous beams should have been adopted, falls 
to the ground because the source of the 
economy obtain~ble is the same in each kind 
of girder. But, Mr. BruneI further S8;ys, 
that "a continuous beam or tube of boIler 
" plates makes a lighter and cheaper bridge 
"than a succession of independent Warren 
"girders of the same span." Upon this 
point I beg to observe, in the. first p1ac~, that 
according to the best of my Judgme~t m the 
matter, founded on precedents, the weIght of a 
tubular bridge girder must be about double 
that of a Warren girder for the same span, 
within the limits of spans nolV under con
sideration. If this be true, Mr: BruneI ex
aggerates the eco~o~y to b~ de?ved from the 
principle of contmUlty applIed m sets of four 
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spans, for this cannot practically exceed 40 per cent. saving on independent beams cover
ing the same spans. 
. And, in the second place, does not this statement of Mr. BruneI, that a continuous 
beam of tubes is lighter than a series of independent Warren girders, imply that indepen
dent tubes are heavier than independent 'Varren girders for spans of 180 feet and 
upwards? And yet, in this very paragraph, Mr. BruneI writes that Warren girders of 
250 feet span, erected under the circumstances of the independent girders of the Victoria 
Bridge, of the same strength and stability, would cost considerably more. And again, 
only a few paragraphs back in the Heport, we find him saying that" the Warren girder 
"is admirably adapted for many circumstances; it consists of separate parts, which, 
" although they require some nicety of workmanship, may be finished at the manufacturers, 
" taken to pieces and sent to countries or localities where workshops conld not- be erecterl 
" or artizans obtained capable of working metals, or even of doing boilet'-work, which is 
" the simplest possible metal· work, but where skilful labourers may be fOllnd who can put 
" together even complicated pieces." 

If, fur once, I have been able to correlate aright Mr. BruneI's" circumstances," then 
his conclusion as to tubes being" best adapted for this particular case" is a most mar
vellous non sequitur. 

As regards Mr. BruneI's knowledge from practical experience, that a TVarren !Jirder 
bridge of equal efficiency witlt a tubular bridge would cost considerably more, I challeng'e 
him to cite his experience and to prove his knowledge. It surely cannot be the know· 
ledge derived from the experience quoted by 1\1r. Stephenson and Mr. E. Clark in their 
Reports, if so, I must refer you to my replies to these Reports as my answer to the 
assertion. 

Mr. BruneI confesses to "having preferred a truss in the large spans he has built," 
ami it is well known that he has never applied a tube for any of his bridges of large span. 
'Yhy then should he prefer it in the large spans to be built by lUr. Stephenson? Is 
there anything in the situation to warrant such a change of views? If wages are higher 
in Canada than in England, it surely is a reason for priferl'ing that design where the most 
part of the work has to be done in England and the least part in Canada. But if not, 
still what possible reason can be assigned for preferring a truss for himself and a tube for 
1I1r. Stephenson? 
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52. Having thus very fully stated my 
reasons for concurring entirely with Mr. Ste
phenson in the general princi pies of construc
tion adopted by him, I shall proceed to give, 
as I promised at the commencement of this 
Report, the impressions which a careful con
sideration of the subject has produced upon 
my mind, as to the means of introducing some 
economy in various parts of the works, and 
as the utmost which can be effected, even if 
all my suggestions prove capable or being 
adopted, and should all prove as successful 
as I could wish, will be to make a reduction of 
some £200,000 or £250,000. I cannot refrain 
from calling your attention to a few facts con
nected with the cost of this work, which 
show how groundless may be the expect
ation raised by brilliant promises of extraor
dinary economy to be effectcd in such works 
by the introduction of mechanical contriv
allces, however ingenious. 

Having now examined, at some length, 
lIIr. BruneI's "reasons," - having in some 
degree exposed their looseness, inaccuracy, and 
fallacious character, having shown how utterly 
untrustworthy is his authoritative assertion, 
that for "facility of execution, economy, and 
"durability, the tubular bridge is the best 
" adapted for this particular case," and dif
fering frolll him, as I do, on almost every 
opinion, it is unnecessary to follow him very 
closely into" the impressions which a careful 
"consideration of the subject has produced 
" upon his mind, as to the means of introducing' 
" some economy in various parts of the work," 
or into the reductions, and which are estimated 
by him as at the utmost £250,000. 

My suggestions were offered to you on 
the simple consideration of the cost at which 
" a substantial and efficient bridge over the 
" Saint Lawrence could be built," and of the 
best form for the purpose. They were not 
based upon a fixed e"timate of £1,400,000, nor 
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. 63. In the comparisons which nre fre
quently made bctween the cost of different 
schemes, in which the ascertained cost of one 
with all contingencies, and contracted for 
under good security, is compared with a theo
retical result obtained probably from an over
sanguine, if not a prejudiced, view of the 
advantages of some other plan, provision for 
contingencies common to both are very apt to 
be omitted, di/furent dimensions to be as
sumed, and as the calculations if made at all 
in detail are made by totally different pro
cesseR, the most contradictory results may be 
obtained. The only safe way of making a 
comparison is to select those portions of the 
work in which the change proposed would 
effect any difference of cost, and to ascertain 
separately the amounts of these differences, 
assuming the other parts to remain the same, 
as they must do practicalIy. 

54. In the present case the gross amount 
which appears to have been always assumed 
as the cost of the bridge, namely, £1,400,000, 
includes approaches, contingencies, plant, 
scaffoldiDg-a very costly item in such a 
case, permanent way-even painting, by no 

_ means a small itcm, and numerous other items 
of cost which cannot be effected by any modi
fication of the details of the superstructure, and 
the aggregate of which cannot amount to less 

[ than from £250,000 to £300,000. Of the re
mainder only about £400,000 is absorbed by 
the tubing or superstructure, and of this only 
about £120,000 is the cost of that part to di
minish which (not to eliminate it, lor that is 
impossible) so much ingenuity has been ex
pended in the construction of Trellis girders, 
Warren\girders, and others, and assuming that 
theoretical perfection in the construction of a 
girder would reduce this to half, which I doubt, 
it is to a saving of ,some portion of £60,000 
that the pretensions of the Inventors must be 

limited in this case; and for the reasons I have 
given I do not consider that the means by 
which any such saving would be attempted are 
even applicable in the present case. 

55. It is not then by the introduction of 
any new mechanical contrivances or any 
change in the principle of construction that I 
can suggest any prospect of saving, but as a 
practical man rather than an engineer, con
sidering the circumstances under which this 
difficult work was originatly designed, I have 
looked to the probability of there having 
been some SUverlhlity of st.rength oJ materials 
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upon a design assumed without proof to be 
the best for the purpose; and therefore they 
were -not confined to the small parings that 
could be made by lessening the dimensions of 
the piers or abutments, or by widening the 
spans of the superstructure, but they went to 
the root of the matter, and raised the question 
whether the design was the best, and whether 
the estimate was reasonable. 

Mr. BruneI not choosing to travel Ollt of his 
instructions, has adopted the contract designs, 
and the contract amounts, as fixed irrevocably 
for those designs, and therefore must be 
limited to small slims in any saving he can 
show. But even on this view he is sin
gularly unfortunate in his snggestions; for on 
the two principal items of saving suggested, 
Mr. Ross considers any saving impracticable, 
and on the third Mr. BruneI appears to be at 
variance with Mr. Stephenson, and overrates 
the economy obtainable by adopting the prin
ciple on which the suggestion is founded. 

Mr. BruneI does not admit that there is 
any less material for the same strength in the 
top or bottom flanges of the Warren girder, 
than in the top and bottom of the tube; he 
supposes that there may he theoretically a 
saving of £60,000 in the sides, though he 
" doubts" this.-(He ought to be able to say it 
is so or it is not.)-But this amount is equal 
to all the saving that he proposes to effect by 
a change to continuous bearings, a saving only 
to be effected by thinning down the iron of the 
tubes, as designed by Mr. Stephenson, to a 
degree which would go far" to eliminate their 
strength." 
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and of dimensions adopted, and some expenses 
submitted to, to remove doubts or to meet 
fears and prejudices, and which might now 
safely be omitted. 

56. First, as to the dimensions of the 
maoonry of the piers, lind particularly of the 
abutments. Mr. Stephenson has already I 
know recommended that the depth or length 
in the direction of the ri vel' of the pier~ should 
be reduced at the hase by about 6 feet or 7 feet, 
and at the top by about 13 feet. I believe 
this will effect a very considerable saving, 
not less than £60,000 or £70,000, and I fully 
concur in the opinion of the safety and feasi
bility of the reduction. I would carry out 
the same principle of reduction in the abut
ments, and I would suggest the considera
tion of the necessity of any continuous wind 
wall or slopes of' ashlar masonry. It would 
seem to me that a pier not much exceeding 
in thickness those in the middle of the river, 
tied on to the embankment, brought close up 
to it by wings merely sufficient to unite the 
embankment to the pier, would be sufficient, 
or that a length of 50 or 60 feet at the utmost 
of ashlar facing to the slope would be suffi
cient, and I would suggest the entire omission 
of the stone superstructure except a mere 
entrance to the tube. It' all of these reduc
tions can be effected in the abutments, I think 
that notwithstanding the progress already 
made on the south side a saving of £60,000 
or £70,000 might possibly be made. 

57. In the spans adopted my impression is 
that some modification may probably be in
troduced by bringing into operation one of the 
principal advantages of the simple tubular 
system. I quite agree with Mr. Stephenson 
in opinion that the whole bridge could not 
be constructed as one continuous beam, but 
I think an intermediate course might be 
adopted. It' the tubes were iormed in sets 
of four, each fixed to the piers at the centre 
and rolling upon the others, I should not 
apprehend any difficulties from the expansion 
and contraction; it would not be greater, or 
very little so, than at the lidtannia Bridge, 
and the effects of the inclined plane would be 
obviated by making the rolling surfaces 
horizontal. 

58. If the tubes arc made continuous to this 
extent, a very slight addition to the quantity 
of iron, with a slight modification of the 
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In Paragraph 56, Mr. BruneI supports the 
proposal to diminish the piers and so to save 
£60,000 or £70,000. Mr. Ross protests 
against any such course. l\Ir. BruneI must 
arrive at the £70,000 by calculating the 
masonry to be saved at 6s. 6d. a foot, i. e. at 
two thirds of the actual cost of the work, inclu
ding all expenses. Mr. Ross says you cannot 
take off more than 2s. 6d. a-foot, as all but the 
cost of stone, mortar, and labour would be in
curred, whether the piers be reduced or not. 
If this be so, l\lr. BruneI's £70,000 is reduced 
to £27,000. 

Mr. BruneI also proposes to reduce the 
ahutments, and to save another £60,000 or 
£70,000; but this also Mr. Ross rejects as im
practicable; and no doubt if we had his esti· 
mates we should find equally good reasons 
urged for reducing this saving of £70,000 
to £27,000, as those given for doing so in 
reducing the stone-work of the piers. 

Again, in the superstructure, Mr. BruneI 
proposes con.tinuous ?ea~ings, and suggests by 
that means, 10 combmatlOn with illcreased size 
of spans and diminished number of piers a 
saving of some £60,000 more. But ahs! 
Mr. Ross disagrees with him here also. IIe 
cannot allow more than £25 000 as the saving 
for each pier dispensed with and makes out 
the increased cost of a superstructure of tubes 
caused by widening the spans to be more than 
the saving effected by reducin'" the number 
of piers. . Nor does .l\fr. Steph~nson seem to 
confi.rm IllS suggestIOns of saving iron by 
contmuous bearings. 

~ast of all (Paragraph 59) he suggests a 
saVIng on a mere chance,--on a calculation 
qf probabilities, perhaps -for he says he can "k ,. , 

now not~tmg at all about it," yet he offers 
~~le suggestIOn "thinking it likely illat lJlr. 
" Step~ens0n. and Mr. Ross,jrom tlte anxious 

considerations oj the difficulty oj the case, 
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relative thickness of plates at different parts, 
the spans will allow of being increased from 
2420 to 295°, and I sh'ould not hesitate to 
recommend extending them to 320°: by the 
first, three piers might be dispensed with, by 
the second, four, and a saving effected of from 
£50,000 to £60,000 j and in a bridge of such 
length tbe change of dimensions from the 
spans between the six piers now in progress 
and the remainder would not be observable. 

59. Lastly, I would suggest the recon
sideration of the total amount of water-way 
allowed. 

60. Upon the question of the sufficiency 
or insufficiency' of the extent of the 6000 feet 
and upwards, determined upon by Mr. 
Stephenson, I have not, of course, attempted 
to form any opinion. I never examined the 
site, and I can know nothing at all about it, 
but I think it likely that the first results of 
a very anxious consideration of the diffi
culties of the case, and a sense of the serious 
responsibility that rested npon them, may 
have led Mr. Stephenson and Mr. Ross to 
have given an excess of water-way rather 
than a deficiency, and that they might not 
leel justified, merely because they had grown 
more confident in the probable stability of 
these piers, in recommending an alteration of 
those plans which had gone before the public 
and been sanctioned (if any sanction was re
quired) by the proper authorities j if upon 
reconsideration it should be found that 80 

large a water-way was not absolutely re
quired, it must be borne in mind then that 
for each opening that could now be dispensed 
with on the North shore and replaced by 
embankment, a saving of more than £35,000 
would probably be effected. 

I am, 
Gentlemen, 

Your obedient servant, 
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:: and a sense of the 8m·ious responsibility that 
,,1'ested upon them, may }ta~'e given an 
" exces.s f!( w?ter-u:ay," but" tllat they might 
" n,!t jed Justified lit recommendillg an altera
" lIOn 91 ~~lOse plall~ which ltad gone before tile 

publzc; and this suggestion at haphazard 
-for he "knows notiting at all about it "
s~e~s w.orthy of some attention, if, indeed,' any 
dumnutlOn of work is allowed to make any dif
ference. at all in cost to the Company. The 
suggestIOn relates to a reduction of the water
way bey?nd that last adopted, which is already 
a reductIOn from the amount specified. 

The number of spans contracted for as 
stated in the Specification, were 32 of 220 feet 
and one of 330, but it is now reduced to 24 of 
242 feet, and one of 330; that is, the whole 
length of the bridge is reduced from 7978 to 
6576. And yet no corresponding diminution 
of C?st appears to have been made, or is spoken 
of, III any of the Reports under discussion. 
Yet this ~lice of work taken out, valued as per 
contract, IS worth £218,000. Now Mr. Brunei 
has eith~r, without being aware of this, made a 
calculatIOn that £1,400,000 is probably a fair 
estimate; or if aware of it, has very strangely 
omitted to allude to it. He suggests, how
ever, that the water-way may be still further 
reduced. It has already been reduced by 
1332 feet, that is, by more than one-sixth of 
the water-way originally designed. It is easy 
to carry the imagination a span further, with 
the temptation held out of' £35,000 gained for 
each span saved. But,judging from Mr. Ross's 
opinion respecting other savings, I can hardly 
suppose that he would admit that such an 
amount of saving as £35,000 on each span 
would be at all practicable. Indeed, if it were 
proposed to do away with the whole bridge, I 
doubt whether, by Mr. Ross's method of reason
ing, even half the cost could be saved. 

Upon Mr. Ross's showing, however, it 
is useless now to talk of saving spano, for the 
foundations of both abutments are put in, and 
built above summer level. For the same reason, 

(Signed) I. K. BRUNEL. also, vanishes the hope of saving anything c,n 
diminished abutments, so that the only saving 

To the Directors of the 
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada. 

suggested by Mr. BruneI possible to be carried 
out, is first, that by reducing the dimensions of 
the piers, and equivaleut to a sum estimated by 
him at £70,000, but by Mr. Ross at £27,000 ; 

and, secondly, by reducing the number of piers, by means of the introduction of the principle 
of continuity, of' £50,000 or £60,000 more, i. e. a saving of £130,000 at the utmost. 

I have now followed this Report through its whole length. It is a document difficult 
to characterise without offence. Where argument is attempted, the arguments are illogical, 
if not sophistical; but, in general, arguments are superseded by strong assertions, founded 
neither upon iudependellt proof, nor upon t he authority of any known precedent whatsoever. 
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The Report commenced with the avowed intention of answering my Report, but under 
a pretended desire to insure "calmness, deliberation, and freedom from prejudice," 
anything in the shape of direct reply is avoided; and not a tittle of proof is given in 
justification of the design and estimates of the bridge as contracted for, whether as regards 
special fitness for its purpose or due economy of construction, unless it be that the dictum 
of 1\1r. BruneI is "to be supposed to have that extent of authority which determines 
" belief without a comprehension of the proof. Let it, however, be borne in mind that 
" whatever deference is due to great names and competent judges, they are not to be 
" regarded as infallible-as oracles of a scientific religion, or as courts of philosophy with
" out appeal." * 

I am, Sir, 

Yours, &e. &c. 

CHARLES LIDDELL . 

... Sir G. C. Lcwis " On the Inlluellcc of Authority in Mattcrs of Opinion, Chap. xiii. on the 
Abuses of the Principle of Authority." 
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GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA. 

VICTORIA BRIDGE, MONTREAL. 

REPORT OF MR. EDWIN CLARK, 

AND MR. LIDDELL'S REPLY. 

To the Chairman and Directors of the 
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada. 

VICTORIA BRIDGE. 

GENTLEMEN, 

1. I have been requested by Mr. 
Robert Stephenson to state my views on a 
Report made by Mr. Liddell, in which the 
adoption of Warren's girders is recommended 
as the most economical principle of construc
tion for the Victoria Bridge, and in which 
the cost of such girders is comparcd with 
that of other forms of girder, and other 
modifications are suggested in respect to 
that structure. 

2. With respect to the construction of the 
piers and approaches I shall offer no sugges
tion, as it is impossible to form any opinion 
on this part of the structure, without a 
thorough 8.('quaintance with the local cir
cumstances, on which the construction of 
foundations of courRe entirely depends. 

3. It is evident however that the cost and 
dimensions of the piers and abutments will 
be independent of the form of girder that 
may be adopted, and it does not appear from 
the plans I have seen, that any unusual ex
penditure in this respect has been necessary 
on account of the form of superstructure, 
while the construction of the" ice-breakers" 
appears to me to have been judiciously ef
fected by the use made of the weight of the 
piers themselves in their formation. Any 
independent construction for such a purpose 
on a bed of rock must necessarily have in-

To R. McCalmont, Esq., one of Ihe Directors 
of the Grand Trunk Railway of Canada. 

VICTORIA BRIDGE. 

SIR, 
Having read Mr. Clark's "State

" ment of his views" on my Report addressed to 
you on the 22nd of September, 1855, I beg to 
hand you the following reply ;-

As Mr. Clark says it is impossible to form 
any opinion on the construction of the piers 
and approaches, it is almost needless for me to 
reply to the general remarks made by him in 
the third paragraph of his Report, not only 
because they appear to be made without a cor
rect conception of the meaning of my Report, 
but more especially as the parts of the bridge 
to which these remarks refer are fuIly discussed 
in my replies to the other Reports. 

It is important, however, to observe that 
Mr. Clark, in confining his observations to 
the Superstructure, treats of that part of the 
bridge which, by Mr. Stephenson's Report 
(Paragraph 67), is estimated to cost only 
£400,000, out of £1,400,000. Moreover, be 
it observed, this £400,000 is for the Super
structure fixed complete, including scaffolding 
and all other preparations; and, as the weigbt 
of the Superstructure as designed a ppears (by 
Mr. Clark'. Report) to be about 7,200 tons 

G 
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vol veu the usc of a considerable weight of 
stone for its security. I must here remark, 
that from the experience I have hau of the 
effect of ice on a bridge I have lately con
structed ovcr the Rhine ncar Arnhcim, that 
I attach much more importance to its action 
than Mr. Liddell appears to do,-the packed 
ice (in spite of numerous icc-brcaler's) having 
broken the vcry hcavy cast-iron platcs of 
which the cylinders of that '.J1 idge al'e 
formed. 

REPLY. 

on ly, the cost per ton of f""lIl'f!7"structure is nearly 
£56, including scaffolding, &c. Now it is 
quite certain tllat the cost of the iron tubes 
erected in Canada. exclusive of the scaffolding 
and preparations necessary for fitting them up, 
if let by public tender, would be under £28 
per ton, i.e. under one-half of the whole cost 
as estimated by 1\11'. Stephenson. Therefore the 
Hf'port of 1\11'. Clark is in reality confined to 
the compari""1l of work, the actual cost of 
which must be within £200,000. .For the 
whole cost of the tubular girders cannot ex-
ceed that sum. 

Now admitting, for a moment, Mr, Clark's assumption,-that "whatever be the form 
" of girder, the top and bottom flanges must be of precisely the same area in all girders 
,. of the same strength and depth "-I will engage to produce a Contractor to undertake 
the Superstructure of 'Yarnm's girders, cOIl.-tructed with the top and bottom flanges of 
lOrjual weight to those of the proposed tubular girder" as given by 1\1r. Stephenson, for 
the sum of £20o,OOO,fiJ:cd complete, including scaffolding and all otlm' preparation .. , 
i.e., at one-half of his e-timatc f(ll' erecting the tubular girders. But I shall sbow in the 
sequel that 1\11'. Clark's as,umption as to the equality of weight of all girders is afuJlda
mP1ltal error. 

One word ,,,ith regard to lUI'. Clark's experience of the effects of ice;-Wlmt are the 
facts in reference to the" Brid:,;-e o,'er the Rhille, Ilear Arnheim?" 

1111'. Locke is the English Engineer of the Prussian Extension of the Dutch Rhenish 
Railway, in which line the bridge in question occurs; 1\>11'. Brassey was the Contractor; 
Mr. Stephen Ballard his rpsident Manager. The bridge is over the }~'·.Itl, at Westerfort, 
1I0t over the Rhine, near Arnheim. The working drawillgs of the bridge were made ill 
lUI'. Clark'" office. lUr. Clark, as I am informed, was never on the spot before or during 
the "x(,cution of the work. Some of the plates of one of tl,e cylinders were broken by, 
the ice, but this was during the progTess of the works, and in consequence of the cylinder 
not being filled with brickwork or cOllcrete. The frost came on suddenly and stopped the 
filliug after one course of plates were put on, ready to be filled. It was feared that damage 
woulll be done, and timber struts were placed across the cylillder, but this proved insuffi
cient. Some of the plutes were torn clean off, and others were broken. The other cy
linders that were filled with brickwork and concrete stood without damage. The cylinder 
plates were broken by the ice pressing out sideways, and as the cylinder was not filled, 
a very slight forcA was enough to break them. 

MR. CI.ARK'S REPORT. 

4. ',"ith respect to the pl'oposed super
structure, and its comparison with other Jorms 
of girder, I have had sufficient experience to 
enable me with some confidence to express 
an opinion on the conclusions arrived at by 
Mr. Liddell, and I will endeavoUl' to do so 
without bias, although being interested in 
the patent w hieh had been obtained for the 
girders which . are recommended by that 
gentleman, I might be considered as biassed 
in favour of their adoption. As re!}({rds the 
advantage in respect of cost of ali!! 1'''1'
~icular form of girder, the questiun is ~I'ol/gJ.t 
tnto (( very IWl'row compass, fl'om the 
fact tlwl wh"tevel' be the fOi'm of girder, 

Without remark on Mr. Clark's fitness to 
express an opinion, biassed or Uti biassed by his 
feelings as a patentee, we now come to the 
pith of the subject of his Report. In the few 
lines of this paragraph, which I have had 
printed ill italics, is contained the enunciation 
of a principle, on the truth of which I am at 
dirEct issue with him. 

1I1r. Clark states, that" whether' the sides 
" consist of t"ellis worh, triallgles, or plates, or 
"form portions of a tube, tlte top and bottom 
,. flanges must be of precisely the same w'ea, in 
"girders of the same strength and depth." 
In this view of the case the sides of course are 
omitted as an element of strength in all. 

I must here repeat much that appears in my 
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whether the sir/,·s consist of trellis wod" 
triangles, or pl.,tcs, 01' furm portions of (/ 
tube, the top (('lId bottom flanges must be qf 
precisely the same W'N in girders of the 
s(lme strength (lnd ,z'1'17,; the only economy 
that can c,rist in respect to d(!Jerent farms 
must be tizcr'iol'C confined to the sides, or Iu (I 

small part qf the whole weight qf the girders, 
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reply to Mr. Stephenson's Heport, to which I 
beg to refer you fOJ' a more complete statement 
of my conception of the principles on which 
girders sbould be proportioned. 

My view of the question is this, 1n girders 
of the same depth, in which the connecting 
web is not an element of strength, the hori
zontal strain of compres,ion and extension on 
the top and bottom flanges respectively is the 
same, for the same weight of girder and the 
same load upon the girder. 

The area ~equir,ed in t~e top and bottom flanges to resist this strain, depends essentially 
on ,the form 111 whICh the metal in them is exposed to strain, and upon the description 
of IrOl1 used, and therefore is not necessarily" tlte same in girders of tlte same strengtlt 
"and depth whatever be tlte form." 

The str,ength of the girder, if the area of the flanges be the same, depends not only on 
t~e q~a~tIly of the mater.ial used, but essentially on the form of the flanges, that is, on the 
dispOSItIon ?f the metal 111 them, if by " strength" we Hnderstand the absolute resistance 
to destructIOn of the flanges, whether by bu~kling, crushing, or tearing asunuer, Tllese 
are elementary propositions or axioms. 

Mr, 'Clark, however, seems to attach another meaning to the word "strength." It 
appears from his reasoning (confirmed also by Mr. Stephenson's Heport, Paragraphs 27-60), 
that he means by" strength" a certain assnmed power of resistance per square inch of 
section of the iron in the top and bottom flanO'es of all malleable iron beams, "hettever be 
their form and quality. But this is literally begging the question. For, while in 
:W-arren's girders (above 100 feet span) and in other good forms if trussed girders, the 
Iron applicable to them is of a scantlillg, and is exposed to strain in a form in which it is 
adapted to bear the greatest load of which wrought iron is capable-i. e. about 25 tons per 
square inch of iron, either in extension or compression-the iron in tubular-bridge girders 
is exposed to strain in almost the worst form it can be put, and is, in itself, of a compara
tively weak kind. 

lUr, Clark, in his book on the Britannia Bridge, has fixed the absolute resistance of the 
iron in tubular girders at 14'8 tons per square inch of compression, and 18'6 tons for 
tension, (by a process of calculation which omits the effect of the sides,) as a basis for 
obtaining the constants in the empirical formulas which he has adopted. 

\Yith these data, the areas of the top and bottom flanges, for the same strength, in 
Warren girders and in tubular-bridge girders would have to he:-

For the top as 14'8 in the \Van'en to 22 in the tube,-that is, as 1 in the Warren to 
1'48 in the tube. 

For the bottom as 18'6 in the Warren to 25 in the tube,-that is, as 1 in the Warren 
to l' 34 in the tube. 

Without going further into the consideration of other causes of increased weight in 
tubular over trussed girder bridges, I have mid perhaps sufficient to demonstrat~ the 
fallacy of Mr. Clark's fundamental principle. But I may here mention, that the vIew I 
take of the error of his method of proporlioning the parts of a bridge was pointed out to 
Mr. Clark at a very early period in his ,career, in a letter f~'om, the Astronomer Royal 
which Mr. Clark quot~s at page 514 of Ins bouk, where he .JustIfies 1\1r. St~phenson for 
not adopting the rule pointed ont by that eminent philosopher, by the peculIar nature of 
the case. 

" The true process," as Mr. Airey wrote, "is to find the whole actual strain ~n the 
"bridO'e, and to multiply it by the factor rif safety,* and then compare the product With the 
" actu~l strength." ... 

By 1\Ir. Clark's practice the factor of safety varies with every. form .?f gIrder that he 
may desi"n even in equal spans. In the best form of tubular-brIdge ~Irder, that of, the 
Britanni;' it is fixed very low, viz. under three times the strain from the weight of the bndge 

* By "factol' of safety" is meant the number representi,ng the proportion bet:ween the working load 
(including the weight of the giruer itself) anu the load wInch would break the girder. 
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itself together with that of the test load [when the bridge is considered as a continuous 
beam], for the reasons given by Mr. Clark, viz. "that, as the weight of the structure 
.. formed a very important part of the whole strain, Mr. Stephenson was justified in 
" reducing the factor of safety." " . 

In bridges of equal span the same factor of safety should eVIdently be apphed III 

instituting any comparison, and it is quite unfair to argue from the case of the Britannia 
Bridge, and that the same strain shall be taken for all bridges, without regard to the factor 
of safety. As a matter of fact, strains of 6 and 7 tons per square inch may be applied on 
Warren girders, keeping the same factor of safety as when 4 and 5 tons respectively are 
applied on any tubular-bridge girder. 

It is a matter of opinion whether the factor of safety, even for a bridge of such great 
weight as the Britannia, should be taken so low as has been done, and it can only be 
justified for the reasons put forth by Mr. Clark as stated above. The case is exceptional. 
For the spans are 460 feet; and the weight of a tu be--1553 tons-is therefore in immense 
excess of the moving load,-300 to 350 tons. But if, as I contend, the same factor of 
safety should be used for equal spans, however great they may be, then of course it 
leaves the question open as to the best form of girder; whereas, if a stated strain per 
square inch of iron is made the datum for starting from, and its relation to the factor of 
safety be altogether neglected, it matters not what form of girder is put up,-the top and 
bottom flanges must be precisely the same area for the same arbitrarily adopted strain, 
when the girders are of the same depth, and the sides are omitted as an element of 
strength,-a conclusion which is evidently too absurd to be adopted on the mere dictum 
of any one. 

MR. CLARK'S REPORT. 

5. The great differences asserted by Mr. 
Liddell to exist between the weight of the 
three forms tabulated in his Report, are 
therefore on this simple consideration evi
dently founded on some misapprehension, 
even if we admit the tubular girders to be 
by far the least economical of the three. 

6. With respect to the Warren girder, 
which he compares with apparent advantage 
Over the others, I wiII add, that when the 
span is small and the depth considerable, the 
strain on the sides of a pluin (tubular?) 
wrought-iron girder requires plates of such 
extreme thinness, that, as a question of du
rability, altogether apart from strength, it is 
necessary and usual to use a much thicker 
plate than theory would require, and a waste 
of material to that extent undoubtedly takes 
place. 

7. It is here that I consider the Warren 
girder possesses the advantage i-as the ma
terial being thrown into bars, instead of thin 
plates, no sue. increase of strength is re
quired; nor are bars of iron of such dimen
sions so liable to suffer from oxidisation as thin 
plates with so large a surface of exposure. 

S. There is again another advantage pos
sessed by the Warren girders, viz.: that if 
they are required to be erected in countries 

The inference drawn by Mr. Clark in the 
paragraph No.5, of" misapprehension" on 
my part, at once falls to the ground, resting 
as it does on a "simple consideration" which 
I have shown to be fallacious, and inconsistent 
with sound engineering practice. Mr. Clark 
again alludes, in the after-part of his Report, 
~o:e i~, detail .to ~y supposed ,. misapprehen-

SIOns, and It WIll be more convenient to 
reply to him there. 

In paragraphs 6, 7, 8, and 9, Mr. Clark 
admits all the advantages in Warren's girders 
of 150 feet span that I contend for, but con
?emns them .if ab?ve that size, although there 
IS as yet no smgle mstance of any bridge above 
150 feet span having been built, excepting 
that of the Newark Dyke, which was one of 
the first erected, and to which I shall allude, ill 
answer to Paragraph No. 10. 

It is curious in reading these paragraphs 
!o observe how the patentee warms to his sub
Ject. He not only finds the Warren oirders 
superior to others up to 150 feet sp~n by 
r~~on of their less weight aUlI greater dura
blhty, "but also for tile facility with which 
"they can be put togeth~r without tools in 
"countries where shilled labour is- unatt~in
" able:" and Mr. BruneI, in his Report, (Para- . 
graph 40,) applies the same terms of commen- ' 
dation to tbe girders for spans of 200 feet. 
although, he says, "it is not so well fitted fo; 
" spans exceeding 200 feet, as the parts become 
" too large." 
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where skilled labour is unattainable, the 
facility with which they may be put together 
without tools is someti mes of great ad vim
tage, and on these gl'Ounds I have frequently 
recommended their adoption, and some vel'y 
fine bridges have been most successfully com
pleted. 

9. The bridge at the" Kremlin," [Crum
lin] where the spans are 150 leet, which, under 
the superintendence of Mr. Charles Wild, was 
designed and. erected by Mr. T. W. Kennard, 
is certainly the finest example of this descrip
tion of girder that can be re ferred to. 

10. I must, however, in candour confess that 
the advantages I have enumerated are pecu
liar to girders of moderate span. Not only 
when the span is large, as at the Victoria 
Bridge, does the practical difficulty if uniting 
such long and pondero"s columns and chains 
present serious difficulties, and the amount of 
superabundant material, which then becomes 
requisite for ensuring lateral st,-ength in such 
a jointed system, gives to the plain [tubular] 
girder adnpted by Mr. Stephenson an im
portant adva;ntage, whilst the requisite 
strength if the sides in a tubular girder of 
such dimensions no longer renders necessary 
any waste of materials. Another important 
advantage in the use of plain sides (especially 
on so long a viaduct, and where the girders 
are all above the platform) arises from their 
security in the case of a train running off the 
line; a contingency which has already more 
than once occurred on such bridges without 
detriment, whereas a structure such as that 
proposed must infallibly be destroyed by such 
an accident. 
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Mr. Clark, (paragraph 9,) in llis admiration 
of Warren girders, g?es out of his way to make 
a statement respecting the Crumlin viaduct 
entirely without founuation. 1\11'. 'Wild's formul~ 
for calc\ll~ting the strains on the parts of the 
'Varren girders of the Crurulin viaduct was 
a~opted, and the .calculations were checked by 
him. But certalllly the design for the bridge 
was not made under his superinteudence, nor, 
to the best of my belief, has he ever been on 
the ground before or since the work was 
commenced. Mr. 'Vild's scienlific acquire
ments and experience in buildin'" with cast and 
wrought iron are too well kn;wn to make it 
necessary for me to do more than allude to 
them. Mr. Wild is part owner of the patent 
for the Warren girder, and for his suggestions 
as to many of the details of the work, I freely 
acknowledge my obligations to him. But for 
the design of the bridge, and the adoption of 
the Warren girder, I as Engineer am alone 
responsible. 

Mr. Clark, in paragraph No. 10, recovering 
from his admiration as a patentpe of the 
'Varren girder, and disclaillling all superiority 
for them beyond 150 feet spans, gives pre
ference to the tubular construction for the 
reasons adduced in the sentence opposite, which 
I have had printed in Italics. 

Now compare this sentence with the follow
ing, paragraph, 13, below:-

" No other girders of the same depth, 
"strength, and rigidity, can be substitutpd with 
"any important saving in weight, while boiler 
"plate work is invariably less costly than the 
"forged work requisite for other forms of 
" girder., and although by placing the Warren 
" girder beneath the roadway, I have no doubt 
"an efficient Warren girder bridge might be 
"constructed for the spans of 250 feet; ~'et it 

"would be neither economical nor practical to apply that principle of construction to 
" the large span of 330 feet wit/lOut entirely modifying the details of const1'uction at present 
"in usea" 

From this it appears that Mr. Clark has a suspicion that, by a modification of details, 
even a 330 feet span may be constructed both "practically and economically." It is true 
that he mixes up the question with that of danger from a roadway laid between Warren's 
girders-with which. the qnestion of cost and \veight has nothing whatever to do-~and so 
shirks the difficulty which is evidently disturbing his mind. Rut I ~v!1l take him on his 
own ground at present, leaving the question of the danger from the po~~tlOn of t~e ro~dway 
to the sequel. Mr. Clark justly 8ays that the large span would reqmre a modificatIOn of 
details. Why Mr. Clark knows (who so well as he, the part owner. of the patent?) that 
the details of construction of nearly every difl'erellt span of Warr~n gHders yet put ~p have 
been different; and if he can admit that an efficient Warren bridge of 25U feet mIght be 
constructed with some" saving ofu-eight," howev~r" unimportant," it seems strange that 
he should be at a loss to design one of' 3aO feet. . 

It is almost evident indeed from this sentence that except for the dIfficulty of the road-
" , , . d b I way at the bottom, Mr. Clark concedes the superiority of Warren s gil' ers ~v~· tu u ar 
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girders of 250 feet span, even in spite of the "ponderous column.s and chains, ?~d""le 
" superabundant material which then," according to Mr. Clark, •• becomes requu!te for 
" ensltrinq lateral strenqth in such a jointed system." 

Now w'hat are the fac'ts of the case respecting these" ponderous columns and chains," 
and the bugbear of " danger ?" 

For "\Varren girders of spans of - - - - - - - . - - 242 feet, 330 feet, 
the heaviest length of the compression flange between the pomts 

of support would weigh about 2t tons. 4! tons. 
Ditto ditto tension bars (single piece) - 1" 1" 
The heaviest struts, about 1" 2" 

" ties " 18 cwt. 35 cwt. 
and in the whole girtler, of which I have had designs made, as in all other girders of a 
similar kind, the forged work required is not 2 per cent. of the whole. The bars are all 
of a much thicker, and cheaper, and stronger form of iron than the plate required for a 
tubular bridge, anti the "superabundant" material required to "ensure lateral strength" 
is not only not more in proportion to the whole weight than in smaller girders, but the 
proportion actually dilllinishes as the si::e of the girders increases. 

As regards danger in pa.osing between girders of Warren's or any other kind of 
diagonal bracinO', I need hardly, I think, say one word. It is unquestionably a thing so 
ea..y to be provided against that the merest tyro should be ashamed to make the objection. 
There are many bowstring bridges erected in this co'untry in which the road passes 
between the girders, and a notable example of the adoption of this system is the large 
bridge now being put up by Mr. BruneI at Plymouth; and why such objection should be 
taken in the case of the Victoria Bridge, and not in the case of bridges in England, is a 
curious question. But as I have before said, perfect protection can be given withont 
difficulty, perfect protection should be given, and perfect protection was provided for in the 
design made for my first Report to you. 

Mr. Clark claims perfect security to the tubular girders in the case of trains running off, 
and this I do not dispute; but his conclusion of " infallible destruction" to a Warren girder 
by a train running off the line, is, to say the l~ast of it, a vague assertion, supported 
neither by evidence nor argument, or rather it is not true, as anyone who has formed a ' 
correct conception of the principle of Warren's girder will inform him. 

But if it be said that the danger from a train running off the line, to a Warren girder 
bridge, and a bowstring girder bridge, is different in degree, I reply that I never put 
forward a Warren girder as the one thing essential. On the contrary, if you will refur to 
my Report, you will see that I state "that from the experience obtained, in the 
"erection of the Crumlin viaduct, I am able to speak precisely as to the cost at which 
" 'Warren girders can be erected, and satisfied as I am of their being good and substantial, 
" I have no hesitation in recommending them, though there are other forms of trussed girders 
" that are equally good in all respects." 

If a Warren girder cannot be shown to be easily protected, then adopt the bowstring. I 
do, however, say that-what~ver be the form-whether as regards weight or economy, for 
the .same str~ng~h, trussed gIrders are to be preferred to tubular bridges; that tubes are 
deCld~dly obJectl?nable for the further reason, that they form dark and noisy tunnels, shutting 
out lIght and aIr and prospect, for no reason that I can find. On this last-mentioned 
scor~ plain gir?ers are equally objectio~able, fo~ to protect them from snow they would 
reqUIre a covel'lng, and so far become nOIsy and disagreeable tunnels like the tubes' but I 
cannot subscribe to the assertion of Mr. Stephenson, ~Ir. Clark, and ]\fr. BruneI that this 
top, required to protect the roadway, converts a pail' of plain girders into the s~me thing 
as a tubular girder. 

MR. CLARK'S REPORT. 

11. Without being aware of the data on 
which the table given by Mr. Liddell is com
puted, we have practiCal evidence of the re
lative weights of plain and Warren girder., in 

In support of his opinion Mr. Clark adduces 
what he calls" practical evidence of the relative 
:: weigh~ or plai~ ( tubular)and Warren girders in 

two eXlstmg budges of somewhat similar span." 
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two existing bridges of somewhat similar ~pan 
to that ofthcse tubes, viz., the tubular bridge 
crected by Mr. Stephenson over the River 
Aire, span 225 feet, total weight, including 
roadway and bearings for a single line, 235 
tons; and secondly, the Warren girder at 
the Newark Dyke, designed by Mr. Charles 
Wild, span 240 feet, total weight for single 
line 292 tons, including bearings; while the 
spans for the Victoria Bridge are 242 feet, 
aud total weight of single line including 
bearings, 275 tons. 

Let us examine what Mr. Clark calis 
" practical evidence." 

In these bridges the clear width 
Of Newark Dyke is 
Of the Aire is -

The depth of Newark Dyke is 

" " Aire " 

13 feet 

11 " 

16 feet 
20 ft. 9 in. 

The span of Newark Dyke is 240 ft. 6 in. 
" Aire " 225 " 

The Newark Dyke Bridge was the first Warren girder of great span ever erected. 
The wor~ing drawings were made by Mr. Wild. All the parts subject exclusively to 
compressIOn were formed of cast iron, ,. not only on account of its power of ultimate 
"resistance being greater than that of wrought iron, but also on account of its cheap
"ness, and the facility with which it can be cast into the best shapes for resistin"" 
"compression." Since the erection of this bridge, however, the arrangement of the par~ 
of tbe Warren girders has been so altered that wrought iron is advantageously substituted 
for cast iron throughout; i. e. in the forms now adopted the full value of wrought iron to 
resist compression is obtained, without any increase of cost and with cOlisiderable diminu
tion of weight, while the facilities of erection are greater than when cast iron is used. 
We are indebted for this modification to Mr. T. ·W. Kennard. 

In the Newark Dyke Bridge the material used is 
J n the girders cast iron 
Ditto bar iron 
In the platform, chiefly cast iron 

TODS. Cwt. 
138 5 
106 5 
50 0 

294 10 
I n the Aire Bridge the whole of the girders is of boiler-plate and angle iron - 235 tons. 

The Aire Bridge was built originally only 11 ft. 10 in. wide at the bottom, and 9 ft. 3 in. 
at the top, and was afterwards widened by 21 inches at top, making it 11 feet clear inside. 
In order to make it equal in width to that of the Newark Dyke Bridge we must add about 
20 tons to the weight of it, making 255 tons. Then, if we allow an increased weight of 
the top and bottom flanges in the inverse ratio of the depths of the girders, viz. as 
20 ft. 9 in. to 16 feet, and deduct the difference due to the diminished depth of the side, 
we obtain a further weight, making the whole 261 tons. This again has to be increased 
for the difference of spans, in the ratio of the squares of 225 to 240; i. e. the total 

. weight of the tube for the Aire Bridge reduced to the same depth and span as the 
Newark Dyke Bridge would be about 287 tons in the former, against 294 tons in the 
latter; and in the Newark Dyke Bridge is included a platform of 50 tons weight, which is 
about double the weight necessary; so that the true comparison shows that the weights of 
the two bridges are nearly equal for equal spans. 

So far Mr. Clark's comparison will stand as " practical evidence" of two bridges, one 
" tubular, the othHr of Warren girders of equal spans, being of equal weight. But there is 

another point to be considered, and a very important element it is, in making any such 
comparisons, viz.-'What is the relative strength of the two bridges? 

With equal loads (the usual test loads for such ?ridges) the strain. from compression 0!l 
the Aire Bridge is upwards of 4 tons per square Inch, on a.form of )fon on 'Y}nch t.here IS 
little experience of what it will bear without buckling: but the actual crushmg weIght of 
the best form of tubular bridges was fixed, from the last experiments on the mo~el made 
fop Mr. Stephenson in reference to the Britannia Bridge, at 14'8 tons per square Inch, and 
takin"" that figure, although it is far above the strain at which buckling is stated to have 
com~enced (see Mr. Clark's book p. 180), and is deduced from an experiment which 
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Mr. E. Hodgkinson rtjected because he "conceived that there must be some error in it" 
(see Report of Royal Commission on Iron Structures, p. 159), the factor of safety for the 
bridge, in reference to the top, is still only 3t. . . 

In the bottom the strain is about 7 tons per square lIIch, and takmg the figure fixed 
from the same experiment for the greatest power to resist tension at 1S'6, although it is 
also in excess of the poin( at which failure is stated to have commenced, the factor of 
safety is only 2!. 

Now, in the Newark Dyke Bridge I find, from a paper written by Mr. Charles Wild, 
that the factor of safety is in reality about 9 for compression, and at least 5 for tension, 
i. e. the quantity of material in the IIpper beam is 21 times that of the Aire Bridge, to 
give the same strength, and in the lower beam nearly twice. So that the Newark Dyke 
Bridge is nearly twice as strong as the Aire Bridge. But let us look at this result in 
reference to the Victoria Bridge. 

The bridge over the Newark dyke being, as I have said, the first of any considerable 
span erected, is of a complicated and of expensive construction, considering the material 
used. Yet," including staging f01' fixing and putting together, and expense of testing," 
the cost per ton was under £20, whereas that of the Victoria Bridge is estimated at £56 ; 
and further, the total cost of this bridge, nearly double t he strength of the Victoria Bridge, 
was only £5501. lOs. for a single line, whereas an equal span of the Victoria Bridge is 
estimated at £15,400. So that the true deduction from the" practical evidence" adduced 
by Mr. Clark is, that a tubular bridge is more than five times the COST of Warrm's 
girder for equal spans of equal strength. 

MR. CLARK'S REPORT. 

12. Mr. Liddell makes a distinction between The statement in Paragraph 12 is the 
the weight of plain girders and tubes, which natural consequence of the double fallacy in
no doubt arises from a misapprehension volved in Mr. Clark's fundamental principle of 
hereafter explained. A tube is nothing but determining the proportions of beams, and is of 
two plain girders placed side by side, which course uutrue. 
though it increases their lateral strength, I have already shown, by such proof as 
cannot in any way increase their weight; ordinary language will admit of, that the 
and the tube at the Aire Bridge during the strength of the top flange depends essentially on 
process of widening that bridge after its the disposition of the iron in it; and the sub
completion by order of the Board of Trade, ject is further elucidated in reference to Par
did in fact exist for a time, as regards the agraphs '27 to 60 of' Mr. Stephenson's Report. 
top, as two independent girders, which were But Mr. Clark, in making his calculution, not 
subsequently united. There is moreover this only omits the element of strength in the sides, 
ad,-antage in a tube, where the span ,,;ar- which in some measure justifies, by a TOugh 
rants such a construction, that it not only compensation, the high value at which he 
forms, but shelters its own roadway, which, estimates the resistance to compression and 
with independent girders, would cause a tension, but he ignores the principle on which 
great addition to the weight of the hridge the strength of the sides m~?' ?e m~d~ to add to 
without any inc.-ease of strength. ~he strength of be:,-ms: Ihls prmclple comes 

. . mto play when plam girders are used, having a 
stren~th of middle. web proportIOned to its work, and when the top and boltom flanges are 
so adJ~sted as to give the be~t result from the materials employed. I employ the well
est.abhsh«;d formulas of ~apler, Moseley and other writers on the subject of the strength 
of materl~ls for calculahng the proportions of snch beams, with constants derived from 
the expenence of the French En!?ineers, who have adopted this form of girders, to the 
extent of 5000 to~s, on ~he Chemm de Fer du Midi and the Chemin de Fer de l' Ouest, 
and others, for bndges With spans from 100 to 264 feet. 
" ,!,he" t?bular gir?er, .instead of being "nothing but two plain girders placed side by 

Sl?~, IS two plam .glrders, with all their elements of strength so deteriorated by bad dis
pos.ltwn 0/ th~ ma,te1'lal, that for the same e.fficimcy the1j must be little sllOrt of double the 
welght 0/ pla~n glrders fo; spans of 240 feet. 

The experience on which the construction of plain girders depeuds is very sound and 
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extensive. that upon which such thin-topped tubes are constructed is very circumscribed 
-there is but one example extant,-and to my mind it is unsatisfactory. ' 

To cover, in a perfectly efficient manner, a pair of'Warren girders or a pair of plain 
girders, would, including the top cross bracing, require only It cwt. of iron per foot rUIl • 

• 
MR. CLARK'S REPORT. 

13. I am confident therefore, that no other 
girders of the same depth, strength, and 
rigidity can be substituted with any im
portant saving of weight, while boiler-plate 
work is invariably less costly than the forged 
work requisite for other forms of girders, 
and although by placing the Warren girder 
beneath the roadway, which would be here 
very objectionable, on account of the de
creased headway, I have no doubt an effi
cient Warren bridge might be constructed for 
the span of 250 feet, yet it would neither be 
economical nor practical to apply that prin
ciple of construction to the large span of' 
330 feet, without entirely modifying the 
details of construction at present in use. 

14. Taking however Mr. Liddell's figures, 
no advantage, as regards cost, is shown by that 
gentleman, if we correct an oversight that he' 
has evidently fallen into in his tabular state
ment of comparative weights, where he has 
taken two tubes as requisite fur a single 
line, and consequently estimated the tube as 
double its actual weight. 

15. That gentleman estimates the weight 
of two plain girders for a span of 220 feet to 
be about 150 tons, this, I believe, to be under 
the requisite weight, but it is evident that if 
these two plain gil'ders are simply placed 
side by side, they then form the tube, while 
Mr. Liddell estimates the weight of the tube 
at 254 tons. This is evidently a serious 
mistake, and doubtless arises as follows. 

16. In the remarks preceding his table, 
that gentleman states, that in practice it is 
found necessary to make tubular girders even 
70 per cent. heavier than his estimated weight. 
Now the only existing independent tube of 
this span is the Aire Bridge, which must 
therefore be the girder he is referring to in 
this remark; while this is also evident from 
the fact that 250 tons, the 70 per cent. which 
he states is added in practice gives 431 tons, 
which is the weight estimated by Mr. Liddell, 
but is in reality twice the weight of that 
structure reduced to a span of 220 feet. The 
error has doubtless, therefore, inadvertently 
arisen from taking two tubes for comparison 
with two girders, whereas a single tube forms 
the complete line. 

M v observations 011 Paragraph 13 are put 
with -those to No. 10. 

When Mr. Clark undertakes to correct, what 
he is pleased to term" an oversight," it would 
become him to be careful in his assumptions 
and arguments. 

In comparing, as I have donE', for a single 
way of 220 feet span, plain g-irders of 150 tons 
with a tube of 254 tOllS, I have allowed for the 
tube rather greater weight, in proportion to 
the span, than that stated to be the weight of 
a tube of the Victoria Bridge of 242 feet span. 
The weight of a single tube of the Victoria 
Bridge reduced for a 220 feet span, would be 
22!:! tons supposing the depths to be the same. 
Now, on Mr. Clark's hypothesis of an "over
"sight," and in order to" correct" the error, the 
weight of the plain girders must be doubled 
[making 300 tons to compare with 228]; i. e. 
the two plain girders would be heavier than the 
tube by one-third of its weight, a conclusion 
which is evidently absnrd. 

In Paragraph 16, Mr. Clark is pleased, 
moreover, to put forward all ingenious calcula
tion to account for my "oversight," which is as 
devoid of foundation as the assertion of the 
oversight it..elf. He says that I estimate a 
single span of the Aire Bridge at 431 tons 
wei~ht, "which is in reality twice tlte weight 
"of that structure reduced to a span 01220 feet." 
i. e. that the single way of the Aire bridge 
reduced to a span of 220 feet is only 215t tons. 
But Mr. Clark states the weight of the Aire 
Bridge to b" 235 tons for a span of 225 feet, 
(see Paragraph 11) and this reduced to a span 
of 220 feet would give 224t tons [instead of 
215t] for a single line, or 449 tons for a double 
line, and it requires an addition of' 77 per cent. 
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to my figures (254 tons) to make 449; so that the array of ~gures, by whicl~ the 70 per 
cent. is made to fit for the purpose of bearing out the assertI~n. of an ()versl&"ht on my 
part, is a mere juggle. But giving him the benefit of the supposItIOn that the weIght stated 
(431 tOilS) is "twice the weight of the Aire Bridge reduced t? a sp~n of 220 ~eet," how 
does it really affect the case? why, only so, that tlLe comparison will be of 1 aO to~s of 
plain girders against 215t of a tube instead of 254. In fact, however, t~e actual weIght 
of sino-Ie way of the Aire Bridge, reduced to a span of 220 feet and Increased to the 
width "'of. 16 feet, which are the dimensions on which t.Dy table is based, i~ 257 tons, 
almost exactly the weight stated in the table and arrived at by totally mdependent 
calculation. 

1\1r. Clark certainly does say that" he believes 150 tons to be under the requisite 
" weight for plain girders," but he nowhere ventures to state what his estimate for them 
would be, and I think it hardly possible that anyone reading this cautiously-expressed sen
tence would imagine that he meant by these words to express so wide a margin as lies 
bet wee!} even 150 and 215t, much less that between 150 and 254, or rather 257. 

It is not, however, a difference of calculation of weights, to the amount of 10 or 20 or 
even 40 tons in a span, that affects the question now before us, but one of far greater im
portance-the difference betu'een bridges calculated to cost a million and a half, and half 
a millipn respectively. And surely it is only diverting attention from this main point, to 
embarrass the subject with the examination of unimportant discrepancies, where absolute 
accuracy of comparison was not only not pretended to, but from want of exact informa
tion was impossible. 

Although the tubes I have calculated are so nearly the same weight as that of the 
Aire Bridge which I have shown (Paragraph 12) to be of dimensions giving a very low 
factor of safety; yet, by a disposition of' the iron to obtain the greatest strength, I have 
designed a tube of only 254 tons for comparison, on equal terms as regard" the factor of 
safety, with plain girders of 150 tons and Warren girders of 142 tons. 

But, as I stated in my first Report, "such tubes cannot be recommended in practice." 
Five thousand pounds are said to have been expended on experiments to ascertain the best 
form of tubes for the Britallnia and Conway Bridges; and what I have called the 
" Britannia type" was ad"pted by Mr. Stephenson in preference to that used in the Aire 
Bridge. And imagining that so monumental a structure as the Victoria Bridge,-a struc
ture which was to cost so vast a sum of money, would he in the strongest possible form; 
relying also upon Mr. Stephenson's Report" To the Directors of the Grand Trunk Rail
"way of Canada" of l\'Iay 2nd, 1854, in which he "unhesitatingly recommended the adop
" tion of a tubular bridge similar in all essential pal ticulal's to that of the Britannia over 
"the l\Ienai Straits," I made the calculation of what additional weight was required to 
carry out the principle of the tubes of that bridge and the Conway Bridge, and ascertained 
it to be 70 per cent. more than I had estimated from my desig-n for a 220 feet span. 

I have again examined my calculations, based on the formulm and data in pages193-
748, 761, also page, 585, 586 of Mr. Clark's book, and adopting the principle laid down 
III page 573, where it is stated that in the Britannia small tubes no plates were less than 
half an inch thick, "for it was not considered prudent to expose a thinner plQte to the action 
~' of time ~nd weather," I find that these calculations are correct. Indeed, my statement of' 
I ~s appearlllg necessary to. add 70 per cent. to the weights in the table is merely an affirma
hon of what I had ascertallled to have been carried out in practice in the bridges referred 
to by Mr.:_ Stephenson? the details of constrllctiOIJ of which are very fully reported hy Mr. 
Clark. ~\O other engllleer has erected a tube, and these are the only examples of that kind 
of tube. 

MR. CLARK'S REPORT. 

Ii. It will moreover be seen that the total 
length gi ven by Mr. Liddell is considerably 
understated, the actual length of the bridge 
being 6576 fcet, instead of 6042 feet as takcn 
in estimate. 

I have not given in my Report, or taken 
in my Estimate, a length of 6042 fept. I 
took the measurement of the bridge from a 
published drawing, in which it is stated that 
"the total length of tube" is "6138 feet;" 
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and finding this length to agree npal"ly with the length produced by multiplying the 
number of spans to which the bridge has been reduced, (as I had been informed) by the 
dim~nsions of the spans and piers given in the specification, I concluded that I ,~as right. 
It is not wonderfnl, where the dimensions are varied to the extent they have been since 
the contract was let. that I should not be absolutely corr,·ct. 

In the contract the specification is for 32 spans of 2:20 feet, 1 span of 330 feet, and 32 
piers, being a total length between the abutments of 7978 feet, which is now rednced to 
6576, a reduction of 1402 feet in length, or more than one-sixth of the whole without any 
reduction of the estimate. ' 

If the flifference in length is corrected, however, it will add about £11,000 to my 
estimate of the superstructure, making the total amount £134,000 instead of £123,000. 

MR. CLARK'S REI'OHT. 

18. But a much more inexplicable error 
occurs in that gentleman's estimate of the 
weight of the tube for the span of 330 feet, 
for, even assuming his erroneous estimate 
for a tube of 220 feet span to .be correct, 
the weight of the 330 feet span derived from 
these figures would only be 5iO tons, whereas 
Mr. Liddell has taken it at 923 tons, to which 
he states iO per cent. is to be added, making 
1569 tons! or nearly four times the weight 
actually necessary. 

I nowhere state that 70 per cent. is to be 
added to the weight of a tube of 330 feet 
"pan,-the width of the middle opening of the 
Victoria B~idge. The whole course of my 
argument is connter to such a statement. I 
neither made it nor is it to be inferred from 
my Report that I intended it. In fact, I 
distinct ly limited my statement to tubes of 
220 feet spau. In tubes of spans of 330 feet, 
the distribution of the iron is such that the 
quantity of ineffective iron in the sides is not 
great compared to the quantity ineffective in 
smaller tubes, and the distribution of the iron 

in the top and bottcm flanges has the same relative ad vantages. 
As regards 1\:[r. Clark's calculation, that the weight of the tube of 254 tons would be in

creased only to 570 tons by an increase of span to 330 feet, it would be correct if the 
depth of the girder were kept in the same proportion to the span in both; but it appears 
from the specification that the depth of the small-span girders is 20 feet, and of the centre
span 25 feet. 

Now the proportional weights of two girders of 220 and 330 feet span and 20 and 25 
feet depth respectively, the former being 254 tons, would be 

220 feet span 254 tons; 
330 "" = 684 " ;-

If lIr. Clark's statement was correct, the depth of the cl'ntre span would he 30 feet. 
On the principle here adopted, i.e. of constant ratios of depths to spans, the weight of 

a span of 330 feet, as compared with the small spans of the Victoria Bridge (242 feet 
weighing 275 tons) would be 539 tons, without any extra allowance for the necessary 
larger bearing on the piers and the cast-iron bed plates, &c., necessary for the supports. 

As compared with the Aire Bridge reduced to corresponding dimensions with the 
tube of 254 tons (as 8hown in an~wer to Parao-raph 16) the weight would be 578 tons, so 
that in no example adrluced by 1\:[r. Clark can'" he make the weight, on his own principle 
of calculation, so little as one-third of 1569 tons instead of "nearly one-fourth" as he 
states. 

For my table of comparisons, however, I took the girders as the same depth through
out. For the purpose of comparison it is quite immaterial wh~th~r they are take~ so or 
on varied proportions if all are treated alike, and on this prlllCl~le of calculatlOn the 
weight of a tube for a span of 330 feet would be 895 tons. The dlffer~nce be~wee~ 895 
tons and 923 is for the quantity of iron in bed plates, &c., beyond what IS reqUlred 1Il the 

. smaller spans. 

MR. CLARK'S REPORT. 

19. I am therefore confidently of opinion 
that as regards cfficieney, or cost, and inde-

As reo-ards "efficiency," there has been no 
question"raised. As regards" cost" Mr. Clark 
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pendent of the other weighty considerations I 
have mentioned, no advantage of any import
ance can be obtained by any change in the form 
of girder adopted by Mr. Robert Stephenson. 

20. I bave arrived at these conclusions, 
apart entirely from the consideration that con
tracts, involving great loss if they are broken 
through, have been already entered into for 
these girders, and some progress made in 
their construction. 

I remain, 

Gentlemen, 

Your obedient Servant, 

(Signed) 

Dec. 12th, 1855. 

EDWIN CLARK. 
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has evaded the question. As regards "other 
"weighty considerations," the only tangible 
objections to be found throughout Mr. Clark'~ 
Report are-the alleged difficulty of guarding 
against danger to a Warren girder by a traill 
running off the line, and the want of shelter to 
the roadway. If these are" weighty cOllsider
"ations" in such a case, I know not what con
~ideration ought to be called puerile. Answers 
have been given to these objections opposite 
Paragraphs 10 and 12. 

I will add nothing further to what is already 
tedious. 

I am, Sir, &c. &c. 

CHARLES LIDDELL. 

March 1856. 
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GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA 

VICTORIA BRIDGE, MONTREAL. 

MR. ROSS'S REPORT 

AND lVIR. LIDDELL'S REPLY. 

To R. Stephenson, Esq., M.P., ~c. ~c. ~c. To R. McCalmont, Esq., one of tIle Directors 
of the Grand Trunk Railway if Canada. 

VICTORIA BRIDGE. 

Montreal, 
30th Nov., 1855. 

My DEAR SIB, 
1. Your favour of 2nd in,t. 

in reference to the Victoria Bridge I have 
received, and in reply, I have to observe 
that the question of economy in the ma
sonry is one which in every point of view 
had received from me the most mature con
sideration that my acquaintance with the 
subject and the peculiarities incident to this 
locality pointed out as necessary, and I 
shall endeavour to make clear to you, as 
shortly as I can, how far my opinions upon 
this subject are verified by the ex perience 
we ha ve already had, both as regards the 
form and character of the design for effi
ciently answering its purposes, as well a8 
the disposition of its leading features (stone 
and iron) with the view to the utmost 
practicable economy. 

2. The various points referred to in your 
letter I shall take up in the order in which 
they occur. 

. 3. First,-The abutments. These it ap
pears are considered unnecessarily large, 
and more costly than the tubes, and it is 
suggested that they may be reduced by 
making openings in, or by shortening them. 
These abutments" are not in reality what 
upon vapcr they appoar to be-a solid mass 

VICTORIA BRIDGE. 

SIR, 
Having already entered very 

fully iuto almost every point of the objectiuns 
made to my suggestions, respecting the con
struction of this work, in my replies to the 
Reports of Mr. Stephenson, Mr. BruneI, and 
Mr. Clark, and fiuding that Mr. Ross's letter 
appears to be a reply to the savings slli!gested 
by Mr. BruneI, rather than to anything put 
forward by me, I shall be able to confine my 
remarks 011 it to very narrow limits; and I 
must refer YOIl to the replies mentioned for any 
point of detail on which explanation may seem 
wanting. 

Mr. Ross's Report has been of lI~e to me, by 
giving me a clue to the prices and quantities I 
have lISed in my examination of the estimated 
cost of masonry and under-water work, in my 
replies to Mr. Stephenson's and Mr. BruneI's 
views on this most important point. The 
prices and quantities derived from Mr. Ross's 
statements I do not pretend to put forward as 
quite correct, but they are sufficiently accurate 
for the uses I have made of them. 

The dimensions here given are not vf'ry 
exactly defined, but sufficiently so to gi ve an 
approximation to the quantity of masonry 
proposed to be put in the abutments. I reckon 
the whole amount to be about 450,000 cubic 
feet, and have taken it at this in calculations 
made elsewhere in my replies. 

II 
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MR. ROSS'S REPORT. 

of masonry. They are hollow, ea~h having 
eight openings or cells 48 feet m length 
and 24 feet in width, separated by cross 
walls 5 feet in thickness. The flank wall 
on the down-stream side rising nearly per
pendicular is 7 feet in thickne~s, a?d t~at 
on the up-stream side is slopmg tro~ ~ts 
foundation upwards to an angle of 45 ; Its 
thickness is 12 feet, and presents a smooth 
surface to facilitate the operations of the 
ice on which account its form had thus 
be~n determined; and to insure greater 
resistance to the pressure of the ice the 
cells are filled up with earth, stone, and, 
gravel so that one solid mass is thus ob
tained' at a moderate cost. The subjoined 
plan and section of this ~ork will better 
explain its form and proportIOns. 

This mass of masonry do('~, ho."'ever, appp~r 
to me to be excessive in quantity; and If It 
be intended to make it ashlar throug~\Out,. at 
28.6d. per cube foot, very extravagant In POlDt 

of expense. 

4. The idea of introducing any other 
descri ption into the abutments than those 
described is altogether inadmissible i pas
sages through it, where icc could accumu
late would ensure its inevitable destruction 
upo~ the first hydraulic pressure it had to 
encounter. 

5. I have observed in this immediate 
neighbourhood the effects of swift currents 
created by obstructions in the river on a 
recentlv-formed causeway r constnlCted of 
timber; connecting a small island below the 
bridge with the shore, having openings 
about 12 feet in width at intervals of about 
30 feet. 

6. In the autumn of last year these 
openings were partly covered by heavy tim· 
ber and planking, strongly secured hy iron 
work, and the consequence has been that 
during last winter, the first crush of the 
icc in forcing its passage through destroyed 
every timber, plank, and bolt that opposed 
it i having got under, it was immediately 
blocked up, and the pressure of water still 
forcing its way, the jam became at length 
so tight that it burst with an explosion. 

7. It is stated that the length of the abut
ments is unnecessary and greatly in excess; 
upon paper this may seem so, and a recol
lection of the idea conveyed to my own 
mind subsequent to the earlier considera
tions of this subject which led me to the 
conclusion of adopting their dimensions, 
prevents my attaching so much importance 

I have no idea what prop08al this refers .to. 
It does not appear to bear upon any snggestlon 
advanc('d in my Report. It ~eems to me to 
prove that though the superstructure of t~e 
intervals in the causeway were burst up by their 
own flotation and that of the ice jammed under 
them as might have been expected, yet the 
lengths of causeway were in no way ~ffected ~y 
the crush of the ice; thus presentlllg a~ 10-

stance in which a timber causeway reSIsted 
heavy ice in " swift currents." And it certainly 
does not" prove" anything as to a~y other 
description of work; it can prove nothlDg more 
than that" heavy timber. pl~nking" ove~ the 
openings in a causeway IS ' alt"gether mad
" missible" for the abutments. 

As the embankments in question are only in 
from 1 to 3t feet water during summer, ami the 
rising of the waters is caused by its being 
dammed back by the formation of an ice barrier 
below; and as the ice is said to "ground" over 
all this expanse of shoal, I cannot understand 
how" the current over-charged with ice, sweep
"ing its way along the front of the embank-
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to such a view as I otherwir.e might do. 
You ,,·ill recollect that the bridge is ap
proached from the north shore by an em
bankment 1200 feet, and from the south 
shore SOO feet in length, the river being 
thereby narrowed to this extent j the waters 
thus lar embayed, have now to find their way 
through the bridge, and the current over
cbarged with ice sweeping its way along the 
Iront of the embankment into the nearest 
passage, attains ere reaching it a velocity 
which nothing but the most substantial 
masonrv could resist. 

S. This, it will be seen bears on the 
question of the length to which such 
masonry should extend, and I am more than 
ever convinced that I have not exceeded the 
limits which prudence dictates, thus con
firming my original view in reference to 
this particular and very impol"tant point. 
I think you will readily admit that I have 
givcn ample reasons in justification of' the 
extent of the abutments, bearing in mind 
that the form of construction contributes 
more to their apparent magnitude than a 
cursory glance at their appearance upon 
paper would justify one in supposing j and 
as to their cost, it is not to be supposed 
tbat the large and costly preparations made 
in machinery and other appliances for car
rying on these works, could in fairness be 
allowed to remain altogether unaccounted 
lor until redeemed by the slow progress of' 
each succeeding pier. You will remember 
the consideration gi ven to this subject at 
the time the contract details were under 
discussion, and I believe the most equitable 
adjustment was then arrived at for the 
mutual protection of both parties to the 
contract.. 

9. The two abutments have been pro
ceeded with, and both have bad their founda
tions (the most expensive parts) completed. 
The northern abutment commenced last year 
is finished to the level of S feet above summer
water level, and its extreme end for about 
60 feet in length is raised to the height of 
20 feet above that level, forming a slope to 
tbe embankl'd approach, which is (through 
its extreme length of 1200 fect) brought up 
to nearly the same level, and secured, I 
hope, lor all time. 

10. The south abutment is also finished 
to the height of 3 fcet above summer· water 
level, and securcd fOl' thc wintcr. THs I 
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" ment," can attain" a velocity which nothing 
"uut the most substantial masonry could 
" resist." 

Upon this suhject, Mr. Keefer says, p. 37 
of his Report,-" The real difficulty with the 
"St. Lawrence, opposite Point St. Charles 
" [the site of the bridgeJ-the point where a 
" jam is most feared-seems to be a superabun
., dance of room. The great breadth of the 
" river, and the diminished current, when the 
" water is high, permit the ice to ground on 
" these shoals; whereas, if the channel were 
" confined somewhat as it is in summer, the 
" water would maintain its passage, as it" does 
" at the head of every rapid in the St. Lawrence 
" and Ottowa." 

The substantial masonry, it would then 
appear, might be confined to the face of the 
abutment and to a short wing wall; and thus 
the process by which Mr. Ross confirms" his 
" original view in reference to this particular 
"and very important point," is, to my mind, 
anything but an "ample reason in justification 
" of the extent of abutments." 

Moreover, as the embankment and abut
ments are at right angles to the stream, and 
formed so as to allow the ice to slide up them, 
it is quite evident that it is only where the ice 
gets into the current passing through the 
bridge, that it can have had any such action as 
Mr. Ross speculates upon, and so it appears 
to me that an exaggerated notion of probable 
effects has led to great extravagance in works 
to provide against them. 

But then" as to their cost." Mr. Ross seems 
conscious that the estimated sum of £200,000 
for the work of stich dimensions, even executed 
in the most costly way, is startling. He there
fore debits the piers with part of it, 011 account 
" of the large and costly preparations made in 
,. machinery, and ot.her appliances for carrying 
., on these works." It wiil, however, presently 
be shown, tbat the piers have enough to answer 
for without this sop from the abutments; and 
>0, for the present, the :£200,000 must be 
considered as paid for the abutments and 
embankments until we see reasons for placing it 
to some other account. 
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abutment would have been nearly com
pleted this summer but for the unexpected 
depth of deposit, gravel, sand, and large 
boulders we had to clean out before 
reaching the rock, amounting to 8 feet in 
depth, more than we anticipated or .had 
any reason to expect from our prevIOus 
examina'ion and soundings. Next summer, 
I hope, will enable us to finish this part of 
the etl"Ucture j all the stone for which is 
prepared and now upon the adjoining 
land, covering several acres to the extent 
of 3 and 4 blocks in depth. 

11. Next as to the piers, it is alleged that 
their depth is far greater than necessary j 
this, it appears, is on the assumption that 
they are 39 feet deep in the shaft j a reference 
to the accompanying diagram of Pier No. 
5 disproves this statement, the depth you 
will perceive is only 33 feet. The tube re
quires a bearing surface of 21 feet, we have 
therefore only 6 feet on either side; the 
idea of any reduction, therefore, at once 
falls to the ground, and even if such were 
admissible, your estimate of the value of 
such reduction is erroneous; this you will 
at once see, when you consider that placing 
the first fimndation stone in anyone of 
these piers, requires an outlay of' from 55 
to 60 per cent. of the total cost of each 
pier; there is therefore only about two shil
lings and si>,pence a cubic foot left for the 
remainder, and if' any reduction had to be 
made, this rate would determine its just 
value. 

12. It is true, that in the arrangement for 
payments on account, a uniform distribution 
of the cost of each completed pier has re
ference to the masonry alone, a reasonable 
distribution being made between the above 
and below water level, the latter being paid 
for at a rate allowing of some remuneration 
for the previous outlay; at the same time, 
reserving for that above such level, a suffi
ciently ample allowance to ensure its com
pletion. 

] 3. The two large centre piers being al
luded to, I would merely remark in reference 
to these, that they were designed as distinc
tive objects, marking the navigable channel, 
that no reasonable grounds for complaint on 
this account could be alleged, their ample 
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This a.ppears to be in answer to a ~uggestion 
of Mr. Brunei (Paragraph 54 of his Report) or 
one adopted by him: bllt the saving by this 
proposed reduction of the piers seems to be 
almost eliminated by the statement of Mr. Ross. 
At all events, the whole amOUllt to be saved 
cannot exceed £27.000 or thereabouts, at Mr. 
Ross's price of 28. 6d. per cube foot. 

In Paragraph 13 there is proposed a saving 
of £ 12,000 by reducing the breadth of the large 
centre piers by one-fourth. But is this savillg 
to a('~rue to the Shareholders? No; the depth 
of foundation is found gl't'atly to exceed expec
tation, alld 1\lr. Ho~s proposes" to treat this 
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dimensions also serve as a necessary protec
tion against accidents incident to every navi
gation where it is possible to run against any 
obstruction existing within reach of reckless 
and unguarded steering; although these 
reasons cannot be altogether overlooked, it 
has long since occurred, however, to me, that 
in breadth they mil(ht be diminished about 25 
per cent., and such diminution I had in con
templation, provided any further observation 
in reference to the ice did not deter me from 
such a course: in regard to this, I have fur. 
ther to observe, that these piers are in deep 
watpr where the ice do.'s not ground, and 
where the pressure, in consequence, requires 
greater power of resistance i any diminution 
in these piers which I might, according to 
my own views of the case, be inuuced to 
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" diminutionin the piers as some compensation 
" (as far as it goes)" for the increased depth of 
foundations. It is thus clearly intimated that 
compensation is to be 'made til the Cont.ractors 
for the depth of foundations in excess of what 
they were specifipd to be. I point this out as 
the reason for my having assumed, throughout 
my calculations of the masonry in the piers, 
that the foundations are as specified in the 
Contract for the sum of £1,400,000. If the 
piers are to go deeper, it is to be inferred from 
the Contract, as well as from this avowal of 
Mr. Ross, that compensation will have to be 
made for the extra cost of these ., contingents," 
to the amount, if necessary, of £100,000; and 
I consider myself justified therefore in dealing 
with the case as I have done, in calculations 
relatillg to this point. 

adopt, I should treat as some c(Yfflpensation (as far as it went) for the increased depth of' the 
foundations generally, which are found greatly to exceed our expectations. Although every pains 

. had been taken to ascertain what these would be, we find in the progress of the works that the bed 
of the river, in most parts, is formed of large boulders, heaped together in large masses, the inter
stices being filled up with gravel, sand, and mud, in many instanCES forming a hard, concreted mass, 
and in others the reverse, beds of quicksand and mud being as frequent as any other. Three 
thousand tons of such material we had to clean out of the foundation of No.5 Piel', as you will see 
indicated on the diagram already referred to, below the level at which our previous examination would 
lead us to expect the foundation we sought i one of the boulders taken out by admeasurement would 
weigh about eleven tons; mastes of three and four tons are strewed as thickly as pebbles on the sea
shore. The shallows in the river are evidently formed by these deposits, and I have no doubt, in 
every instance where these shallows appear, we shall have to encounter similar difficulties. In PiCI' 
No.3, we found a depth of 4 feet at one end, and !I feet at the. other to clear out, ere we reached 
the rock. These unlooked-for contingents have materially retarded our season's operations, other
wise we shoulol by this time have Nos. 3, 5, and 6 nearly completed, as it turns we require another 
seasolt to aceoUlplish this; and here I thiuk it would be well to observe that, up to No.6 inclusive, 
the expensive outlays have already been incurred, the dams have been completed, and in all, eX('ept 
No.4, the water ha. been pumped out, and the machinery erected for setting the stones, but No.5 
is the only one where we have been able to complete any masonry, owing to the unlooked-for Causes 
I ha ve already deseri bed. 

14. These contingents rendered it impos
sible to complete one pier in less than two 
seasons, tl.gh, as in the case of No.1 Pier, 
where no such unlooked-for difficulty arose, 
the whole was begun and completely fiuished 
in one season i thus saving the removal and 
re-erection of all the machinery and appliances 
necessary, besides the reparation of such da
mages as the winter operations may produce. 

15. With regard to the ice-bl'eakers, which 
is the next question referred to, the compara
tive cost between the detached, or ordinary 
ice-breakers, and those attached to the piers, 
as in the present design, this question is easily 
disposed of. You \l"ill remember three years 

The fact stated in Paragraph 14 is important 
as bearing on the que>tion of the time required 
to complete the work. This, to my milld, is a 
point of vast importance; and therefore I pro
posed a system of concrete fc,undations pecu
liarlyapplicable to the situation •• f the Victoria 
Bridge, alld which, besides its economy, has 
incomparable advantages as regards rapidity of 
execution. 

Paragraph 16 gives a general description of 
the" large shoes of crib-work surrounding the 
" hase of each pier," proposed by Mr. Keefer; 
but Mr. Ros~ omits to mention" that the appli
" cation of this crib-work to the sides of the 
" piers was made [in Mr. Keefer's bridge J with 
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ago, when considering the mode of construc
tion to be adopted, that in every point of 
view the plan of detached ice-breakers was 
found to be so far deficient in merit, both as 
to cost and efficiency, as to lead at once to its 
total abandonment; I shall endeavour, in as 
few words as I can, to recall to yuur recollec
tion the reasons which led to this conclusion. 

16. I was fully informed at the time of the 
mode described in the Report )'ou refer to, 
which contemplated the planting of very 
large cribs, covering an area of one quarter 
of an aCI'e each, and leaving a clear pa~sagc 
between them of 240 feet; these islands (as 
they are called) of timber and ~tone were 
designed to have a rectangular well, left open 
in their middle, out of which would rise the 
solid masonry towers, su ppol·ting the weight 
of the superstructure; this inclosure of solid 
criL-wOI'k was intended to sUlTuund the 
masom-y, yet detached from it, and receive 
the shock and grinding of the ice, yielding to 
a certain extent by its elasticity, without 
eommunicating the shock to the masonn'· 
and if damaged, could be replaced with fa~i~ 
lity: they were designed also to reach the 
height of 30 feet above summer water-level 
this being necessary on account of the grea; 
height which the icc generally attains; the 
u].>-stream face was intended to be sloped, one 
of the primary requisites essential to the 
elfectual perfo"mance cf its duties. This 
lIlode of construction, you will readily per
ceive, comprehends very formidable dilllen
sions, and it is only partially true, as stated, 
that it could be made available as serving as a 
coller dam fOI' getting in the foundations of 
the masonry. 

Ii. The usual precautionary measures of 
clay ].>uddle would still be necessary to 
b!ock out the water j and having already 
g"IVcn you a description of the nature of 
the foundations we have to deal with I 
need not now recount the difficulties wl:ich 
under such circulllstances would present 
thelllsel \"cs. 

18. You will al~o perceive tbat these 
q~arter-acre i,lands would occupy 251'"" eud. 
of .he water breadth of the rive.', one of the 
most prominent reasons for tlteir abandonment 
when first considered. 

19. The space occupied by the pie.·s, as 
IWlIJg {'nelll('(!, is only St'l'cn lJ(J cod.; this 
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"particular reference to pret·enting tIle ire 
"from reaclting tlte spring of tIle arcltes, which 
" would be the lowest aud most exposed part 
" of the ~uperstructure:" and that, as "in the 
" Victoria Bridge the roadway is fm' above 
"tltat to wlticlt tlte ice ever reaches." Mr. 
Keefer would probably have omitted the clib
work at the sides of the piers, and thus have re
duced the quarter-acre to proportions not much 
in excess of the solid ashlar work now pro
posed. 

I have spoken at some length on this point 
in my reply to l\Ir. Stephenson's Report, and 
it is needless to go further into the question 
here. 

1\lr. Keefer proposed that the" shoes" should 
serve during the eou,truction of th.tJriuo-e as 
c(1ler·dams "composed of tlte cheapest ~/{/te
•. rials." 1\Ir. Ross, ill Paragraph 17, reutiuds 
us that from" the description he has given of 
•• the nature of the foundations to be dealt with, 
"he need not recount the difficulties which 
"d h' , un er suc c.rcnllistance" would present 
" themselves" to IlIaking use of the crib-work 
shoes as coffer-dams. 

In Paragraph 19, 1\Ir. no~s sa,·s "our 
"d - , "present arns are generally about 5 to 6 

feet above summer-water level, amI cO~'er 
" an area corresponding nearly with that des
" c"ib"d; lall(rly tee !tare constructed tltem 
•. • iml!a/" to tites(',jillillg the external barrier 
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is a most important feature in the relative 
merits of the two modes of construction. 
Our present dams are generally about 5 to 
6 ft. above summer water level, and cover 
an area corresponding nearly with that 
described; latterly we have constructed 
them similar to these, filling the external 
barrier with stone and the inner with clay, 
necessary to render them water tight: the 
force of the current is necessarily increased, 
and the natural consequence, owing to the 
fragile nature of the deposits fornling the 
bed of the river, is to undermine rapidly 
the part ex posed to the action of the waters, 
thus rendering them more insecure every 
day, and requiring an immense amount of 
expensive labour for their protection. I 
mention these tacts, which our experience 
has brought to light, as an additional reason 
why we should nut resort to such an ob
jectionable mode of construction as to their 
cost. Assuming the existing dams to serve 
the purpose, as far as they go, we should 
ha,'e to raise them to the height of 25 ft. 
above their present level, and to add 
as much to their length up stream as 
the necessary slope at that end would 
require. 

20. These ponderous erections would 
measure about 350 n. in circumference, and 
Irom their foundations to the top would 
measure 40 feet-2S leet abo,'e the present 
dams: the walls thus lormed of timber and 
stone would be about 20 feet in thickness: 
the cuLic contents of this mass above the 
level of the present dams would be 200,000 
feet, and the masonry saved thereby would 
be exactly 20,000 feet, which is all that is 
required to form the stone cut-water or ice
breaker attached to the piers. I believe 
no man capaule of instituting a comparison, 
and with these facts before him, will for one 
mOlllent hesitate in giving the preference 
to the attaehed ice-ureakers as now being 
executed, Their more permanent efficiency, 
founded in every instance upon the solid 
rock, placed beyond the reach of any in
fluence exerted by the currents, and their 
incomparable pre-eminence in relation to 
the space they occupy, together with their 
immunity from acddents (not requiring 
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" [of wood cribs] with stone and tIle inner witlt 
" clay, necess~r!l to render them water-tiyltt." 

And thus It appears that in the course of 
writing the short Paragraph 18 the difficulties 
which ." the large boulders h~aped together, 
" formIng the bed of the river in most parts, 
"the interstices filled with gravel, sand, and 
" mud" presented, and which he thought it 
needless to" recount," have vanished, and his 
present dams are similar to Mr. Keefer's shoes, 
and have been rendered water-tight by the usual 
simple means of clay-puddle filled into the inner 
cribs. 

The assertion in Paragraph 18 that" these 
"quarter-acre islands would occupy 25 per 
" cent. of the water breadth of the river"
must not, for Mr. Keefer's sake, be passed un
noticed. Mr. Keefer proposed 22 clear spans 
of 240 feet, with or:e of 400 feet. 

The Victoria Bridge is to consist of 24 spans 
of 242 feet clear, and one of 330 feet. The 
difference in 7.i:ater-way then of the two designs 
is only 458 feet; or, the wate~-way between 
the" islands" was 7 per cent. less than bet ween 
the proposed piers. 

Now, considering- tllat since the contract for 
the Victoria Bridge was made, a reduction in 
the water-way has been made to the extent of 
1332 feet, or three times the <:Iifference between 
the waten,ay proposed by Mr. Keefer, and 
that now adupt~d, this allusion to the propor
tion occupied by the "islands" does not bear 
examination. 

There are two points in this paragraph call
ing for remark. 

The quantity of" 20,000 cubic feet exactly," 
in the part of the piers forming the ice-breakers, 
gave me a means of confirming the dimensions 
on which my calculations for the estimates given 
elsewhere are founded. 

The sentence-" and la<tly, though not least, 
" their evident economy in the first cost, plac~s 
"them immeasurably in the scale of merit 
" beyonJ the temporary mode suggested as the 
"suLstitute, 011 grounds which I thillk I have 
" made clear, are altogether untenable." 

If I permitted myself to indulge in mere 
verbal criticism, I might rely on Mr. Ros"'s 
having placed the ashlar ice-ureakers immeasur
ably, in the scale of merit, beyond the mode sug
gested, on grounds which he has made clear, are 
altogether untenable. But the" economy in 
'fir.'t cost" being mentioned, it is most. important 
to remark, that" to place a stone of the pro
"posed ashlar ice-breakers in anyone of the 
"piers, requir~s an outlay of 55 to 60 per 
" cellt. of the total cost of {·ach." And that 
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repairs of any kind)-a light in which the 
other mode can never be regarded-and 
la~t1y, although not least, their evid~nt 
economy in the first cost, places them Im
measurably in the scale of merit beyoud 
the temporary mode suggested as the sub
stitute, on ground which I think I have made 
clear, are altogether untenable. 

21. I believe I have now gone through 
the various points referred to in your letter, 
to which you called my particular attention, 
and hope my ex planations of the existing 
state of our operations will satisfy you that 
we have pursued the right course in the 
designing and prosecution of this work. 

22. The only observation I would desire 
to add, would be in reference to the reasons 
which led to the adoption of 242 feet as the 
span best suited in point of economy to fill 
up the space we had to deal with, although 
the masonry bears a larger proportion to 
the entire cost than a due regard to economy 
"ould appear to warrant, we find that to 
diminish the number of piers by one only, 
one each side of the centre span, would in 
this item save 9 per cent., or about £50,000; 
whereas the spans would be thereby in
creased exactly 10 per cent., which would 
add 20 per cent. to the cost of the super
structure, as the proportion due to the sec
tional area of the tubes by this incrcase, 
which would amount to about £80,000. 
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thus about £480,000 has to be spe~t in pre
paration for putting in the proposed Ice-break
ers. Whereas, 1I1r. Keefer's estimate ~or t~e 
whole bridge, 30 feet higher than the VlCto.rla 
Bridge and as long, is only £320,~, of whIch 
the superstructure was to cost £ 11 a ,000, leav
ing £205,000 as the total estimated first cost 
of l\:Ir. Keefer's embankments, abutments, 
"shoes" and piers-one-third of which, per
haps may be taken for the cost of the shoes, or 
abou't £70,000 to compare with £530,000, the 
money involved in .putting in ~he "permanent 
" ice-breakers now m progress. 

Mr. Ross's calculation of the size of the spans 
in relation to the piers is really amusing. 

As positively as we can demonstrate, that to 
divide a given line into two parts, such that 
their products may be a maXImum, the two 
parts must be equal, so positively can it be 
shown that, until the cost of the superstructur~ 
equals the cost of the piers, the most economi
cal proportion has not been arrived :'I-t . !Ur. 
Ross, however, proves to his own satIsfactIOn, 
that althou,,"h the piers are cstimated to cost 
£800,000, 0 and the superstructure only 
£400,000, we cannot increase the spans and 
diminish the number of piers without a loss! 

Mr. BruneI has given a juster estimate. of 
this as it is no doubt founded on the relatIve 
am~unts of superstructure and piers given 
him. 

There is no doubt, however, that if the piers 
were at anything like reasonable rates, and 

supposing the foundations to be as specified, the size of the span fixed is nearly of proper 
proportion. If, however, the cost of the piers is to be increased, as Mr. Ross leads me to 
suppose they may be, by what he says in Paragraph 13, and if the cost of the piers has to 
be added to, by charging to them a part of the sum said to be charged to abutments to 
cover the costly preparations necessary for erecting the piers, then the proportions are still 
furtber wrong than they appear to be, when the relative cost of superstructure and piers is 
as £400,000 to £800,000, i. e. one to two. 

To give an air of proof to his opinion, Mr. Ross calculates the increased cost of the 
superstructure on the assumption that tI,e depth of the girders would be the same whatever 
the span. By merely proportioning the depth to the span in the ratio adopted for the 
centre span of 330 feet, viz. 25 feet depth for this span, Mr. Ross's proof of his having 
the most economical span would have gone clean against him. Mr. Clark, to suit his pur
pose, assumed the dE'pth to bear a constant proportion to the span, making the depth of the 
330 feet span 30 feet. 

MR. ROSS'S RI!:PORT. 

23. The centre span is of course an ex
ception, the reasons which determined this 
were local. both as to heigllt and width, and 
could not be departed from. 
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24. You will bear in mind, that a clear 
height 01" 60 feet is required at the navi
gable channel, a descent of 1 in 132 brings 
us to 36 feet above such level at the abut
ments; the ice in December last year rose 
to within 8 feet of this point, as you will 
see indicated on the diagram of No.5 pier, 
and some hours before it reached this point 
it made a clean sweep of all our dams and 
temporary works surrounding the pier and 
abutments, although filled with stone and 
protected in all possible ways by sloped 
fronts on the up-stream side. In many 
statements which have been put forward, 
great stress has been laid upon the fact of 
some one or two experimental crib ice
breakers, fixed some short distance above 
the site of the bridge, withstanding the 
shock of several winter operations; I have 
seen these, and I have observed the cause 
of their standing the test to be entirely 
owing to the fact of their being only some 
two or three feet above low-water level 
and in shallow water, so that as soon as the 
walers rise they are covered over, and so 
completely loaded with the accumulating 
masses of ice, that they are finnly held in their 
places; their insignificance alone saving them 
from destruction; time, however, has swept even 
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The facts here stated by 1\1 r. Ro,s as to 
"some one or two experimental crib ice
" b.·eakers are" cu rious. 

Mr. Ross has "seen these." He ,. has ob
" served the cause qf t!teir standing the test." 
It is therefore to be inferred that they do stand 
the test; it is trlle it is only" by reason of their 
insignificance," but still they do stalld atlll are 
held firmly in their places by tlte ice. But 
then, he says, time, however, !las swept eun 
tltese away, and t!tey are r.ow!lere to he found; 
therefore they have not stood t he test well. 
Mr. Ross may know what he means; r am sllre 
I do not, ana so I will not speculate further 
upon this strange account. 

I am, 
Yours, &c. 

CHARLES I,IDDELL. 

these away. and they are nowhere to be found. ___________________ _ 

25. In conclusion, I feel it my duty to state, that if aftcr having duly considered the subject, 
you still think a saving can be effected in any part of the masonry, beyond what I have pointed 
out as possible in the centre piers, I sball make it my aim to carry it out to the fullest e>:lcnt 
practicable. 

And I am, dear Sir, 
Yours sincerely, 

(Signcd) ALEX. M. ROSS. 
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